Pregnant With Twins: My CEO’s Tricky Love
Chapter 291 Male Partner for the Dinner Party
Seeing that his mother was being like that, happily coaxing the baby in
her arms, Jasper felt at ease, it seemed like his mother was not so angry
and liked her grandson very much, he then smiled and said.
“Mom, everything's my fault, I apologize, please forgive me this once,
okay?”
Of course, Jasper didn't tell her that Selena asked him for help, he took
all the blame, Elliot glared at her own son and just ignored him.
Bailey, who kept teasing his grandson also helplessly glanced at Jasper...
They both happily teased their grandson and completely ignored Jasper
who stood by their side. Selena glanced at Jasper in guilt, Jasper smiled
as he shook his head.
Those were all trivial matters, Selena minded it too much, brothers
naturally had to take care and protect their little sisters, what's the
problem of being a scapegoat?
The Holland family was harmonious, Selena spent the whole night with
her parents and brother so restlessly, her son was very obedient all
along, which made her feel less nervous.
After putting her child to sleep at night, Selena glanced at her cellphone
and only then she realized that there was a missed call from Georgia…
But it was already so late at that time, Selena thought that Georgia was
already asleep so she didn't call her back, planning to call her back
tomorrow morning.
The next morning, when Georgia just woke up in the morning, helped
Annie put her clothes on, and brought Annie to the dining table to have
a meal, she realized that her phone was ringing, a call from Selena.
Georgia immediately brought her cellphone to the balcony and
accepted the call.
“Last night I was busy with a lot of things, sorry I didn't see your call.”
Selena apologized, feeling quite guilty, Georgia immediately smiled and
shook her head.
“It's fine, nothing urgent... I just want to discuss about the thing we
talked about last time, you can still ask for Camden's help, right? I want
to take out and have a look of the file of the fire disaster of Chase's
orphanage, please help me with that.”
“I'll think of a way to it, don't worry.”
Only then Selena knew that Georgia called her for that matter, she

immediately said yes.
After they both hung up, Georgia ate with her daughter, while Elsie
said.
“Has the other party agreed to find the case?”
“Yeah, she's going to ask her previous colleague for help, Camden, the
one that you investigated before... Probably we'll get to see that
paperwork in two days.”
Elsie was quite excited, these two days, she kept going outside with
Wilson to investigate, and that made Elsie feel like her life became
substantial.
Back then, she didn't even know what she should do in her life, even if
she knew Vanessa and Georgia, Elsie had always been ignorant, didn't
have her job nor her hobbies, but until she went out to investigate with
Wilson, she was so busy going back and forth every day, Elsie felt as if
she had turned into a human and not just an ignorant empty shell who
was just wasting her time.
“Aren’t you going to a party tonight? I won't go, I still have to be with
Wilson today and visit those orphanages in West city.”
Georgia didn't expect that Elsie would accompany her to the dinner
party.
For some time, Elsie kept going out and coming home with Wilson, and
Elsie seemed very happy during those days, Georgia understood her
feelings and she wouldn't force Elsie to go to such a boring party with
her.
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There was a dinner party arranged by Sarah and Travis that night,
coincidentally Georgia didn't need to go to work on that day and she
also needed to observe Sierra and Robert… As the SY Group's CEO,
sometimes Georgia would need to participate in such dinner parties,
show her face, and let everyone know her current condition.
She came back and worked in MU after all, that matter was already
discussed everywhere.
So many people would probably be curious of her, Georgia didn't have
any reason to avoid either, she would just naturally go to the charity
dinner party.
In the evening, Georgia had told her assistant to ask the make-up team
to dress her up.
She wore a misty blue velvet dress, which outlined waist...

She was very slim to begin with, with the dress that outlined all her
body curves and the hair that the stylist made for her, she looked so
gorgeous.
Of course, the makeup artist was very skilled, she completely made
Georgia's complexion look so smooth and flawless.
If she showed that look to others, Georgia might be able to seduce
people with her beauty.
Georgia was already pretty to begin with, it had been a long time since
she dressed up so beautifully... She even felt very happy just by looking
at herself in the mirror and she was somehow expectant, she wanted to
let Robert see her beautiful look that day.
Last time Robert just left after seeing her, like he was quite angry with
her, Georgia was still bothered by that until now.
She was actually going to ask Travis to be her male partner, but Travis
had explained his previous relationship with Sarah, they had acted as
fiancée for a year... If Travis went to Sarah's charity dinner party as
Georgia's male partner, that would create many misunderstandings for
the crowd.
So in the end, Georgia didn't find herself a male partner, she just
directly told people to prepare the car and went to the charity dinner
party alone.
Before the car reached the hotel, Georgia received a call from Riley,
whom she hadn't contacted for so long.
Georgia felt that it was quite strange but she still accepted the call.
“Mr. Price, why are you looking for me?”
Riley laughed at the other end of the call.
“To repay Miss Lane's big orders for our company a while ago, I heard
that Miss Lane doesn't have a male partner today so I decided to
recommend myself to be your partner.”
“A highly desirable bachelor like me, tall and handsome, if I become
your Miss Lane's partner, I'll definitely set off your beauty like the
bright moon on the sky, and embarrass an unpresentable hypocrite like
Sierra...”
Sometimes when hearing Riley's words, Georgia felt that Riley knew the
slang for roasting women online, something like "Goody two-shoes",
"Angelic bitch", that made her can't help laughing.
“I don't need male partner, you can just go to the dinner party alone.”
Riley immediately asked from the other end of the call.
“I heard that Robert and Sierra will be participating the dinner party
while holding hands, don't tell me that you're going alone and let the

crowd laugh at you? By the way, I tell you what, men are cheap... If he
realized the woman he used to like is fancied by other men, he'll
definitely feel the desire to possess you, only a person with a status like
me can be a match for Robert, I won't embarrass you by being your
partner, perhaps Robert will realize his own feelings by that and it will
be useful for you to get him back... What do you think?”
Chapter 292 Gossiper
“I find that you’re so concerned about my relationship with
Robert,don’t you think you going too far? Or you’re a nosy parker in
your previous life?”
Georgia Lane complained mercilessly in the phone, while Riley Price
laughed loudly on the other end of the phone.
“Wow, I really like reading gossip on the internet usually. Last time I
just learned the gossip from the strangers online, but now, I wish to
enjoy the show from people around me. Of course, I didn't mean Miss
Lane, I just want to see how Robert will become after he regains his
memory. It will be more fun if I’m involved in this process.”
Georgia pondered for a while, Riley was talking right about one thing.
Robert and Sierra would attend the banquet tonight, but if she were to
attend alone, for sure she might become a joke to others. Although it
was all right to become a joke, but to give herself a pity persona who
was loving someone she couldn’t have, Georgia felt that it was a bit
strange too. She agreed with Riley in the phone.
“I’ll arrive at the hotel in ten more minutes, when will you be there? To
be my male partner, at least you shall go inside together with me.”
“Don’t worry, I’ll be there now, I’ll get out of the car and wait for you
outside once I’m there. Send me your car plate’s number, I’ll directly
pick you up at the car’s door once your car stops.”
Georgia agreed. When her car arrived and she just wanted to get out of
the car, Riley had already offered his arm to her, Georgia smiled, then
she stood up and put her hand on his arm.
A pair of handsome guy and beauty had appeared in front of everyone
in a moment, there were reporters outside the hotel.
Georgia and Riley walked inside together, Riley was quite a sunny and
handsome man, some more Georgia was extremely gorgeous tonight.
The pair of beautiful couple who were walking inside, was really a feast
for the eyes and had made everyone want to gossip so much.
It should be noted that Robert Simpson had just brought his current

fiancée, Sierra Moon to go inside. In a blink of an eye, his ex-fiancée,
Georgia had gone inside together with Riley who was a toff, this was
really a great show.
The media were taking photos excitedly, but they didn’t dare to go in
front.
The people who had participated in this banquet were all elites. The
media were invited since it was a charity dinner, but if they were to
rush in front taking photos, being too over and asking impolite
questions, then they wouldn’t be able to continue staying in this sector
anymore. Hence, the media could only gossip and take some photos
secretly when Georgia and Riley walked smilingly into the hotel.
Of course, these photos at the scene showing the progress were
uploaded onto the internet soon.
The stories between Georgia and Robert could be traced back to one
year or even a few years ago. For now, the wedding between Robert
and Sierra was delayed for six months, and now it left only about five
months’ time since a month had passed already.
Everyone was guessing, what was the situation Georgia was facing
currently?
Initially they thought that Georgia would be very upset now because
she was abandoned by her fiancé, but to their surprise, Georgia had
attended this charity dinner happily with Riley.
Both sides had their own partners now. Thinking of Georgia, she was
currently the CEO of SY Group while Riley was the heir of the Price
family, they were evenly matched, the netizens who enjoyed the show
were leaving their comments excitedly.
“It will definitely be a battlefield tonight, sadly I can’t join this kind of
banquet and can’t witness the scene, I really wish that I can become
the hotel’s staff and enjoy the show tonight.”
“Last time Riley had taunted Robert’s fiancée directly on the internet,
most of his words were trying to protect Georgia, what do you guys
think about the relationship between these two people? Why didn’t I
hear of them having any ambiguous relationship previously?”
“This is the news that I get from somewhere, Riley and Robert have
always competed with each other in their business and they are known
as the mortal enemies. But now Georgia is staying with Riley, I feel like
it’s so campy.”
Everyone was guessing on the internet, Georgia and Riley had walked
into the hotel’s lobby.
The lobby was the site for the charity dinner today.

There was splendid music playing in the lobby and there were already
some people dancing on the middle of the stage, the atmosphere
looked really nice.
Georgia had a look at the flow of the charity dinner tonight roughly, the
first hour was the time for everyone to have their own conversations
with others at the charity dinner’s site, there would be people dancing
at the centre. There would also be celebrities who were invited to sing
later, or the dancers to give dance performance.
After the one hour, everyone would put up the things that they had
donated for auction, then the people joining the banquet would buy
something based on their choices, all of the money would then be
collected in an account at the end for charity purpose.
In fact, the charity was just a site of gathering for the people from high
society, some more this charity dinner was collaborated between Sarah
Duran and a domestic magazine, so everyone was coming to inquire
about which sector she was going to expand after coming back from a
holiday?
They were looking for a business opportunity, even if they couldn’t find
one, they could chat with other socialites coming to the banquet to see
if they could find a collaboration opportunity.
“Do you want to dance?”
After coming inside, Riley suddenly talked about this to Georgia.
Georgia was still in astonishment, but Riley had already brought her
onto the dance floor.
The soft music suddenly changed to a hot one, the music was for a Latin
dance. Georgia hadn’t danced for a long time in fact, she was brought
onto the dance floor by Riley sluggishly.
Since not many people knew Latin dance, the people who were initially
dancing had slowly left the dance floor, but Riley had led Georgia to
start dancing.
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Maybe due to her deeply ingrained memory, her hand had begun to
turn around with Riley’s moves although she was still at a loss. Latin
dance was so hot and full of enthusiasm.
The music being played now was for a hot dance, Georgia was dancing
gracefully in the beats of music, the dancing man and woman were
filled with passionate. Slowly, the centre of the dance floor had become
their place, many people had retreated to enjoy their dance.

Georgia was initially a bit jerky but she began to become familiar again
slowly, she was dancing more skillfully with Riley and they were staring
at each other with the smiles in their eyes.
Robert Simpson and Travis Armstrong walked beside the dance floor
and watched at them, Travis felt a bit disconsolate.
In fact, Travis had learnt Latin dance together with Georgia in the past
and he was Georgia’s dance partner. It had been more than 10 years
already, he really wished to dance with Georgia again.
For Robert Simpson, even though he was just watching curiously since
many people were enjoying their dance, but oddly, he felt unhappy
after confirming that the people who were dancing were Georgia and
Riley.
Some more he saw that the two people were dancing with the intimate
poses and laughing at each other as if they were the extremely intimate
couple. Robert held a wine glass in his hand more tightly.
There was just one thought in his mind, why the dance hadn’t end?
As he thought more of this, the woman who was dancing gracefully at
the front was taken more and more into his heart.
Her body line was way more beautiful than he thought, he felt that she
was extremely thin when he hugged her during that night, but her
clothing today had completely showed her beautiful body line. There
was always a charming smile on her face, she was shining on the stage
as if she was the centre of the world and he couldn’t see other people
anymore.
Lub-dub, lub-dub, lub-dub, it seemed like the heart was pumping
vigorously. He looked at her rosy cheeks and the attractive lips which
seemed to make people want to kiss her. Robert pulled his tie, he
suddenly felt that his throat was a bit dry.
He felt a bit intolerable, the feeling in his heart made him a bit
overwhelm. When he just felt that he couldn’t tolerate anymore and
want to rush onto the dance floor to bring the woman back, the dance
finally ended and the people around had given them applause.
Georgia and Riley bowed toward everyone, then they left the dance
floor.
“Why did you suddenly pull me onto the dance floor just now?”
Now she had calmed down, Georgia asked Riley.
If she didn’t know how to dance and she was brought onto the centre
of the dance floor, that would be so embarrassing right? This made her
feel a bit annoyed toward him.
Riley raised his eyebrow, he seemed to be in high spirit.

“Don’t haggle about what I’ve done, I had checked your past and I saw
that you know how to dance on your resume. Since Robert is standing
beside and watching, I think that I can have a dance with you to see if
Robert has any response. The dance just now was so sexy and hot,
some more we were staying so close, this would definitely make Robert
feel uncomfortable.”
“I feel that you hate Robert so much, do you know what is meant by
hating someone to the core?”
Riley finally showed a puzzled look this time, Georgia taunted him
mercilessly.
“Hating someone to the core means loving someone to the core, you’ve
paid so much attention to him as well as his ex-fiancée, and you’ve
always thought of irritating him. Telling me the truth, do you like him?”
Riley who was always a wise man and always the one to make jokes of
others, was stunned by Georgia’s words. By the time he could finally
give a reaction, Georgia had turned and left him.
He wanted to chase Georgia, complaining that he was so handsome
and there were so many women with him, how would he like Robert
Simpson, some more Robert was the one he disliked. However, when
he hadn’t even moved, Riley realized that Robert was already standing
in front of him.
“Don’t play a trick on her, I know that we’re always the opponents in
the past and you’re always against me, but you can’t implicate a
woman in our own business.”
Robert always felt that the reason of Riley deliberately approaching
Georgia was because of him. Although he didn’t know why he wanted
to come in front of Riley and give him a warning, but Robert thought
assuredly that Riley had an ulterior motive, he couldn’t let this kind of
man hurt Georgia.
However, Riley sneered suddenly.
“What I want to do is none of your business, right?”
After saying this, Riley directly brushed past Robert.
Robert suddenly felt that he was behaving impulsively just now, why
should he care about the man beside Georgia. When he was still
thinking about it, Robert saw that Georgia was standing beside Travis,
they seemed to be talking about something smilingly.
He had read his investigation report, Travis was Georgia’s first love.
Robert suddenly felt that his mood was becoming worse.
Chapter 293 Auction of the Ring
“Robert, why are you standing here alone?”

Sierra suddenly appeared by Robert’s side, she just went to the
bathroom, when she came back to look for him, she found that he was
standing on the side of the balcony.
There weren’t a lot of people, Robert seemed to be thinking about
something alone.
“I just received a call about work.”
Robert lied without showing anything on the outside.
“Let’s go inside, it’s quite windy out here.”
Robert said, then walked towards the lobby, Sierra didn’t look well and
went after him while looking down.
She looked around for Sarah, but Sarah was either talking to some big
figures, or other some elites, she never found a chance to test Sarah.
Robert on the other hand was looking at Georgia repeatedly, which
caused that Sierra couldn’t put all her focus on Sarah.
The two of them were in their own thoughts as they went back to the
lobby, Riley was already with Georgia.
“I am your partner, you just bullied me and now you are talking to
another man, don’t you think that is too cold of you?”
“I saw that you and Robert were having a good talk, what was it
about?”
Riley looked at Robert, who seemed quite furious, he was shaking his
head to Georgia.
“Nothing, he just looks very funny right now, you don’t know, he used
to be this very cool and self disciplined person, he would never make a
fool of himself or make mistakes, but now seeing that he had made a
huge mistake and not being able to have a clear head, I was really
happy about that. Maybe this is the moment in my life where I can see
him making a fool of himself, Georgia, Robert meeting you has brought
me so much joy, otherwise I would never have seen this.”
Georgia looked at him sideways, she felt that Riley was caring too much
about Robert, even though this kind of caring was watching his show.
“Oh right, what is the relationship between you and that Travis? I saw
that he is quite hospitable towards you, I heard that he and Sarah are
engaged, if you are looking for a boyfriend, I suggest you not to try it
with Travis, he is already taken, why don’t you try me, I am single, even
though I am not as rich as you, but still better than many others.”
“I and Travis are none of your business...”
Georgia stared at Riley, it didn’t matter if he was gossiping about
Robert, but now he even wanted to gossip about her, only in his
dreams.

Riley didn’t get mad at Georgia’s attitude, on the contrary, he thought
that Georgia’s reactions were funny.
The two of them fighting like this was seen by Robert, he felt an itch in
his heart, he wanted to go and pull Georgia to his side, but who was he
to do so?
Sierra was just standing by his side, everyone was staring at them,
Robert didn’t want Sierra to be laughed at.
In that moment, Sierra saw that Sarah was walking towards the
washroom, so she said to Robert.
“I might need to go to the bathroom again, I don’t feel well, Robert, you
don’t need to worry, I will be back in a minute.”
Sierra left after saying so, Robert didn’t even notice Sierra’s look was
different.
Sierra thought that Sarah was going to the bathroom, but actually went
into a different hallway beside the washroom, it seemed that she was
heading for the resting room, Sierra hesitated, but then she decided to
follow.
Sarah smiled as she went on, until she was in front of a door.
Sarah used her card to unlock the door, but she didn’t go in
immediately, instead, she turned around and smiled while saying to
Sierra.
“Miss Moon, I noticed that you have been following me, do you want to
join me for a cup of tea?”
In that moment, Sierra hesitated for two seconds, but then she decided
to agree.
Robert was not far, she didn’t think Sarah would dare to do anything.
This was a hotel room, it was rearranged into a big resting area.
Sarah sat down on the couch, she looked at Sierra with interest, her lips
were slightly opened, her voice carried a little laughter.
“Why did you follow me, Miss Moon?”
Sierra looked at Sarah closely, she wanted to know if it was Sarah who
was asking her about the relationship with Jayson the other day, but
Sarah said nothing, she was just sitting there on the couch, her eyes
were playful, as if Sierra was actually the one being watched.
Sierra didn’t understand, what was Sarah doing?
Before making sure who that person on the phone was, she couldn’t
just admit her being in contact with Jayson in front of Sarah.
“Miss Duran, I think you know that the current relationship between
Robert and me, I want to cooperate with you for my love.”
Sierra had the answer prepared in her head, so she said to Sarah.

“I don’t know if you had investigated Travis, he and Georgia used to
date, Georgia is the ex-girlfriend of my fiance. I feel that she is going to
take away my fiance, but when I saw her today, she was with your
fiance. This kind of woman who has two men on her hook, Miss Duran,
do you want to cooperate with me? I can find a way for Miss Lane not
to get to our fiances.”
This was what Sierra had planned from the beginning, ever since Travis
entered, Travis and Sarah were engaged, there were a lot of people
who didn’t know that they had annulled their wedding plans, so the
world still thought that Travis and Sarah were going to get married,
Sarah never planned on explaining this to them.
“What kind of cooperation are you thinking about? What ideas do you
have?”
Sarah asked her interested, she looked as if she really cared about the
matter between Travis and Georgia.
Sierra was a little excited inside, she bit the bait fast.
But she was only excited for a few seconds, then she calmed down
immediately, even though she and Sarah weren’t close, it was Jayson
who told her that she wasn’t a simple woman, she had a lot on her
mind, and she shouldn’t underestimate her.
“Today Georgia came to the party, Riley is her partner, Riley seems to
like her a lot, Miss Duran, why don’t we try to get them together, this
way our marriages won’t be affected.”
This was a quite satisfactory answer, Sierra didn’t show anything evil in
her plans.
“Your plans sounds good, we only need to get those two together, I
need to think about how to go about it, right now I cannot keep talking
to you, I am the host of this party, I need to go out and talk to my
guests, Miss Moon, please excuse me.”
Sarah said to her, then she got up and left the room, Sierra didn’t need
to stay either.
“I have been away for too long, I need to go back to the lobby, Miss
Duran, let’s go together.”
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When she said that, Sierra suddenly asked.
“Miss Duran, one more thing I need to ask you, because I am not sure if
this has anything to do with you.”
“Ask away.”

Sarah seemed very generous, as if she didn’t know what Sierra was
talking about.
“A few days ago, I received a call, that person said that she was your
staff, in the phone they threatened me, told me to release my
information, and that I have someone working with me, that person
spoke with such certainty, but I didn’t understand what he was
threatening me about. But he used your name, now that we know each
other, I want to ask you about it, maybe someone is using your name
out there, Miss Duran, you should check it.”
“There is such thing?”
Sarah seemed quite shocked.
“Don’t worry, I will investigate it, you know I just got back, I haven’t
built up my connections here yet, the staff my company hired has both
good and bad ones, I will get to the ground of this.”
Sarah said, they were already at the door of the hotel room, about to
go out.
Sierra was staring at Sarah’s face, after she asked her about this, Sarah
seemed genuinely shocked.
She was thinking, if she wanted to test Sarah, she couldn’t mention
Jayson’s name, otherwise she would alert her enemy, but seeing
Sarah’s appearance, Sierra couldn’t be sure if she was pretending, or if
she really didn’t know.
Thinking about that, Sierra and Sarah left the hotel room.
Just as they walked a few steps, Sierra was bumped into by a person,
then she felt that her clothes were wet.
“Sorry, sorry...”
A woman wearing hotel staff uniform started to apologize, Sarah
turned around and saw the situation.
“What are you doing, who are you? Can’t you even hold a tray steady?
Do you want to be fired?”
The hotel staff was still apologizing, she was almost crying, so Sierra
tried to comfort her.
“Don’t worry, it was just a small accident, don’t blame her Miss Duran. I
might need to go back to my room and change something, can you help
me?”
Sarah stared at the woman.
“Get someone to clean up the shards on the floor.”
After saying so, she turned to Sierra.
“Come to the room we just sat in, I have some clothes in there.”
After saying so, Sarah and Sierra went back to the hotel room, she told

Sierra to clean up herself in the bathroom.
Sarah found a dress in the closet.
This was a red silk dress, it was a limited dress from this year, after
Sarah took it out, she went to the bathroom door.
“Miss Moon, I found a dress for you, I haven’t worn it, you seem to
have the same size as me, I think it should fit.”
Sierra opened the door wrapped in a towel, she said thank you and
took the dress from Sarah.
After a while, Sierra came out wearing the dress, Sarah saw that Sierra’s
hair was messy, and smiled.
“This dress needs a different hairstyle, your hair is already messed up,
sit down, let me do your hair, don’t worry, you will look so pretty.”
Sierra also saw that her hair did not fit this dress, so she sat down in
front of the mirror, and let Sarah do her hair, she made her an elegant
style.
Sierra was very satisfied with her hair, and she was also wearing a
Chanel limited edition dress, there were only a few of them in the
world.
“Let’s go, I will take you back to the lobby.”
Sarah smiled and brought Sierra out of the room, the two of them went
back to the lobby, Sierra walked to Robert.
Robert saw that Sierra changed into a new dress, and asked her.
“Why did you change, what happened?”
Sierra lied.
“I bumped into a woman when I went outside, and my dress got dirty,
Miss Duran was with me so she took me in and changed me. This dress
is a gift from Miss Duran.”
Robert nodded, but in his heart he was thinking about Sarah, since she
invited Sierra to come to the dinner party, Robert had been thinking
about her, did Sarah plan on a deeper partnership with the Simpson
family?
At this moment, the two families did have areas where they could work
together, just as he thought about it, the host took the mic and said
that the auction was about to start.
Everyone went to another lobby.
There were a lot of chairs, the host was on stage starting the auction.
It was a charity donation, the guests all donated a high value object, the
others who were interested would bid for it, the money would all go to
charity.
Georgia had prepared a jade carving, of course, it was her secretary

that prepared it for her, it was worth millions, Georgia just wanted to
do some good with it.
She was sitting with Riley at the auction, Georgia was just watching it
quite bored, she wasn’t very interested in the things being sold, but
when it was half over, Georgia suddenly noticed, the next object was a
diamond ring.
In that moment, Georgia’s eyes were as if glued to the thing.
It was this ring!
This was the ring Robert used to propose to her, it was Georgia’s ring as
well.
Chapter 294 Not a Match
She had an accident and was in a coma for the past year. And the ring
had been kept in Robert's villa.
However, she didn't expect Robert to put the ring up for auction now.
Georgia felt very sad and could not stay here any longer.
People around her were bidding.
5 million yuan... 8 million yuan... 10 million yuan...
Suddenly, Riley raised his hand.
"50 million yuan!"
At this moment, the people at the auction were shocked, because that
one diamond ring was not worth so much money. However, this Mr.
Prince actually offered 50 million to buy this ring.
The host asked a few more times, and then no one offered a higher
price. He simply settled the deal.
"Congratulations! Mr. Price, you have bought this diamond ring."
Riley smiled at the host.
"My partner loves this diamond ring, so I'm going to buy it and give it to
her."
When Riley finished this sentence, Georgia's eyes showed a surprised
look. Riley deliberately tilted her head to Georgia's ear, which made the
two look particularly intimate.
"I can see that you care about this ring, so I bought it for you."
And there were many people around her who were looking at them.
Georgia had mixed feelings in her heart. Georgia didn't want to show a
rude expression on her face, so she could only keep smiling.
The auction went on like that. After the auction was over, Georgia and
Riley planned to leave. However, the two of them ran into Robert and
Sierra again directly.
They looked at each other. And Georgia suddenly stepped forward and
spoke to Robert and Sierra.

"Robert, you once gave me some gifts. Now those gifts should be in
your villa. Since you gave me those gifts, don't I have the right to get
them back?"
Robert instantly thought of the familiar ring he had seen at the auction.
He always thought he had seen that ring somewhere. Then Georgia
mentioned this ring in front of him again.
"You put out the ring you used to propose to me for auction. Robert,
you must at least get my permission to auction the gift you gave me.
I'm here to ask you whether the gifts you gave me still belong to me. If
those gifts belong to me, please pack them and return them to me. If
those things do not belong to me, then I will never question you about
those gifts again."
Robert was shocked that the ring was the same ring he had used to
propose to Georgia. And then he looked at Sierra subconsciously and
experienced an emotional upheaval.
In the end, Robert did not say anything to Sierra. Then he spoke to
Georgia.
"I will have the housekeeper pack those things and return them to you.
Since those are my gifts to you, those gifts naturally belong to you."
Georgia forced a laugh, then turned right around and took Riley's hand.
She never looked back at Robert again, but she wanted to leave that
place immediately with a straight face.
When she got to the hotel door, the car was already here. And Georgia
could have gotten in and left at any time, but Riley smiled at Georgia
and said, "You take the ring first. Isn't this the ring that you wore when
he proposed to you? I already bought it, so I'm going to give you this
ring."
Riley handed Georgia the ring his assistant had just brought over.
Georgia opened the velvet box, and the diamond ring inside looked so
familiar to her.
Her eyes turned red, but she took the ring away.
Even though Robert had done something to break her heart today, she
still couldn't let go of the ring.
"Thank you very much for what you've done for me. I'm going to get in
the car now and go home. I'll see you later."
After Georgia said that, she got in the car.
Only she didn't expect Riley to take the opportunity to sit in her car as
well.
"My assistant just told me that my car broke down. Miss Lane, please
give me a ride home."

Georgia smiled a little as she watched the way Riley was telling lies in
front of her. She felt in a better mood for a while and then told the
driver to drive straight away.
When the reporters outside the hotel saw Riley and Georgia getting
into the same car, they became more gossip and enthusiastic about
their affair. It seemed that these two were not acting, but they were
really dating each other.
After Sierra and Robert got in the car, Robert asked Sierra who sat next
to him.
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"What was that one ring all about?"
Robert was well aware that the item he had donated was an antique
painting. And the ring was not a charity item that he donated. And this
one ring was inside his villa, so the only person who could have done
this was Sierra.
Sierra had an answer ready, so she immediately said to Robert, "When I
received the invitation, I saw that the invitation said that the people
who attended this charity dinner would donate a charity item to be
auctioned off. Robert, I don't want to donate what you gave me. And I
don't have any money myself, so I asked Anaya what to do. And Anaya
told me that you have some places inside your villa where you keep a
lot of jewelry. Then Anaya asked me to ask you if I could wear those
jewels. I remember asking you a while ago who the jewels belonged to,
and then you said I could wear them all. I picked out a ring and donated
it. I'm sorry. I didn't know it was a memory between you and Georgia. I
made a mistake."
Sierra told him guiltily. Then Robert sighed.
"Just forget it. I don't blame you for this either. I wasn't paying
attention to those things, and I didn't know those jewels belonged to
Georgia. I'll return those jewels to her. And Sierra, I'll prepare a credit
card for you. If you want to buy anything in the future, you can use the
card to buy stuff."
Sierra had refused the black card that Robert had offered her before,
but she just looked down and was silent this time.
"Do you think I'm useless? I have nothing to do every day. And I don't
make any money at home, so I have to use your money."
Sierra asked Robert while her eyes were turning red.
"Do you think I'm doing this on purpose? Do you think I deliberately

take your and Miss Lane's ring for auction? It's really a coincidence."
Robert didn't want to read Sierra's mind. Even if Sierra did know the
ring was Georgia's and did it on purpose, and even if Sierra was a little
disgusted and jealous of Georgia, Robert thought it was reasonable for
her to do so.
"You're already my fiancée, so you're going to be my wife. We're family,
so it would have made sense for you to use the card I gave you. Thus,
don't ever refuse to accept it again. And you're going to attend a lot of
dinner parties and buy jewelry and clothes you like, so you can't always
wear a dress someone gave you like you did today."
After Sierra listened to Robert's persuasion, she bowed her head and
thanked him. Then she didn't continue to refuse him.
And in the hotel, after seeing off all the guests, Travis walked up to
Sarah.
"Well? Did your plan work out?"
"I've got Sierra's hair, but I haven't finished what I wanted to do with
Robert tonight. Therefore, I can only finish the identification of Sierra's
hair first. I still have to figure out a way to implement the plan at
Robert's. Do you want Georgia to do something about Robert? Because
we outsiders can't get close to Robert, it's very difficult for me to get
hair from him."
After Sarah asked Travis that question, Travis began to think about it.
"I'll think about it. It also depends on whether Georgia agrees to do it."
The charity auction ended that evening.
Jasper also participated in that charity auction this evening. And he
bought an emerald necklace for his sister. Before he got home, Jasper
got a phone call out of the blue.
It was a phone call from the hospital. Then Jasper thought of the match
result at once, so he got on the phone.
"Mr. Holland, your bone marrow is not a match."
"I know. I've got a lot of people continuing to work on the bone marrow
match. If there is a suitable bone marrow match, please call me right
away and let me know."
Jason and Robert had both agreed to help Jasper. And Jasper had asked
employees in his company to go for the match. If someone's bone
marrow was a match, and that person wanted to donate the bone
marrow voluntarily in the end, he would give that person a generous
reward. But he hadn't heard any news about it yet.
As the uncle of his sister's child, Jasper was a little sad and disappointed
that his bone marrow was not matched with his nephew's.

He looked a little depressed after getting out of the car. Then he went
back to the Holland family's living room. His sister was holding his
nephew and playing with him.
Jasper walked over to Selena, and she smiled in surprise.
"Brother, you're back! Are you hungry? Do you want me to order the
chef to heat some food for you?"
Jasper shook his head. Then he just picked up his nephew and looked at
the child with loving eyes.
He and his sister had talked privately and planned to keep this from his
parents for now.
But his bone marrow was not a match for his nephew. If he continued
to hide this from his parents, he didn't think there would be any
progress in searching for a bone marrow match. Jasper told his sister, "I
just got a call from the hospital saying that my bone marrow is not a
match. So what are we going to do now?"
When she heard Jasper say this, Selena's face turned pale.
If even her brother's bone marrow was not a match, then she would
have to search for a suitable bone marrow match in a sea of people.
But she didn't know if they could find a match.
Selena's hands were shaking, and she didn't know what to do. Then she
suddenly heard Elliot's voice.
"What bone marrow matching are you talking about? What the heck is
going on here?"_____
Chapter 295 Where Is the Child’s Father?
Selena looked at her brother, Jasper, with a pleading gaze after Elliot
said these words. Her heart was trembling all over.
Jasper, on the other hand, skimmed his head this time. He couldn’t
indulge his sister, Selena’s capriciousness again.
“Selena, this is not a small matter. You must tell mum about this.”
Jasper spoke directly to Elliot after completing this sentence.
“Dan is suffering from acute leukemia. This is also why Selena returned.
She had asked me to do a bone marrow matching. However, the doctor
informed me that my bone marrow matching had not been successful.
Mum, you ask dad to come back quickly, and both of you go and do the
bone marrow matching. And also, inform our relatives to go to do the
bone marrow matching. We’re short of time now. We can’t delay for
any longer.”
Selena limped to the ground as Jasper said these words.
Elliot remained sluggish in the same position. She could only regain her
voice after a long time.

“Jasper, don’t lie to me. Since Dan returned, I’ve noticed that he is
always cheerful, and his body appears healthy. How could he be sick?”
Obviously, Elliot was a bit reluctant to believe in the matter. Jasper had
a helpless expression on his face.
“How can I lie to you about something like this? Mum, this can’t be
delayed any longer. It’s already a failure when I did the bone marrow
matching. You’re Dan’s grandmother. Call dad and ask him to come
back now as well. You are all members of his immediate family. I’ll ask
my relatives to help to do the bone marrow matching later. We’re now
fighting for his life. We can’t afford to waste any more time. Following
that, I’ll ask all the management team members of our family company
to issue a notice. The total number of our employees, as well as those
from other provinces and cities, is about hundreds of thousands. I’ll
prepare 5 million yuan as a reward. If anyone completes the matching
and it is a success, I promise to reward him with 5 million yuan. So, the
chances of success will be higher.”
Elliot realized at this point that her son, Jasper, was not joking at all.
She became flustered.
“You’re right, Jasper. You arrange for the people in the company
immediately and ask them to issue a notice. Oh yeah, you ask your
close friends for help as well. Their company also has a large number of
employees. I’ll give a call to your dad immediately. Oh, isn’t Ivan a
doctor? He definitely knows experts in this field. You give him a call
quickly. There is still a chance to save this disease. We have to find
ways quickly. Just as we owe them one and ask for their assistance.”
While Elliot was saying this, she took out her phone in fluster and dialed
Bailey’s number. She was flustered when she talked about it over the
phone, but she had made it clear.
“Don’t panic. I’ll be back soon.”
Bailey comforted her over the phone. He just went to Japan on a trade
mission. At this time, Bailey postponed all of his work schedules and
asked his secretary to book for the soonest available flight back. This
matter couldn’t be delayed any longer.
Elliot asked Selena after she had finished speaking all of these things.
“How actually is Dan now? What did the doctor say? You brought Dan
back but didn’t let Dan stay in the hospital. Will this be bad for him?”
Selena felt sour and guilty in her heart when she saw how concerned
her adoptive mother, Elliot, was about this matter.
“Mum, Dan’s situation is indeed very critical. But he is too small, and he
can’t undergo too much chemotherapy. There are a lot of germs and

viruses in the hospital as well. If he stays in the hospital, he is at great
risk of getting infected. So, the doctor also didn’t recommend Dan to
stay in the hospital, but let me go to the hospital when he undergoes
chemotherapy. He is now receiving chemotherapy once every half
month. His condition is not deteriorating at the moment. Still, we have
to find a suitable bone marrow match, or else, he may not live more
than half a year.”
Selena was a bit sad after she finished these words.
On the one hand, she was worried about her son’s condition. On the
other hand, she was afraid that her adoptive mother, Elliot, would
discover the truth. Her mind was in a whirl. She was at a loss for what
to do next.
However, Jasper and Elliot were right. They had to use all of their
resources to find a suitable bone marrow donor for Dan. Her son was
only four months old at the time. She might lose her child for the rest of
her life if they couldn’t find a suitable donor.
Elliot couldn’t wait to do the bone marrow matching at the hospital.
Although she was well aware that Selena was her adopted daughter,
bone marrow could not only be donated by someone who was related
by blood. It was all down to chance.
“I’ll go to the hospital tomorrow morning for a test to see if I can
donate. I’ll also ask those around me to go and help. Jasper, for the
matter of the company and your friends, you seek their help quickly.”
Jasper gave the nod. Elliot took out her phone again and called her
family and friends. She thought she could ask a few people to the
hospital to do the test and bone marrow matching, so she tried her
best.
Even Georgia was aware of the situation in the end. She then only knew
why Selena had returned.
Selena had just helped her a lot. Georgia then asked the people she
knew to do the bone marrow matching at the hospital. In addition, she
was the nominal chairman of the SY Group. Jasper also sought
assistance from her. Georgia did according to what Jasper had said. She
asked the company’s employees to do the matching. And she would
provide both the money and the time. As long as someone voluntarily
donated, and if the bone marrow could match successfully, she would
give him a bonus.
Even if the matching was not successful, as long as someone was willing
to go to the hospital for the test, Georgia would conduct a lucky draw
among these people so that they would not go to the hospital for

nothing.
The next day was Sunday. Georgia went to the hospital to do the bone
marrow matching. She brought Elsie and Wilson with her to the
hospital.
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Of course, she asked her bodyguards around her to do the test as well.
Anyway, everyone was voluntary to do so. They were truly doing a good
deed if they were able to save the child.
And for the Holland family, Elliot was busy for almost the entire night.
She asked her relatives and friends to go to the hospital and do the
test.
It was like looking for a needle in a haystack in this case. If they could
get one more person, there would be more hope. Elliot went to the
hospital early in the morning to do the matching as well. She asked the
doctor about a lot of things.
Elliot had learned from the doctor that the person who was related by
blood had the best chance of having a successful match. It would be
better if he had siblings. The likelihood of a successful match of siblings
was greater than that of any other person.
But Elliot knew that Selena’s relatives had all passed away. She didn’t
have any relatives who were related by blood with her. And they had
no blood relations with her.
Jasper didn’t go to work at the company today. He accompanied Elliot
to do the test at the hospital. They had both heard what the doctor had
said.
The chances of a successful match of father and mother were 50%, and
the chances of a successful match between siblings were 25%. And the
chances of a successful match for other relatives, who were related by
blood, were already very low. It was even low for the strangers. This
could only be a matter of providence.
Elliot really liked Dan when she first saw him. Despite the fact that
Selena was not her biological daughter, she treated him as her
grandson. And now, he was sick, and the adults were the ones who
were most worried.
“Didn’t you already ask Robert and Jason for help? How many people in
their company had done the test? Isn’t there anyone who has matched
successfully up to this point?”
“Mum, don’t worry. I only asked for their help two days ago. They

issued the notice. Even if they go to do the test at the hospital, even if
they’re all willing to do it, they have to do it in turn. There haven’t been
many people who have taken the test up to this point. However, no one
has had a successful match until now.”
Elliot looked a bit morose. Originally, Selena wanted to accompany
them to the hospital, but Jasper and Elliot stopped her from going to
the hospital and let her take good care of Dan at home. Both of them,
Jasper and Elliot, handled the matter outside.
They walked in this manner, and Elliot asked about Selena’s return.
“Selena has been back for a few days already. You should’ve told us
about this matter immediately that time so that we could make
arrangements a few days earlier. The chance of Dan surviving will also
be higher. Look at what you have done this time. You even conceal such
a serious matter.”
Elliot expressed her displeasure with what Jasper had done this time.
Jasper was too immature.
Jasper wouldn’t tell Elliot the truth. He knew that Selena was a little
capricious this time in making this decision.
“It’s all my fault. I thought that if I can successfully match, then you
won’t be too worried when I tell you. Who knows I had failed? I can
only hope that your match, both yours and father’s, is a success. After
all, you are Selena’s biological parents. The chances will be higher.”
After Jasper said these words, Elliot’s expression became more
complex.
She felt that her chances of having a successful match were slim. After
all, she was not Selena’s biological mother.
Elliot’s eyes suddenly sparkled when they walked. She asked Jasper.
“It’s not right. If we find Dan’s father, perhaps the chance will be
higher… Selena has always refused to discuss this matter before, but I
believe she is aware of it but chooses to keep it hidden from us. Dan is
sick now. Selena can’t continue to keep it hidden from us. I need to ask
her right away. We can’t afford to let her be capricious at this point.”
Jasper knew that Selena was not willing to talk about Dan’s father. He
had always respected her before and had never asked her about this
matter. But when he heard Elliot say that, it made perfect sense to him.
His bone marrow matching had already failed. He believed that the
chances of a successful match of Bailey and Elliot were also slim. If they
could find Dan’s father, and Dan’s father had siblings or relatives, at
least the chances of a successful match would be higher.
This matter couldn’t be delayed any longer. Selena was playing with

Dan after they both returned to the Holland family’s villa. Dan still
looked great currently. He was put in the cradle. Selena took the toys
and shook them above Dan to play with him.
When Selena heard the sound of the car stopping, she turned around.
As expected, Elliot and Jasper came back.
“Mum, brother, are you tired? Sit down quickly to have a rest. I’ll go get
some water for both of you.”
Elliot didn’t refuse Selena’s kindness. She nodded and walked to the
side of Dan’s cradle right away. Looking at her grandson, Dan, who
smiled with his eyes open, Elliot liked him, but her heart ached for him
at the same time.
Dan looked so healthy, but he was now suffering from this disease.
What a worry he was.
After Selena poured the water and handed it to Elliot and Jasper, they
sat on the sofa. Elliot made a serious face after finishing her water and
said to Selena.
“Selena, I don’t care the grudges between you and Dan’s father, but
you can’t be capricious in this matter again. According to the doctor,
biological parents have the best chance of getting a successful match,
followed by siblings. After that are those who are related by blood. You
had done the test, and it had failed. Jasper failed too. I think my and
your father’s chances of getting a successful match are low either. But,
Dan’s father has a very high chance, and he may have siblings and other
relatives. If we ask them to go and do the bone marrow matching, at
least Dan’s chance of survival will be higher. Tell me. Who is Dan’s
father?”
Chapter 296 The Truth of the Orphanage Fire
Selena’s heart thumped, not knowing how to answer at all.
Her heart was beating like crazy. She felt that she was standing on of a
cliff, and she could not escape even if she turned back.
But her adoptive mother stared at her with scorching eyes, not giving
her any chance to escape. Her brother, Jasper, also looked at her and
trying to persuade her through his gaze to stop hiding this time.
But how could she tell the truth? Those burning pains suffered by
people, and the truth that could make a person breakdown, she really
did not have to courage to say it out.
“Mom, please stop asking me. I’ve already begged the child’s father to
do a bone marrow match, but he failed to match. So, please don’t ask
me anymore…”
Selena knelt on the ground and cried out loud.

“I’m not trying to escape, it’s just that he did the test, but it didn’t work.
He doesn’t have any other family member and brothers or sisters. I’ve
stopped contacting him and we won’t meet each other ever again.
Mom, can you stop asking him?”
Selena cried and begged. Elliot frowned as she looked at her adopted
daughter. She was not sure if her words were true, but Elliot saw that
Selena cried so badly. Selena even said with conviction that the child’s
biological father had did the test, but they did not match. This matter
seemed to be a huge blow to Selena as well.
Elliot did not want to ask any further. She felt that if she asked again,
Selena would collapse. Elliot frowned and spoke.
“The child is yours. I believe that you will not lie to me about this kind
of thing. Since the child’s father failed to match, this matter ends here. I
will not force you again in the future. Get up, the floor is cold. You still
need to take care of Dan, don’t get sick.”
Selena’s eyes were red, and she felt extremely guilty. Jasper, who was
standing aside, felt sorry for her. He spoke.
“Mom has said, don’t kneel on the ground again. You are part of our
family. We tried to persuade you because the doctor said that
biological parents have a higher chance of making a match. But we did
not expect that the child’s father has already gone to the hospital to do
the matching test. Since this is the case, then forget it. Get up quickly.”
After saying this, Jasper had stepped forward to hold his sister’s hand.
Selena also stood up hurriedly.
The family remained silent for quite some time. The atmosphere was a
little sad. Right at this moment, Bailey walked in from outside.
He looked at the silent and sad faces of his family members, and then
looked at his daughter’s red eyes and sighed softly.
“Although the chance of finding a suitable match for this disease is very
small, but it does not mean there is no hope. Our family has money. We
can use the best medicine to treat him. Moreover, friends around us
are willing to help too. Out of so many people, there must be a suitable
match. The most important thing right now is that we should not
immersed ourselves in grief. We should try to get help from the people
around us, understand?”
Elliot nodded, then Selena and Jasper also responded quickly.
“After I got off the plane, I went to the hospital for the matching test to
see if I can be matched. Now, let’s eat first and wait for the results to
come out.”
The Holland family ate their lunch in a sad and silent atmosphere.

On the other hand, on Georgia’s side, Camden had contacted her and
even arranged a meet up this afternoon. Camden will come to her
mansion after work, and Georgia would spend the whole afternoon
playing with Annie at home.
At 6p.m., Camden finally reached Georgia’s house and knocked at her
door. After Georgia opened the door, Camden walked in.
Wilson and Elsie had been waiting at home for a long time, and after
everyone sat on the sofa, Georgia spoke to Camden.
“Did you get the file?”
After all, she saw Camden came empty-handed. She was a little worried
that he had failed to do so. Camden gave her a smile.
“I did not take the whole bag out. It would be too risky. However, the
contents inside my house were captured, I can send the photos to you
now.”
Georgia and Camden exchanged their contact number, then Camden
sent the file to her. Inside the file was some compressed photos, then
Georgia directly sent to Wilson and Elsie.
They downloaded the file and opened it. Then, they continued to look
at the information inside the photos. Whereas, Camden sat beside and
explained about it.
“I looked at the case inside. It says about a fire. More than thirty
children in the orphanage did not manage to survive from the fire.
Chase, as the head of the orphanage, could not shirk the blame. It is
reasonable to say that he must bear the responsibilities, but he turned
out to have gotten a lot of money and started a small company. He
lived a prosperity life from that onwards. Obviously, this fire case is not
that simple. Before this, you guys also reminded me not to dig too
much information about this to avoid being found out by others. Hence,
I did not ask too many people. Instead, I read through news from the
Internet, and I found some clues.”
“Before the fire broke out, there was a child in the orphanage who was
retrieved by his biological parents. I found the information of the
parents, but I don’t know the current situation of the child. He should
be in his twenties this year. Hence, he should know what happened in
the orphanage at that time and why the fire happened a few days later?
At least he should know some clues. Furthermore, Chase ran away and
started a new life. There must be a major secret behind this incident.
What’s more, the child’s parents are living in D City.”
Within the time Camden explained all this, Georgia had finished reading
all the information about the fire that year, but she couldn’t see any

hidden secrets.
What Camden said later, was the real focus of the conversation.
“What’s the child’s name? And what are his parents’ names? Do we
have a chance to meet them once? Will it alert others and let the
mastermind behind them find out that we are investigating about
this?”
Georgia asked these questions and Camden spoke up.
“That child should now be called Benton Jimenez, his father’s name is
Freddie Jimenez, and his mother’s name is Grace Green. If we want to
meet his parents, we have to ask them out carefully. So, we have to
find a middleman to ask them out. Freddie is the general manager of a
branch of Robert’s company. If we ask him out by using our names,
something will possibly happen. Miss Lane, I understand that your
current relationship with Mr. Simpson is a bit awkward, but I think, you
can let him to help us. Using his name to meet the general manager of
his own branch will be safer. You can talk to him about this matter
when you meet him again. If you go and meet this family all alone, it is
not very safe indeed.”
Camden had very thoughtful considerations about this matter. If she
went to meet Freddie’s family abruptly, and she had such high
attention now, someone would indeed notice her movements.
Furthermore, Elsie and Wilson had been investigating about the past
recently. If all of these actions were connected together, it was very
likely to be found out about what they were doing right now. However,
getting help from Robert was not an easy task, but it also seemed to be
the only way at this moment.
Moreover, Travis told her that he had not gotten Robert’s hair. Perhaps,
she should indeed find an opportunity to ask Robert out.
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As she was thinking a way out, she suddenly remembered that Robert
promised to return those jewelry to her, so maybe she could make a
phone call right away and meet him.
“You are right. To ask Freddie out, we need to make stealth preparation.
I will deal with Robert. Mr. Camden, thank you helping me to
investigate so many things. I will let my people to investigate about
this.”
When Georgia finished speaking, Camden subconsciously glanced at
Wilson.

“I have heard about your name. You are a legend in the mercenaries. I
heard that the army even wanted to recruit you before, but
unfortunately you didn’t go. If it is you who investigate this matter, I
believe that you will succeed.”
Wilson showed a faint smile to Camden. At last, Georgia, Wilson and
Elsie stood up and sent Camden out.
In the future, she would not involve Camden again because he was now
working inside the police station. Dealing with a police officer everyday
would attract too much attention.
Although she had decided to meet Robert and seek help from him, she
still decided to ask Wilson’s opinion about this matter.
No matter what he did, Wilson was very experienced. It was always
right to listen to him.
“Do you think it is appropriate to seek help from Robert to ask Freddie
out?”
“Camden gave a good idea. According to your relationship with Robert,
others will not think much if you ask him out alone. The only person will
think much about it is Sierra. However, everyone will only take it as she
is jealous about you and think that you want to win Robert back. This is
indeed the safest plan.”
It seemed that Wilson agreed to this plan too. Georgia picked up her
phone and called Robert.
Robert was sitting in the car at this moment. He was heading home and
saw his phone ringing. It was a call from Georgia. He felt a little
surprised, but he still picked up the phone.
“Hello.”
Robert greeted her with some excitement. In his mind, he thought of
Georgia’s look after she finished dancing last night. She was so lively
and pretty. Her figure kept wandering inside his dreams and he chased
her figure inside his dream world.
The more he got along with Georgia, the more he believed that he must
had been deeply in love with this woman in the past. Otherwise, why
would his eyes still linger on this woman after he lost his memory?
It was just that there were too many things happening around him.
Robert frowned as he thought about his experiences after he lost his
memory for a year. If he thought of it carefully, he could find that there
were too many suspicions. He must investigate all these things.
He had an intuition that there was a lot of danger around him.
“Robert, didn’t you say that you wanted to return those jewelries to me?
I have something that needs me to meet you once. Please arrange a

time to meet with me and return those jewels to me by the way. This
matter is very important.”
"Can't you say it over the phone?"
Robert asked. He could not guess what was the important thing that
made Georgia wanted to see him about.
“This matter is too important. It can’t be said clearly on the phone. I
must tell you in person. You arrange a time and meet me outside. I will
choose the location. You tell me your free time.”
In fact, Robert also wanted to meet her. Then, they could talk about
their past and talk about Riley and Travis. These hidden thoughts had
been inside his heart for a long time. Until now, he could not stand all
these suspicions and speculations anymore.
“Well then, let’s meet tomorrow night.”
Robert knew that Georgia would go to work during the day. Tomorrow
would be Monday. So, he set the time in the evening. It was estimated
that it was just the right time for her.
“That’s good. It’s settled now. Come to M Garden tomorrow. I’ll have
the staff bring you up when you reach.”
The two hung up the phone after they finished talking. By the next day,
after Georgia sent Annie to school in the morning, she went to work at
MU Research Institute.
During the previous weekend, she had been looking at the past year's
information at home. She looked through the current research progress,
research directions and experimental data of other researchers and
professors.
She gradually had a thought in her mind. She decided to go to the lab to
do one or two simple experiments to verify her thought.
However, she just didn’t know why every time when she saw Aston, she
felt a little awkward. She could not help but to think of Kayden. She
wanted to know what she was planning to do again, but Aston seemed
to be particularly defensive of Kayden. Hence, Georgia dared not say
out the question in her mind.
Even when she wanted to discuss about the experimental questions
with Aston, Georgia couldn’t help feeling awkward and uncomfortable.
Hence, she sought help from Simon.
Whenever she had doubts or couldn’t understand something, she
would most probably ask Simon to help her.
Simon was also an extremely talented person in this area. Although he
wasn’t as talented as Aston, but he was considered a person with a
bright future compared to others in this laboratory.

Simon had already graduated from Ph.D. If he continued doing research
in the laboratory for a few more years, perhaps he would be promoted
to professor before his forties.
In the evening, Georgia was ready to leave immediately. She noticed
Aston was calling her.
“Let’s have a talk.”
Chapter 297 Belated Trust
Aston started speaking when he was walking in the corridor with
Georgia.
“Although I am not satisfied with your attitude on the matter about my
girlfriend. However, since my girlfriend is not money or gold, she
doesn't need to be liked by everybody or my friends. She just needs my
love and my protection. That’s all. However, as her boyfriend, I also
wish that she will not be forced to accept a compromise, go to meet
and have a meal with friends who dislike her. Thus, I just brought her to
leave there on that day…”
“Georgia, this doesn’t mean that I am angry with you. I can also
understand your standpoint. Maybe both of us cannot become good
friends due to my girlfriend in private. However, I have always
appreciated you and believed you for the part of your work. I have
mentioned that your attitude towards me was a bit awkward today. It
seemed like you feel that you shouldn’t chat with me. In my opinion,
you don’t have to be like this. I have never despised your work ability
and your talent. I hope that we can still work together as colleagues, do
research and talk to each other like we did before. In this aspect, you
have inspired me and given me ideas. I think I should also lend you a
hand on the part that you need my help during your vacant time of this
year. I think everything will just be right as we won’t interfere with each
other after working hours.”
It turned out that Aston wanted to talk to her on that issue. It was true
that Georgia had some complex emotions towards Aston due to Kayden.
She felt that she couldn’t chat with him naturally like in the past.
However, Aston had said that they should separate the parts of their
work and private lives. It was just right. In fact, Aston had outstanding
work performance and he could help her with many things in terms of
work. When Georgia thought of that, she apologized to him.
“It’s my fault, I am narrow-minded today. I thought that if I ask you
again about the matter of your girlfriend, our relationship will become
awkward. I even speculated on you maliciously and thought that you
were angry at me. I’m sorry. I was the one who thought too much

about it.”
After listening to her words, Aston’s smile was revealed.
“In fact, I always had the opinion that you are too good for Robert in
the past when our relationship was not so awkward. Besides, I also
didn’t really like him but it didn’t affect our relationship as colleagues. I
also won’t allow Kayden to interfere with my work life. Thus, you don’t
have to worry much about it.”
Georgia was smiling lightly and she felt that the awkwardness in her
heart had reduced gradually.
However, she still couldn’t tell Aston about the speculation in her heart.
She felt that Kayden was not suffering from amnesia. Not only that, she
also felt that Kayden was doing all those things to cheat on him
according to her extrasensory perception. However, she knew that
Aston would definitely get angry if she told him about it. Thus, she kept
it to herself.
After the two of them made peace, Georgia left MU. After that, she got
into the car and went to the M Garden.
She had promised Robert to meet him there at 7.00 p.m. When Georgia
reached there, the staff at the M Garden told her that Robert had
arrived there a few minutes earlier than her.
When Georgia entered the private room, Robert was drinking a cup of
tea there. He smiled when he mentioned Georgia who was walking in
the room.
His smile made Georgia feel that Robert in the past was back when she
was in a daze.
After sitting down, Georgia said thank you to Robert.
“Thank you so much for being willing to come here, this issue is really
important for me.”
Just as Georgia finished speaking, Robert took out a big box that he had
placed beside him.
“This box contains the jewelry that belongs to you. It is now given back
to its owner. You just bring it home after the meal. Please take good
care of it as it was a gift from me to you in the past. I think if I have
recovered my memory, I will definitely hope to see all these things are
kept by you nicely.”
Robert had looked at that jewelry carefully in the box after he went
back. It was obvious that the jewelry was chosen by him with utmost
care for her in the past.
He was getting more curious about his memories. However, he still
could not recall any small part of the memory about his past even he

had tried so hard to do that. He was so upset due to it as he was really
curious about how he gets along with Georgia in the past?
How strong was the love between them?
Georgia received the box from him and then she opened it. She stroked
the jewelry gently with her hand reminiscently.
There were diamond necklaces, jade bracelets and earrings in the box.
All of the jewelry was mostly different types of precious female jewelry.
She actually seldom put on the jewelry but all the jewelry was her gifts
from Robert. Thus, she could not bear to see him taking out all those
jewelry once again for auction.
“I am sorry. The ring was not sent by me to the charity auction at that
time.”
Maybe Robert had guessed about what she was thinking and he felt
that he should explain it to her. Just as he was thinking of it, he told her
about it instantly.
Georgia took a glance at Robert with her smiling face. She understood it
immediately at the moment. Since Robert was not the one who did it,
then it must be done by Sierra.
She was not surprised to know the truth as she also didn’t believe that
there was a woman who would never get jealous in the world. It was
normal that Sierra did that.
Georgia was feeling better while thinking of that part because she had
known that Robert was not the one who sent the item up for auction.
However, the purpose of her coming was to talk about some serious
issues. Georgia covered up the box and started to talk to Robert who
was in front of her.
“Is there a general manager who named Freddie Jimenez under your
branch?”
Robert nodded.
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“Yes, there is such a person. There is a media corporation under my
branch and he is the general manager who is in charge of it. Why did
you mention about him, is there anything wrong with him?”
“I hope that you can help me to ask him out in your name. Then, you
create a chance for me to meet him as I want to talk to him about
something. It is a very important matter which must be kept as a secret.
Thus, I also need to request you not to tell others about it and you even
have to keep this matter as an extreme secret.”

Robert felt strange about her request. He tried to recall more details
about Freddie.
His work performance was just moderate. The company that he stayed
in was also not considered as an excellent branch of the group business
of the Simpson family but it was not too bad as well. According to the
information, he was a serious and steady man. There wasn’t any big
problem with him and he had also never transferred the money of the
company. Besides, he did neither gamble nor have any mistress. It
seemed like he was also a responsible father and husband to his family.
He was the kind of ordinary person who could not be found out of any
conspicuous parts if he was put in the crowd. After he went back, he
had done a deep investigation on a few important executives in his
company. Robert totally had no idea why did Georgia want to meet
such a person?
“Can I ask the reason that you want to meet him? After all, he is the
employee of my company.”
Georgia just stared at Robert who was in front of her. She didn’t know
whether she should tell him the truth. However, Georgia also felt that
she should trust Robert. Robert was the man who would never betray
her in such a matter even if he lost his memory or not.
When she thought until that part, Georgia started to explain to him.
After Georgia finished telling him the story, she spoke helplessness.
“I know that Freddie’s son might not know much about the truth.
However, I always feel that this is the only clue for now. Moreover, if
others find out that I go to meet him under everyone’s nose, it may
cause trouble to them. Therefore, I need to request you to be a
middleman and ask him out to meet me. Then, I will ask Freddie and
see whether he is willing to let us meet his son. After that, I will try to
check if there is any chance for us to find out the truth about the fire.”
“This is very dangerous.”
Robert said directly. He had known that Georgia was doing something
very dangerous after he listened to the story that Georgia told him. He
also understood that it might even cause big troubles for her.
However, when Georgia was talking about it, her eyes were so bright
and they were shining. Not only that, she was also staring at him with
her eyes that were full of trust. Robert’s heart was very soft at the
moment.
“I know that this matter is very dangerous. Thus, I will also be extra
cautious in everything I do. Otherwise, why don’t I just go to the front
of Freddie’s house and meet him later? I am just afraid that someone

has been keeping an eye on him so that’s why I request you to ask him
out and then create a chance for me to meet him. Are you willing to
help me on this?”
Georgia was asking him with expectations.
“If I don’t help you, you will definitely think of another plan. If your
other plan is very dangerous, I must be regretting it for the rest of my
life. I’ll help you with this. Don’t worry, I will find an absolutely safe
method to ask him out.”
When he talked until that part, Robert thought of one thing.
“After I lost my memory and came back, I had investigated the details
of people from other powerful families in D City. Some of them were
having pedophilia. I will send you a copy of the investigation report, you
can look for suspicious people from the name list. Since these powerful
people have pedophilia and they are targeting orphans, there is a high
possibility that they are involved in this issue. Someone was watching
me so it might affect your plan if I do something. Thus, you have to find
someone to assist you in investigating the issue by yourself.”
Robert had not finished finding out all the traitors around him since he
was kidnapped last time. For now, he could not trust all his
subordinates. He actually would like to let his subordinates help with
the investigation but he knew that maybe some of them would expose
the information immediately to the people that were in the dark.
He did not want to take any risk. He did not want to place Georgia in
danger.
However, he was really willing to help Georgia with the things that he
was able to help.
Georgia was really happy and surprised to hear of the clue. She thanked
him and then she spoke.
She felt that there was another thing that she could request Robert to
do according to his mood on that day and her trust in him.
“Can I get a few of your hairs?”
In that instant, Robert thought of the paternity test that he had done
with Annie. Thus, he asked Georgia.
“Did you get the result of it? Since the result of the paternity test
between me and Annie is not positive so you want a few hairs of me to
double confirm it?”
Georgia was dumbfounded.
“Did you just say that result of the paternity test between you and
Annie is negative? How is that possible?”
Georgia’s shocking expression was so real. Robert was laughing.

“I believe that what you said is true. I believe that the paternity test
result between me and Annie was falsified by someone. You don’t have
to do the test again, I believe that Annie is my daughter. Georgia,
someone is afraid of us to make up.”
Chapter 298 Wait for Me
Georgia never asked about the result of the lab test after she brought
Annie and Robert for a DNA test. Georgia was confident that Annie and
Robert were blood-related. So, she didn’t pay too much attention to
the matter.
Georgia couldn’t believe it when Robert revealed the truth and told her
the accident happened. What was more unbelievable was Robert said
that he believed in Georgia. Georgia remained silent and stared at the
man standing in front of her.
After a while, Georgia asked, “Why did you believe in me this time?”
“Intuition.”
Robert answered.
“I was thinking that my heart wouldn’t lie to me, so I believe that you
won’t lie to me either.”
Georgia smiled. Then, a drop of tear rolled down her cheek as she
smiled.
“I thought you hated me, and you’ve been keeping your distance.”
Georgia sighed. She still remembered what Robert said to her after she
woke up from a year-long coma. That was the first time Robert saw her
after she woke up.
Georgia was so heartbroken, but when she thought of what Robert did
to her in the past, she told herself not to be defeated.
Georgia had to get her man back.
However, she had no clues, and she couldn’t see what the future held
for her back then.
But now, Georgia suddenly felt like she could see the lights on the road
in front of her.
“Since you said that you believe in me, then tell me, what do you plan
to do next?”
Georgia looked into Robert’s eyes and asked.
Georgia didn’t point it out, but it was obvious that she was asking about
Robert’s plan for the future. How Robert was going to choose between
Georgia and Sierra, and what Robert planned to do in the future?
“There’s something I can’t give you a certain answer. I still couldn’t
determine what’s real and what’s not beside me. I need to find out the
truth. Before I do, I don’t want to hurt anybody.”

Robert didn’t make his choice. He was willing to believe in Georgia, but
he felt like he was surrounded by danger all the time. He couldn’t even
determine if Sierra was true to him.
Sierra did so much for him. He wouldn’t reveal his doubts and hurt
Sierra before he had solid evidence.
Robert didn’t tell anyone his doubts about the people around him. He
didn’t want Georgia to come back to him, at least for now, because he
thought it was dangerous to be around him.
“I hope you find the truth you’re looking for soon.”
Georgia was a little disappointed, but she wouldn’t force Robert. Since
Robert chose to believe in her, she needed to take things slow and
don’t pressure herself too much.
Don’t rush it. Georgia and Robert’s relationship just got better. She
should appreciate what she had now.
“But I still need a few strands of your hair.”
Georgia said to Robert in a serious tone.
“I hope you won’t ask me what I’m going to do with it. There’s
something I need to do by myself.”
At the end of the day, Robert granted Georgia’s request.
Georgia and Robert then started to have their food silently. None of
them had spoken ever since.
Upon finishing their food, Georgia and Robert headed into the lift and
was going to head home.
It was awkwardly silent in the lift. Nobody talked.
Suddenly, Georgia and Robert voiced out at the same time.
“Annie has been looking forward to seeing you.”
“Stay away from Riley. He has ill intentions.”
Both Georgia and Robert laughed after saying what they wanted to say.
When they were about to continue their story, the lights in the lift went
off. The next second, the lift fell.
Georgia screamed, “Robert!”
Georgia immediately looked for Robert. She reached out her hands in
panic in the dark.
Then, a hand reached out and pulled Georgia into his arms.
The lift fell and hit the ground floor in just a split second. Georgia could
feel her body pressing against Robert’s on the floor.
Georgia heard Robert muffled. The lift had stopped falling, and it was
dark. Georgia asked in a panic, “Did I hit you? I’ll help you get up. Are
you injured?”
Georgia asked in a nervous tone, and Robert answered in a calm and

soothing voice.
“I’m fine. It was the impact of the rapid fall. Are you injured?”
Georgia shook her head. Then, she realized Robert probably couldn’t
see her reaction in the dark.
“How can I injure myself when I’m lying on you?”
Then, Georgia hugged Robert tightly and buried her face in his arms.
Then, Georgia said in a muffled tone, “I was thinking, I won’t have any
regrets if we died in here. You reached out your hands for me, just like
how it used to be. You would stand in front of me when there’s danger.
I’m happy you did that.”
Georgia reached out her hand to Robert’s face after finishing her words.
Before Robert realized what Georgia was going to do, Georgia kissed
Robert’s cheek.
The next second, Robert could feel Georgia’s frustration. Then, Georgia
kept searching and finally, Georgia and Robert’s lips locked.
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Robert chuckled. Now he knew what Georgia wanted to do just now.
She wanted to kiss him, but she couldn’t see his lips, so she kissed the
wrong place instead.
All the panic and doubt were gone. Robert kissed Georgia even harder.
It wasn’t a lingering kiss. Instead, it was a comforting kiss.
Then, Robert carried Georgia and sat on the floor.
“Don’t worry. Isn’t the M Garden yours? The technician is probably
coming now. We won’t be here for long.”
Of course, Georgia would be scared if she was alone when the lift fell,
and she got trapped in the dark. Georgia wasn’t invincible.
But now that Robert was here, Georgia didn’t feel scared anymore,
even if they were in the dark and didn’t know when rescue would
arrive.
“I’m not afraid with you by my side. I hope there’s nothing else wrong
with the lift now. It’s so quiet here, and we’re alone. So, before the
rescue comes, I’m going to see it as a date.”
“You like spending time with me that much, huh?”
Robert sounded complacent out of a sudden. He knew he was jealous
when he saw Georgia surrounded by Travis and Riley. He was tempted
by his jealousy, and he wanted to win Georgia back.
But what happened today cleared his doubts and jealousy. Robert was
satisfied and pleased.

Georgia remained silent. She thought she had made her point. Why did
Robert keep wanting her to answer questions like that? Georgia had
her pride.
Georgia didn’t think it was a man’s job to allow a woman to constantly
confessing her love.
However, the silence pleased Robert even more.
“You’re blushing.”
Robert said in an affirmed tone.
“Shut it…”
Georgia was embarrassed. Why did Robert sound so complacent?
The fire of embarrassment was burning in Georgia’s heart, and Robert
hugged her tightly in his arms.
“I asked myself why did I feel jealous when I saw you surrounded by
Travis and Riley. Now I know the answer.”
Robert stopped. Georgia was curious about his answer.
“What’s the answer?”
However, Robert remained silent. He was chuckling softly at first. Then,
his laughter got louder.
Georgia was so frustrated at his reaction that she wanted to scratch his
face. When she was about to do so, the lights in the lift came back.
Then, the lift started operating and moved upwards.
Georgia had to admit that she felt disappointed. They both revealed
their true feelings when they were alone.
However, when the light came back, Georgia didn’t know how to react.
Georgia didn’t know what to say. Robert had let go of her. It was like
they were keeping their distance from each other again.
“I’ve told you just now. There were people who didn’t want us back
together. Georgia, it’s better not to display signs that we’re close or
we’re friends. I might even tell people that I hated you. Let them
believe that I believed the DNA report. I will get to the bottom of it.
Wait for me.”
After Robert finished his words, the lift stopped.
When the door of the lift opened, Robert voiced out again, “I will find a
chance to visit Annie. But not now. I don’t want to put her in danger.”
Then, the lift opened, and Robert walked out of it with a cold face.
Georgia was stunned in the lift.
After a while, Georgia silently walked out of the lift. Many people saw
the look on Robert and Georgia’s faces. It looked like they had a huge
fight in the lift. Harvey approached Georgia and expressed his concern.
“Miss Lane, are you alright? Do you need to go to the hospital?”

Georgia shook her head. She silently watched Robert leaving and slowly
processing what Robert told her when he left.
Robert asked Georgia to wait for him. What was he going to do alone?
Robert said that it was dangerous around him, and he wanted to keep
his distance. Georgia was downhearted. Robert was always a lone wolf
in making decisions. He never gave Georgia a chance to discuss with
him. However, Georgia couldn’t do anything about it.
Georgia can’t put Annie in danger. Robert was right.
Georgia raised her head and looked at Harvey. She said, “Please look
into the reason why the lift broke down. Is it just a coincidence or a
human error?”
Georgia’s bodyguards rushed to her after she asked Harvey to look into
the matter. Then, Georgia hopped into the car and headed back to her
villa guarded by her bodyguards.
It was around ten o’clock at night. Annie was sleeping tight. She had to
go to school tomorrow.
Elsie was asleep as well. On the other hand, Wilson was still awake. He
was smoking on the balcony of the second floor.
Georgia walked over to talk to Wilson.
“Why aren’t you asleep? You look like you have something on your
mind.”
Wilson turned around and put out his cigarette. Then, he threw the
cigarette butt into the bin.________
Chapter 299 The Origin of the Child
“There’s no big deal, I just happened to see my enemy today so I have a
bad mood.”
Wilson replied with a simple answer, but Georgia had never seen
Wilson being so emotional.
Wilson was a calm person. There was always no much expression on his
face. This was the first time Georgia saw that Wilson was emotional.
When he had just arrived, Wilson gave off an extremely depressed
feeling. He hid his emotion only when she got close and talked to him.
Although he said that it was just a simple enemy, Georgia understood
very well that the enemy was not simple but it was the one who Wilson
hated very much. However, Wilson was not willing to say anything
anymore, so she did not ask further.
She had been with Elsie for the past few days. She would grab a chance
to ask her tomorrow about what had happened to Wilson today.
“In that case, go get some rest early, you and Elsie have been
investigating that matter and have only made some progress so far, I’m

counting on you for everything. How has Elsie been lately? Does she
put you into trouble?”
After Georgia asked so, a faint smile suddenly appeared on Wilson’s
gloomy face.
“She’s fine, she does not put me into any trouble.”
After saying that, Wilson turned around and walked away.
Georgia went inside Annie’s bedroom to take a look at Annie. Then, she
washed her face and brushed her teeth before sleeping beside her.
For the next two days, Georgia went to work and got off work as usual.
She did not approach Elsie to ask her about what had happened to
Wilson. She was busy, so were Elsie and Wilson.
This evening, Robert sent her a message. He had asked Freddie for a
date tomorrow night. They had set a time and a place.
As Georgia got off work early, she prepared dinner for everyone after
she returned home in the evening.
After that, she played with Annie for a while. When Annie had slept,
Georgia told them that she was going to meet Freddie tomorrow.
When Georgia said this, Elsie spoke up.
“This evening, our man who tracked Chase found that they had
changed to another place for gathering. He brought another child. We
did not follow him this time as it’s meaningless for us to go in judging
from that fact that they had changed a place.”
Elsie was blue. Last time, she did not manage to rescue the children and
this time she could only watch Chase’s men hurting the children again
and there was nothing they could do to help them.
“It’s okay, maybe there will be a breakthrough after we meet Freddie
tomorrow.”
Speaking of this, Georgia asked Wilson a question.
“What’s your progress on that piece of information that I gave you?”
Robert had promised to give Georgia a piece of information last time. It
was the information about those powerful and influential people with
paedophilia in D City. There might be a great clue if they investigated
based on the information.
After the sentence, Wilson spoke up.
“Inside that database, there are some people who went there this
evening as well. Don’t worry, I have already collected a lot of
information. As long as we find out a few big bosses and collect more
evidence, this matter will definitely be solved. If Freddie has more
hidden secrets when we meet him tomorrow, that will be great.”
After chatting a lot with Wilson, everyone went to sleep by ten o’clock

at night, so did Elsie. Georgia went inside Elsie’s bedroom.
“I have something to ask you alone. Elsie, are you free to have a chat
with me now?”
Elsie had no problem with this. She had just finished her shower while
Georgia seemed not. She then asked her.
“What’s so mysterious? You did not ask me when Wilson was there just
now. Is it a secret that he can’t listen to? If you want to solve things, I
think it’s better for you to look for him, I’m not really good at that.”
Elsie was just making a joke. Elsie laughed.
“It’s indeed something that he can’t listen to.”
Georgia finished her sentence just like that. She looked at Elsie who
looked calm and then told her what had happened two nights ago.
“Two days ago, what had happened when you and Wilson went outside?
He said that he saw his enemy. Do you remember who he saw that day?
I feel that he was extremely concerned about this matter.”
After Georgia asked this, Elsie frowned.
“He was normal that day, I did not notice that his emotion was
abnormal. If it’s like what you said, how could he have suppressed his
emotions so much when I was with him when he saw his enemy?”
It seemed Elsie did not know about Wilson’s situation either. Although
it was Wilson’s personal matter, for some reason, Georgia felt that it
was important to her.
There was a hint in the dark telling herself again that she needed to
figure out this matter.
When she went to work the next day, Professor Lee called Georgia to
go inside his office for a chat.
“Have you finished reading the information I gave you?”
“Almost done.”
Georgia was very concerned about her work. Although the professor
had given her a week, she thought that she should get it done faster.
All this while, apart from the time she went home from work to
accompany Annie, Georgia spent all her daytime in her work. She was
only a titular chairman in SY Group. Her job scope was just to sign the
documents. She did not need to worry about anything.
“At the end of this month, I’ll go to the University of Cambridge to
attend a talk. There will be some scholars from other countries to
attend a seminar together. I want to bring you there, do you want to go
with me?”
Naturally, Georgia would not reject and she was excited.
“Professor, I have no problem. I’ll arrange my time for the trip.”
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Many people would definitely join such kind of gathering. She could
listen to their thoughts and there might be some unexpected gains.
“I’m glad that you’re willing to go. However, the seminar will only start
at the end of the month. For now, you still have to read the information
that I gave you and then go to the laboratory to do some experiments.
You have lost one year. If you can find a good direction or even make
some progress in your experiment, I’ll recommend you to them when
you attend the gathering.”
If it was last year, the professor would not worry so much. He would
just bring Georgia to the gathering and let Georgia talk to the crowd. It
was because Georgia’s experiment had been developed significantly
and recognized by everyone at that time.
However, during the time when she was in a coma, many researchers in
various other universities had studied her experiment in depth. So, she
was now left behind. Unless she made a progress in a new direction,
she could only be an assistant and she could not join their discussion.
“Professor, I can only try my best, sometimes it depends on luck to find
a new experimental direction and make progress.”
She had to do hundreds of experiments inside the research lab and
perhaps she could find a direction in one of them. Only countless
failures would allow her to determine what was right.
Georgia was not in a hurry, it was just the professor’s pitying tone that
made her a little sentimental.
“Professor, I’m still young at my age, although I’ve experienced a lot of
things, my life has just begun. Even if I can’t get acknowledgement this
year, in 5 years or 10 years, I’ll bring my talent into play, God can’t
leave me in a coma for another few years, or make me lose another few
years as every cloud has a silver lining.”
Georgia’s tone was light-hearted and Professor Lee laughed.
“I’ve overthought it. I’m afraid that you’ll feel sad. Since you have
already thought positively, so now you just do your experiment
seriously, this time round I won’t give you a limited direction, you just
go in the direction of your own thinking, I believe you will make your
progress.”
They then talked about some academic matters in a lively atmosphere.
Georgia spoke out many ideas. She was eloquent when she talked
about these matters. She did not care whether she was right or wrong

when she talked about all these things. Professor Lee was a tolerant
person. He would never criticize which part of Georgia’s idea was
wrong. Instead, he would let her do her own experiments and find out
the truth herself.
By then, Georgia had talked with Professor Lee in his lab for more than
one hour. When he was about to leave, Professor Lee seemed to
remember something and he spoke to Georgia again.
“I forgot to tell you that Aston will go together with us at the end of the
month. I’ll bring both of you there. However, I see that you two have
been a bit rusty lately, what had happened?”
“Yes, something had happened, but we have talked it over. Now, we’re
still colleagues. Professor, you don’t have to worry, he and I always
trust each other’s abilities. We just interact less in our private life.
However, we trust each other when it comes to work.”
Professor Lee was relieved. However, he felt a little strange as he did
not know why they could not be close friends anymore in their private
life. But as this was their privacy, he did not ask anymore.
After leaving the office, Georgia went to the lab to do experiments. It
just so happened that Aston was next to her. Georgia smiled and spoke
up.
“Did the professor tell you about the matter of going to England at the
end of the month?”
“I knew about it last night. We’ll both go together. I’ve agreed and I
appreciate your guidance when the time comes.”
Aston was scrupulous in separating public from private interests.
Georgia slowly lost her feeling of discomfort towards Kayden. Since
Kayden did not come to MU Research Institute anyway and they did not
contact each other in private, everything went back to normal.
In the afternoon, when Georgia had finished her works and had just
stepped out of the door to get into her car, she saw a familiar person
approaching her.
“It’s been a year since we met last time, congratulations as you are able
to wake up from the coma.”
The person was Emilia, who was Aston’s younger sister. Apparently, she
had come to pick her brother up from work.
Georgia had a chat with Emilia. After chatting for a while about each
other’s recent life, Georgia asked in a slightly gossipy manner.
“Why did you suddenly pick your brother up from work?”
“My family heard that my brother had a girlfriend, so they asked me to
come here to be a spy to see how things are going.”

Emilia smiled. She looked very stern originally, but when she smiled,
she looked pretty and made people lose their minds for a moment.
“By the way, have you met my brother’s girlfriend? I haven’t met her
yet, so I don’t know about her personality.”
Georgia did not know how to speak at the moment, but she answered
honestly.
“I’ve met her a few times.”
“How does she look? Does she have a good personality?”
Emilia asked with concern.
“She’s pretty. I don’t know much about her personality as I haven’t had
too much contact with her, but she seems to be natural and poised, I
guess.”
Georgia did not want to say anything bad. Although she knew that
Kayden had done something bad, it would look like she was stirring up
trouble and venting her anger by saying so in front of Emilia. So, she
decided to answer just like that.
Emilia planned to continue asking more questions, but Georgia’s mobile
phone rang. She smiled apologetically at Emilia and then walked to the
side to pick up the call. “Travis, is there something wrong?”
The person who called was Travis. He answered up inside the call.
“The results of the paternity test have come out. Wesley is Robert’s
biological son.”
After Travis’ words, Georgia had some mixed feelings. Did Sierra
actually give birth to a son for Robert?
Georgia was not a generous person, nor could she say that it did not
matter, she felt sad.
Up until now, the people she had sent out could not find anything
abnormal about Sierra. Although they knew that Sierra was somewhat
abnormal, they could not find any evidence. So, there was a possibility
that Sierra was really just a person who had saved Robert’s life.
According to Robert, she had helped him a lot and sacrificed a lot for
him. It was impossible for Robert to treat his benefactor badly. She
would not go against the person who saved Robert anyway.
She was just a little sad that the man she liked had a child with another
woman. She very cared about that.
“What about Sierra and Wesley? Do they have a mother-child
relationship?”
This was the question Georgia was most concerned about.
Chapter 300 Meeting Freddie Jimenez
“They are related, I have already told Ivan about it.”

“Are you sure it’s right?”
Georgia couldn’t believe it, Ivan had seen it with his own eyes, when
the attacker came at them, Sierra gave up her own son, but the DNA
test showed that they were related to each other, so what was Sierra
thinking?
It could not be that Ivan had seen it wrongly.
“It cannot be wrong, I have asked a couple of hidden organization to do
the testing, the results are all the same.”
Travis didn’t say that Sarah was the one dealt with whole matter.
Of course, Travis also couldn’t think of that Sarah would lie about that.
There was nothing surprising about this results and Georgia even felt a
little disappointed.
“I know, since the result is positive, then all we can do is to put our
focus on Sierra, I feel that she is going to show something at some
point.”
After they hung up the phone call, Georgia went to Emilia again.
At this time, Aston also appeared, the siblings were chatting, Emilia
smiled and said to Georgia.
“We haven’t had meal together in a while, why don’t we all have dinner
together?”
Georgia shook her head.
“I already have a date tonight, so I won’t be able to join you, you guys
should catch up, if you want to go to M Garden, I can call the boss there
for you.”
Emilia hadn’t been there before, but she heard that M Garden was very
popular, so she smiled and agreed.
They chatted a little more, then left in their own cars, Emilia and Aston
went in their own car, and Emilia asked her brother.
“I already came here, you can’t just keep your girlfriend at home
without introducing her to me.”
“I didn’t say that I wouldn’t.”
Aston answered coldly.
“Didn’t you want to have dinner at M Garden? I will call her now and
tell her to come over, then you will be able to meet her, remember that
she is your future sister in law, if you are rude to her, I will throw you
out.”
“You treat your girlfriend better than me.”
Emilia said, but Aston didn’t even listen to her, if he didn’t spoil his own
girlfriend, who would do it for him, he had to keep her face. Aston
knew that his sister was eccentric and unreasonable, if he didn’t warn

her, he was afraid that Emilia might look at his girlfriend with some
judgement.
The two of them were heading to M Garden when Emilia suddenly said
in a bad mood.
“It had been a year, we still haven’t found Lucas, where do you think he
is? We had been asking everyone to help looking, why can we not find
him?”
Such a small child went missing, and he was nowhere to be found, it
was very possible that he already left this world.
But even if he was dead, they wanted to find the body, the Powell
family almost gave up, Emilia on the other hand didn’t want to quit, she
liked Lucas, before knowing that he was dead, she wanted to find him.
This time being back in the country, she wanted to use the chance to
keep searching, the Powell family didn’t want to waste any more time
on this, so Emilia had to use the chance of seeing Aston’s girlfriend to
get back to China. She hadn’t gotten away from her family, she couldn’t
do things as unrestrained as her brother.
“I will help you.”
Aston said to his sister, he knew the attitude of the Powell family, they
had already stopped searching, which made Aston very sad.
When he left his family, he was even ready to give up his right as an
heir, because he was so disappointed by the Powell family, it was such
a cold place, people only did things for their own good.
The two of them were quiet all the way because of this topic.
When they arrived at M Garden, Kayden was already there, Emilia
looked at her future sister in law, the three of them went to the room
to have dinner.
Emilia didn’t know anything about Kayden’s past, the whole evening
they had fun talking to each other.
Georgia on the other side had already gone to the mall, she and Robert
said to meet at the top floor there.
There were a lot of people around, Georgia being at this mall people
would only think that she was there to go shopping, Georgia went into
some of those stores and bought a few bags.
Then, she went along the way that Robert told her, took the elevator to
the top floor.
The top floor didn’t belong to the mall, it was a very elite apartment,
Georgia got out of the elevator and saw Robert’s guard waiting outside.
The guard led Georgia to sit down, after a while, Elsie also came.
Wilson wasn’t there that day, Georgia thought she couldn’t allow the

three of them to appear at the same place, it would look suspicious.
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But she wasn’t sure about meeting alone with Freddie, so she asked
Elsie to come.
The two of them went inside while the guard led them, Robert was
sitting there chatting with Freddie.
He was a man, about 45 years of age, he was the manager of Robert’s
company, even though he wasn’t rich, but he was successful, he had a
family, and was high spirited.
But Freddie had white hair, there was no calm in his eyes, instead, they
were moody, he wasn’t that energetic man on the pictures, he seemed
that he didn’t have a comfortable life.
When Georgia and Elsie entered, he noticed, he naturally knew that
Georgia was the ex fiance of his boss, but now this ex fiance came to
see his boss, Freddie looked down, not knowing what to say, he felt
that he shouldn’t be there.
He didn’t know yet that Georgia wanted to see him.
“Mr. Simpson, I will talk to you about work at the office, why don’t I
leave now.”
Freddie thought that he should leave, he shouldn’t stand in the way of
his boss having a date, of course, he would also never talk about the
gossip here.
People were saying that his boss and the ex fiance had already
completely broken up, but now they were meeting here, it seemed that
the rumors weren’t true.
“Mr. Jimenez, I am here to see you.”
Georgia smiled and said to him, Freddie was a little surprised, he looked
at Georgia questioning, then he looked at Robert.
“Mr. Simpson, I...”
Freddie really didn’t know what to do, in that moment, Robert said.
“Sit down, you only need to answer whatever she asks you truthfully,
she was the one that asked you here, nobody can know about this, so I
also came as a middle man.”
Freddie sat down confused, Georgia and Elsie sat down opposite to
Freddie.
“I know this might seem strange, but I need to ask you, you have a son
called Benton Jimenez, he was lost in an orphanage, right?”
As soon as Georgia asked him that question, Freddie’s face changed, he

looked at her with dark eyes.
If his boss wasn’t there, Freddie might have just turned around and left,
but instead he said with anger in his voice that he couldn’t control.
“Miss Lane, what do you want to know about my son, what did he do?”
“That orphanage...”
Georgia sighed.
“I think you know what the orphanage was like before, but it caught fire
later, almost all of the children died in that fire, but the principal of the
orphanage received a huge amount of money. He started his own
company and is living his life, I want to ask you, do you and your son
know about the reasons for that fire? All those children died on that
day, but your son was taken away only days before, so he lived. I just
want to investigate the reason behind it.”
“Sorry, I won’t tell you anything.”
This time, Freddie stood up, his expression was cold.
Then, he turned around and told Robert.
“Mr. Simpson, even if you want to fire me today, but there are things I
don’t want to talk about, now I want to leave, is that okay?”
Robert looked at Georgia, she sighed.
“Mr. Jimenez, you might get angry at this, but I heard that your son has
been at home for a couple of years, they say that he is not in a good
condition. I know your son is autistic, but that should not be congenital,
even though my guess might be extraordinary, but I think maybe your
son wants the truth to be known, to make those people get their
punishment, maybe he wants to speak about it.”
Wilson found out about Freddie’s son’s condition these days, Georgia
even found out that Freddie gave up the treatments after he found out
that his son was not autistic congenitally.
She could feel that the Jimenez family might know about the truth, they
would rather have their child not speak, than putting him into danger if
they let him talk.
“You do not know the situation.”
Freddie suddenly said angrily, his eyes were red.
“You youngster, you all want to be hero, you want to tell me what to do,
can you promise that my son will live? Can you promise that my wife
will live, that I will live? If you can’t, why should I tell you the truth?
Even if I have to quit my job, I can still provide for my family, and you, if
you want to be a hero, go ahead, but don’t disturb me and my family
again!”
Freddie finished and walked towards the door angrily, Georgia didn’t

stop him, but Robert spoke.
“Do you need help?”
Georgia shook her head, maybe Freddie needed some time, seeing him
like that, he must know how strong the forces behind all this were, how
could she convince him not to care about his wife and son, to do
something crazy?
But, Georgia didn’t think that Elsie would stop Freddie.
“Mr. Jimenez, my name is Elsie, I was also in that orphanage, the only
reason I am alive is because Chase sold me for a high price, I know what
kind of a place that was, I know how much pain those children suffered,
look at your son’s condition, it is because he is not happy. I am part of
this because I know how much all those people who had gone through
those pain want to be free! They are hurting children again!”______
Chapter 301 Sierra Forces Robert to Marry Her
However, hearing what Elsie said, Freddie gave a sneer and went
straight outside. Elsie shouted behind him, "Do you think you're
protecting your son? You are wrong. You have not experienced those
things, and you will never understand. An unredeemed life is not worth
living! I seem to be happy, but it doesn't mean I don't care and forget
the past."
Elsie sneered as she said so. Freddie turned his head at this moment.
He finally seriously looked at the young woman standing in front of
him.
"I'm just an ordinary father. I just want my son to live, not die because
of some inexplicable accident, or some revenge. I only have this humble
wish."
Freddie's tone was extremely serious. He didn't want to fight or be sad,
but to state his thoughts directly.
"Do you think being alive means happy? Why did he shut himself up?
It's because he's in pain. He felt painful because he can't save his
partner. Why would I get involved in this thing? Because I want to bring
the killers to justice. I want to help myself. Do you think he doesn't
want to save himself. He does, but he doesn't know how to do it. He
could only keep silent, so as to reassure you. But the life of being strong
is worth living than that of being timid. What's more, if you don't try it,
how do you know it won't succeed?"
Freddie was silent. Elsie knew she had persuaded him and she smiled.
"Look at your boss standing here, he is strong and powerful. So is Miss
Lane. You can see how powerful she is just by searching on the internet.
Do you think you are single-handed to revenge? Do you think you are

acting alone? No, we are doing all preparations. We are trying our best
to investigate the truth. Do you know why?"
"Because these people have found a lot of children and they are still
doing despicable things. If you let Benton save those children who are
suffering, he could redeem his life. When he saves those children, it's
like saving himself. I know what he has been through because I've been
through it all."
With these words, the house fell into silence.
After a long time, Freddie sighed.
"You win. I don't know if Benton wants to listen to you, but I don't think
he should be silent for a lifetime. I will arrange an opportunity for you
to meet and let him make his own choice."
After that, Freddie left without hesitation.
"Georgia, I did it."
Elsie was a little excited but Georgia was a little uncomfortable. This
success was based on Elsie revealing her scar in front of everyone,
although Elsie didn't care much.
But they couldn't lose this time. As Elsie just said, it was not just saving
the children, it was saving her own life.
"Yeah, you did it, Elsie. You were great."
Georgia praised her as Robert came over.
"If you want to meet Freddie, I will make the arrangements. I have
things to attend to now, so I have to leave first. You will leave under
their arrangements."
After Robert said that, he left. Georgia and Elsie were left in the room.
Naturally, they could not go out at the same time.
"It seems that you two are moving on. He doesn't look at you with the
strange, tentative look he used to have," said Elsie curiously.
"He is willing to believe me."
Georgia only gave one answer, and as for more, she could only say that
she believed Robert.
But Georgia didn't know what Robert was trying to do, nor did Sierra.
Robert was always gentle and respectful to him, but she couldn't
understand him more and more. She couldn't keep monitoring Robert
every day, and she could not know Robert's every move.
But Sierra did find out about Robert's meeting with Georgia, and Jayson
was warning her that she had to take actions faster.
That evening, after Robert returned home, Sierra came to Robert of her
own accord.
She packed a suitcase, and looked determined.

"What's going on?"
As soon as Robert came in, he saw Sierra and the packed suitcase.
Sierra looked up at Robert and said with coldness, "Robert, I have said
that I will not compromise, nor will I force you to marry me. If you want
to choose Georgia, I will let you go, but you keep dating with Georgia
while I'm still your fiancée. Who am I to you? I don't want to be the
laughingstock. I've packed my things. If you don't tell me what you
want to do today, I'll make my own choice and leave you."
Sierra could see that Robert was just trying to delay the marriage. It
couldn't be dragged on. She had to force this man to make a decision.
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"Have you heard some gossip?" Robert asked, and Sierra burst into
tears in front of Robert.
"Do you think others didn't see your meeting with Georgia? They did.
They were all gossiping about me. Why should I be so pathetic? You
made me stay from the beginning, but now you've turned me into a
joke."
"What can I do to prove my love for you? I never intended to give up
what I have promised to you. Why do you always doubt me?" Robert
asked seriously, and Sierra's eyes were red.
"I can't see your sincerity. Your commitment is only an empty talk. You
promised me that we'd have a wedding, and I'd be your wife. But now,
I'm still your fiancée. You put off the wedding for half a year without my
permission. That's fine. But you flirted with Georgia and ignored me. I
don't know if you're playing with me or if you are two-timing me."
Sierra reproached him. Those were probably the harshest words she
had ever said to Robert.
She figured out that if she didn't take a hard stance, Robert might drag
the wedding till the doomsday.
"So if I promise to marry you, and give you a wedding at once, you'll
believe me?"
When Robert said this, Sierra was surprised. But she couldn't show her
emotional fluctuation, so she continued to accuse him.
"Do you think I'm trying to force you to marry me again? But I have
agreed to postpone the wedding for six months. I wouldn't have said
this if you and Georgia haven't been having an affair this time and if you
hadn't made me feel insecure. I don't want to push you, either you
promise me that the wedding will be held as soon as possible or I'll

leave."
"As I said, Georgia has not promised to divorce me. She and I have been
married and we can't let out the news. So I could only drag on. She has
promised to give up in six months. Aren't you going to believe me?"
Sierra wasn't sure whether Robert was telling the truth.
She was about to say something when Robert spoke again.
"Do you remember my father's legacy? It's mine. Why should I let a
stranger inherit it? Before I divorce Georgia, I should get back the
inheritance that belongs to me."
Sierra was shocked. She stared at the man in front of her and didn't
know what to say for a moment.
She kind of knew this man, and knew that Robert didn't care about his
father's legacy, which was a big disappointment.
But now Robert was telling her that he was going to get it back.
She didn't know what to say. Of course, she hoped that Robert could
inherit the property, and then it would become hers. But she couldn't
be so greedy for money in front of Robert.
She just assumed an air of indifference. "I did not expect that the one
who once didn't pay the slightest attention to the inheritance should
now take it so seriously. I cannot tell whether what you said is true or
not. In that case, let us be calm for a while. I'll move out for some
time."
"I'll let the bodyguard send you. You can live a temporarily quiet life.
And later, you will believe me. I did not lie to you."
With that, Robert called his bodyguard over and escorted Sierra away.
Sierra didn't think she couldn't be successful this time, but it was
impossible for her to stay here anymore.
Before she reached the door, she turned to Robert.
"Take good care of Wesley. I had wanted to take him with me, but I
know that you have enemies. It won't be safe for the kid if I take him.
You need to calm down, and so do I. Please tell me if you make up your
mind."
Robert nodded and personally sent Sierra to the car.
After Sierra left, Robert went to his study.
"Have the results come out yet?" Robert asked his assistant, who was
standing in his study.
"Yes. I placed it on the table."
Robert picked up the document. Inside were several paternity test
reports.
Of course, they were not his and Annie's paternity test report, but

Wesley's and his, and Sierra and Wesley's._____
Chapter 302 Sierra Is not Welsey's Mother
After opening the reports and reading through them, Robert was silent
for a long time.
He had done this test many times, and so far, he was sure that Wesley
was his son.
But Sierra was not Wesley's mother.
Before he came back with the identity of Robert, he thought Wesley
was Sierra's son, and he never suspected it.
Back then when he got back, he took a paternity test, and it turned out
Sierra was Wesley's mother, so he wasn't suspicious of it.
But then a series of events happened that made him suspicious of
everyone around him, even Sierra.
So he did the test again privately, but the report showed that Sierra and
Wesley were still mother and son.
But recently, he had gone to different institutions for paternity tests,
and he could finally confirm that Wesley and Sierra were not mother
and son, which was probably because Jasper, Jason and Ivan had
helped him knocked off hidden traitors around him.
Robert thought about it for a long while.
Too many questions and confusions messed up his mind.
Wesley was his son, but not Sierra's. So who gave birth to the child?
Robert had lost his memory. He couldn't find out the woman, so it
made him feel like he had owed another woman. If Georgia knew about
it, maybe she wouldn't forgive him.
He wanted to find this woman out, but he was afraid that the woman
was another debt of love.
As for Sierra, Robert had mixed feelings for her.
Sierra had told him a lie that would be covered up by countless lies, and
he did not immediately question Sierra about it only because Robert
was sure that there was someone else behind her.
He was sure he was being watched, and if he dealt with Sierra, he
would never know who was behind it.
In the past year, Sierra and Robert had been living together. The
woman had indeed been in danger many times in order to save him.
Robert did not want to think of the devil side of her.
But he didn't trust her anymore, and he began to wonder about Sierra's
intentions.
Did she hate him so she came to him with a boy, or whether Sierra had
planned all these in the first place?

By the time he'd done the tests for three or four times, he was sure
that Wesley wasn't Sierra's son.
Perhaps, all of Sierra's actions had ulterior motives.
Robert made a phone call to Ivan. He talked about a lot on the phone
and asked Ivan to figure out what to do. He told him the places where
he had been in the past year. Maybe he could only find out the truth by
these clues.
"Robert, you finally understand. In fact, I am also investigating it. What
is Sierra's identity? I can't check who she is and the thing is very tricky.
You have to be on guard. Anyway, I am a doctor, and have always been
flying around the world. I will ask some reliable people to check it. Rest
assured."
Robert now fully trusted Ivan. He smiled on the other end of the phone.
As if thinking of something, Robert spoke to Ivan, "Come back if you
have time. I want to draw up a will and make you my executor. I'm not
sure what the future holds, and I don't want to be caught off guard if
any accident happens again."
"Robert, did you find out something? You are freaking me out. You're
still young. Are you sure you want to make a will?"
Robert answered in an affirmative way, "I'm sure. Come back if you
have time. The moon waxes and wanes. Who knows what tomorrow
will be like."
"You already have a will. You don't need another one," Ivan spoke on
the phone.
"When did I write that will?" Robert was really interested.
"A year ago. But if you need to look at it, or make a new one, I can
come back, because I was your executor a year ago, and I know what's
in it. I can tell you."
Robert wanted to know what will he had made. Hesitating for a while,
he smiled a relaxed smile.
"No, you don't have to tell me the contents of the will, and you don't
have to change it. I don't have to make a new will. I believe what I
decided a year ago. I must be somber a year ago, and I believed in the
decisions I made one year ago."
Ivan didn't know what to say. His brother had changed a lot recently.
After chatting for a while, they hung up the phone.
On the other side, Jason called Robert out of the blue.
"Robert, something's happened. The two of us are being questioned
now."
"You seem to be flustered, as if I have something to do with it. What is

it?"
Jason groaned on the phone.
"How I wish I had amnesia like you. Jasper is now going after us. He
found out what we did a year ago and is now angry."
"What is it?" asked Robert, puzzled.
"A year ago, we helped Jasper's sister, Selena, leave the country. Selena
was pregnant at that time. The Holland family had looked for her for a
year, but we kept silent. Now Jasper found that that thing, and he was
going to trouble us. I'm going to flee abroad. Selena tipped me off.
You'd better be ready, in case Jasper could come to your office
tomorrow."
"By the way, I am here at the airport now. I have to leave now."
Jason then hung up the phone. As soon as he got on the plane, he
realized that the woman sitting next to him was Miranda.
"What, you know everything about me now? You'd better get off the
plane now. I want to go out and have some fun by myself. To enjoy my
private world, you know?"
Miranda just pulled her sunglasses down and she said lazily, "I advise
you to be polite to me now, or I will call Jasper immediately so he can
get you back."
Jason was completely silent. He was so depressed now.
"What do you like about me? I'll change," asked Jason.
Miranda gave him a big smile.
"I like you the way you don't like me. You don't have to like me, okay?"
Words failed Jason. He wanted to be a playboy, but now he was
completely under the control of the woman.
How could he get rid of this fiancée? Jason was really upset.
Robert was confused when he had a phone call with Jason. He did not
understand why he would help Jasper's sister to go abroad, and Jason
did not make it clear over the phone. He couldn't remember anything
now. What should he do?
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He thought that Jasper would come to him the next day, and Robert
had asked his men to keep an eye on it. If anyone saw Jasper coming in
impulsively, they had to stop him. Robert did not want to fight with
Jasper in front of everyone.
But Jasper did not show up that day. At noon, Jasper and Selena took
Dan to the hospital for chemotherapy, and Elliot received a call from

the hospital on that day.
"Mrs. Holland, congratulations, your bone marrow matches with Dan's,
and we can arrange the operation for Dan now. Your physical condition
is good."
Elliot, of course, was very excited. She thanked the doctor and smiled
happily.
"I heard that the chance for the successful match between strangers is
very slim. What a chance!"
The doctor laughed on the other end of the line.
"Mrs. Holland, you are the child's grandmother. You are not strangers
and it's quite possible that your bone marrow could be matched with
Dan's."
Elliot smiled awkwardly and hung up the phone. After that, Elliot
excitedly called Bailey and told her husband about the news.
Bailey laughed excitedly over the phone.
"Good. It seems that we are destined to be a family. You are not related
to Dan by blood, but your bone marrows match each other's! That's
luck! It was so good that we adopted Selena. You and Selena are meant
to be together..."
After a long happy chat with her husband, Elliot hung up the phone.
She then told her friends and family about the news.
Friends and family congratulated her. They didn't know that Elliot and
Selena didn't have blood relationship, and they all said that immediate
family had a higher success rate in transplantation. Elliot could only
laugh with embarrassment as she heard that.
She informed Jasper and Selena of this matter, and Jasper was in a
good mood and stopped bothering Robert.
It was a coincidence that Jasper knew it was Robert and Jason who
helped Selena to leave the country last year. Jasper found his sister's
whereabouts and phone records of the past year, and Selena could not
deny it.
Originally, he was going to make trouble with Robert today. However,
the successful match made Jasper feel good and he decided to find him
at another time.
After Elliot had the phone call with her kids, she happily ordered the
servants to arrange his grandson's room.
As she was busy, Elliot couldn't stop thinking about what her friends
and families were saying.
"Immediate family will have a chance of success in match. You are so
lucky..."

"In some families, they can't succeed even they are natural parents and
children or siblings. You are Dan's grandmother and you succeeded in it.
What a good luck you are."
Elliot was delighted at first, but the more she thought about it, the
more uneasy she felt. Was it just lucky?
She was not related to Selena by blood, so Selena's child was not
related to her by blood. Was it really fate?
Elliot had been thinking about it for a long time. In the evening, Selena
and Jasper came back with the baby. Both Selena and Jasper knew
about Elliot's successful match.
And Selena was finally relieved.
But for some reason, she kept feeling uneasy and worried that
something might happen.
But everything went well until she got home.
Elliot asked her son and daughter to go home and prepare a meal. She
hugged Dan happily. Perhaps because of the questions that had been
lingering in her mind for a long time, Elliot looked at Dan seriously and
felt that they more she looked at the kid, the more she felt that Dan
looked like her.
Elliot stared at Dan's face for a long time. Then her expression changed
and she looked up at Selena.
"Jasper, Selena, I suddenly feel a little unwell. Could you hold the baby
and I'll go up and rest."
Selena didn't see anything wrong and she took the baby back.
After Elliot finished it,, she walked up the stairs in a trance to her
bedroom.
Elliot rummaged through her album. When she found his son's album,
Elliot began to look through it in earnest.
The photo on the first page was not Jasper's. It was a photo of her
daughter who had passed away. Elliot burst into tears when she
realized that Dan looked like her passed daughter.
The past memories began to flood in her mind, and the pain deep in her
heart crawled up again. Elliot turned over the photos as tears flowed
down her eyes.
The more She looked at photos of her son's birth, which recorded his
one-month old, 100 days old, and various baby photos, the sadder Elliot
felt.
At last she lay down in bed and slept all night.
Elliot didn't want to wake up and go down to see her children or Dan.
When the servants came up and asked her what was wrong, Elliot

simply said that she was tired and wanted to rest.
When Elliot woke up the next morning, she made a decision. What her
suspected kept her awake all night.
Her head ached, her heart ached, and something oppressed her so that
she could hardly breathe, but she could not put such a wild supposition
into words.
Elliot didn't want to treat his son or daughter unjustly.
She quietly pulled Dan's hairs, then grabbed some from her son's
bathroom.
In the end, Elliot secretly ordered her assistant to do the test. She knew
this was a terrible guess, but Dan was very similar to her daughter and
Jasper, plus her bone marrow and Dan's matched successfully.
Elliot couldn't stop thinking about it. She didn't want to treat Selena
unjustly and break her kids' hearts.
Before her ridiculous speculation was not confirmed, she had to
suppress her thoughts so that no one around her would notice.
After doing this, Elliot's headache went away and she went to the
hospital for a thorough checkup.
When she was sure that nothing was wrong, and Dan's current
condition was good, the bone marrow replacement was scheduled for a
week later.
The Holland family all relaxed and their mood gradually lightened.
Bailey was very happy and played with his grandchild at home and
seldom went to the company, leaving everything to Jasper.
Selena was completely relaxed, and took care of her son at home every
day. Jasper started to go to work. Everything was back to normal.
No one knew what Elliot was doing behind her back.
As for Georgia and Freddie, the latter had finally determined the
time._____
Chapter 303 I Need Redemption
He decided to let Elsie meet his son and see what his son would like to
do.
Robert arranged the meeting to be in a park this time.
However, not long after Freddie took his son to the park, he took his
son to a community next to the park.
In the end, everyone met in an apartment.
This was the first time that Georgia and Elsie had met Benton. He
always walked with his head down. His hair was a bit long, and the hair
in the front was long enough to cover his eyes. He did not raise his head,
so Georgia could not see his face clearly.

She could only be sure that this was a person who was autistic and
quiet but shy and refused to approach the outside world. He would
only listen to Freddie. When Freddie told him to have a seat and have
some tea, Benton did so obediently.
"Benton, I took you here today to meet some people. They'll talk to you
later. If you don't like it, just come out, and we'll leave together. Do you
understand?"
Benton didn't speak and only sat here quietly. Freddie's eyes were full
of worry for his son.
But in the end, Robert, Georgia, Freddie, and those bodyguards all went
away. Only Benton and Elsie were left.
Some things were privacy. Some scars could only be shared among
themselves.
After everyone left, Elsie squatted directly in front of Benton.
Benton was sitting on the sofa, and Elsie sat on the floor, beside
Benton's feet. This way Elsie could see Benton's eyes and all his
reactions when she looked up.
"My name is Elsie. Maybe you don't know me. Maybe we met at the
orphanage before. But it's too far away, and I'm not sure whether
we've spoken back then."
After she finished her words, Benton's eyes were still motionless like a
doll. Elsie lowered her head and smiled, then she looked up again and
continued.
"It doesn't matter whether we've met or not, but I've lived in the same
orphanage as you. Chase was the director of the orphanage. He always
bullied us, and the orphanage was in a bad atmosphere. Everyone
fought for food to survive. Older children beat younger children.
Younger children depended on older children to bully even younger
children. I'm sure you've experienced it too, right?"
Benton still did not respond when he heard her. He seemed lost in his
own world, unable to hear any words from the outside world. Elsie
neither fell silent nor felt discouraged. Instead, she started to mutter to
herself.
"I've been living in the orphanage since I was a child. A lot of people
bulled me. If you don't believe me, you can move your eyeballs and see
if I look pretty. You know what it means to be a good-looking child in
that orphanage.
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It means jealousy, pain, and exclusion, but so what? I was hungry and
cold. Later, I was sent to Chase, the director of the orphanage. Do you
know what happened afterwards?"
After Elsie finished speaking, she smiled and looked at Benton.
"I know, you must understand what happened to me, you must
understand the pain. It's a nightmare we both have."
"He sent me to a middle-aged man with a fat belly. At that time, I was
only ten years old, and I was assaulted without realizing it. At that time,
I didn't even understand what was going on, but I was hungry. Just
because I served this man, I could have snacks and fruits. How about
you? How old were you when you experienced it? You are also very
good-looking. Perhaps we experienced similar things. We both
suffered..."
When Elsie got to this point, her eyes looked sorrowful, and she looked
lost in her thoughts.
It didn't feel as painful for her to talk about these things now. Benton
finally moved his eyes and glanced at Elsie seriously before he became
lost in his own world again. Elsie smiled and continued.
"I think you probably understand what kind of life someone like me
lived later. I often went to the director's office and served a lot of
middle-aged men. Some young and some old. Some gentle and some
gentle. But that doesn't matter. Because my life has been ruined since
then… But I didn't think it was fair and I didn't think I should continue
living that way. I should escape, and in fact, I planned to escape. When I
was a teenager, I got to understand that what I experienced was
injustice. They were breaking the law. I wanted to escape. I couldn't
give myself up to fate, but I failed..."
At this moment, Benton glanced at Elsie again.
"There was a girl named Millie. She was a few years older than me. She
was paying attention to me and discovered my secret. She later
informed Chase. Do you know what happens to someone like me who
wants to escape? It was worse than your days in the orphanage."
With this, Benton finally looked at Elsie seriously. He seemed curious
because his life only consisted of his time at the orphanage and his
return to the Jimenez family.
As for the lives of those children who tried to escape, perhaps he knew
that they would be miserable. But he didn't know how miserable they
were. But Elsie looked healthy in front of him and had a smile on her
face. Did she push through adversity? Benton showed a curious look,
and Elsie smiled.

"I failed to escape, so he sold me to a red-light district. I don't know if
you can understand. I was sold to a place where I could only serve men
every day, and the money that I earned didn't belong to me. I could
only sell my body every day and endure beating from customers. I
spent several years there until I saved a man. He was very
accomplished. He saved me, and I was freed. Otherwise, I would've
died there a long time ago. That was my life in the past. It was more
bizarre than you think, but now I'm alive and healthy. Just like you, I
found my relatives and friends, and my life is on the right track."
"But I know that I'm not fine on the inside. I can't save myself. Like you,
I try hard to live like a normal person in front of my family and friends,
but I know that some things can't be done. I know that after you
returned to the Jimenez family, you had to be considerate of your
parents, so you kept quiet. You know some things, but you can't tell
them, so it's better to be mute for life. But I know that we both have
things that we want to do, right?"
Benton didn't look at Elsie, but he stood up and seemed like he wanted
to leave.
"Do you know what kind of life Chase is living now? He is married, and
his wife is the same woman who informed against me back then, Millie.
He has adopted two children and brings a child to parties from time to
time. Just like what you might imagine, there are many people like
Chase there. They bully those children. That was our life back then.
They are evil people who are committing crimes again and again... I
wanted to meet you because I want to save those children. I know what
you think inside. You want to save them too because they are just like
us back then. You want to save yourself, right?"______
Chapter 304 Cooking
Benton stood quietly and did not speak for a long time.
Elsie was not sure what Benton was thinking now. She was very sure
that Benton was wavering because of her words, so Elsie thought for a
while and spoke again.
"I know you are hesitating right now. You are worried that speaking up
about these things will hurt your family and your parents who love you.
But your dad brought you here because he considered all the
possibilities. Besides, we are not on our own. My plan to escape by
myself back then obviously wasn't appropriate. I want to save them,
but it won't work with just the two of us. There are a lot more people I
can rely on now. You know that those people are powerful, but the
people who have my back are also powerful. They aren't much less

powerful and may even be more powerful. It's just that we need
enough evidence to capture them in one fell swoop. I hope that you
join us."
Benton was silent again for a long time. Finally, he turned his head and
looked at Elsie seriously.
"Chase—Lawson—and—Millie—Lawson—both bullied—me..."
This was the first time that Benton spoke. He hasn't spoken for too long.
What he said popped out word by word. Even his voice sounded very
dry and hoarse.
Elsie was suddenly excited and hugged Benton tightly in her arms.
"We've both been bullied by him. I should've understood from a long
ago that you can speak... Then do you know the truth about the fire
back then? I know you left a few days before the fire, but I think maybe
you vaguely know why."
"...Before I left, a person named Sean Poole often came to the
orphanage. At that time, this person was in his thirties. He was
perverted and cruel. Many children were injured because of him. There
was even a girl who I wasn't close to that became sick and passed away
after she went to his place once. After my father took me away, I
wanted to go back to see them. At that time, I planned to go on the
weekend. However, after I arrived that day, the guards outside the
orphanage didn't let me enter. They said that Sean was inside, and no
one was allowed to enter. Later I learned that there was a fire that
night. After that, I never talked again."
Benton stuttered. After all, he has not spoken for many years. Although
he spoke clearly now, his voice sounded hoarse and uncomfortable.
After Elsie listened to him finish his words, she helped Benton sit down
on the sofa.
"So he's named Sean Poole. When I left, this person wasn't there yet.
Don't worry, our meetings with you and your dad are all kept secret.
You just need to tell us everything you know. I'll have someone
investigate the rest of it. I'll take you to see him the day he is punished.
The wheels of justice turn slowly but grind exceedingly fine. The
malefactor will not escape from receiving his full punishment."
"The way you are… it's nice…"
Benton watched Elsie say such words. There were a lot of things he did
not know how to talk about. He was very envious of Elsie because she
was still lively as if she was not traumatized. This was what he envied
the most.
Although he was only about twenty years old, he felt dead inside like a

corpse. If it weren't for Elsie's words that ignited hope in his heart.
Benton thought that he would probably live like a walking dead for the
rest of his life. He would not hesitate to leave this world the day his
parents pass away because there was nothing in this world that he
loved. Other than his parents who worked hard to find him and take
him home. They were his only reason for living.
But now it was different. He seemed to have found hope and a reason
to live. He wanted those evil people to receive punishment. He did not
want children to live a life as hopeless as his, just like those children
who had similar experiences as he had.
Elsie talked about her experiences again with Benton. Benton rarely
spoke but listened intently most of the time. He was a good listener.
Later, Elsie went out and asked Robert, Georgia, and Freddie to come in.
Benton already made a decision. Freddie walked to his son's side
worriedly, and Benton looked at his father seriously.
"Dad, I want to do what I want to do. I want to be alive."
As soon as he said so, Freddie burst into tears with his son in his arms.
There were many things that none of them made clear the moment the
fire broke out at the orphanage, but they both understood. Years of
pain and suppressed emotions seemed to disappear as tears rolled
down.
Freddie hugged his son and cried silently for a while. He finally looked
up at Elsie, who was standing by the side.
"Thank you."
After speaking, Robert asked his men to escort Freddie and his son
back.
A while later, Georgia thought that Robert would leave and that she
would leave with Elsie afterwards. But Robert spoke to Georgia.
"Let's get some food. There's something I want to talk to you about.
Elsie, come with us."
Elsie shook her head right away.
"If you want to invite Georgia, you don't need to have me come along.
I'd be third-wheeling if I went. Just have someone give me a ride back…
Georgia, you should go with him. I'll be fine leaving by myself. I'm going
to meet Wilson later. I want to tell him what happened today."
Georgia nodded and was also curious about what Robert wanted to say
to her.
After Elsie left, only Robert and Georgia were left in the apartment.
"Where shall we eat?"
Georgia asked curiously. Robert smiled and shook his head.

"This apartment has everything. There are vegetables in the fridge that
I had someone buy. How about I cook a meal for you?"
Georgia looked at Robert as if she was looking at an alien. Before
Robert lost his memory, he had never cooked in front of her. Did he
know how to cook now? Georgia followed Robert to the kitchen with
curiosity and surprise.
She watched Robert take food out from the fridge and then skillfully
wash it in the kitchen.
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After that, she watched Robert cut meat and vegetables. Based on how
he held the knife, he looked a lot more skilled.
She glanced at the food that Robert cooked — stewed pork ribs with
lotus root, stir-fried shredded pork with green pepper, spicy and sour
shredded potatoes, and scrambled eggs with tomatoes. Georgia could
not help but smile.
They were home-cooked meals, all of which she liked, none of which
she disliked. Georgia stood at the kitchen door and smiled as she asked.
"Did you ask around about what I like to eat?"
Although she was fancying herself by thinking this way, Georgia
intuitively believed that he cooked all that because she liked them.
"I want to cook a meal you like."
Robert admitted to her surprise. Georgia looked at the man with a
complicated gaze. As she watched Robert skillfully cook in the kitchen
and looked at the delicious food, Georgia spoke next to him.
"Did you learn this in the past year? I can't even imagine how many
things had happened to you in the past year."
Robert did not explain the reason behind his cooking, so it probably had
something to do with Sierra.
At that time, he was being hunted down and was trying to flee while
Sierra was seriously ill. His whole body was wounded, and he had no
money on him, so he could only work as a labourer and move bricks on
construction sites for a little bit of pay every day. It was then that he
learned how to cook.
But those times were not meaningless now that he came to think of
them. At least he could cook a meal in front of this woman now and
make her look at him with admiration and surprise.
After preparing all the food, Georgia helped place them on the dining
table.

They each scooped a bowl of rice and then sat by the table, prepared to
eat. Georgia tasted the food and found it to be quite delicious.
"You asked me to stay and cooked a meal just so I can have a taste of
your cooking?"
Georgia asked curiously. Generally, Robert must have looked for her
because something was up.
This time, Robert did not take the initiative to speak but instead cooked
a meal, which made Georgia wonder if Robert needed her help for
something.
"I heard that Travis often goes over to your place and occasionally
cooks for you."
Robert's answer immediately amused Georgia.
"You didn't make this meal because of him, right? Did you think that I'll
fall in love with Travis? Robert, I still can't find a reason to abandon you.
Although you haven't chosen me decisively, I've set a timer for myself.
Before time's up, I won't choose to give up on you."
Georgia's words made Robert a little happy that a smile lifted the
corners of his lips without his realizing it.
"But there are some things that if you don't take the initiative to fight
for and don't take the initiative to maintain, anyone's heart can grow
cold. I believe in your feelings for me, but he is your first love. He treats
you so well. Nothing is set in stone in this world. If I don't treat you well,
maybe one day, he'll really steal you away. I can do everything he can."
Robert looked at Georgia and spoke seriously.
Georgia was a little moved for a while. She thought that Robert only
trusted her, but now she found that the way Robert looked at her
gradually became the same as how he looked at her a year ago.
"Georgia, I'll probably do something big recently. No matter what, you
have to believe me. As for the issue with Sierra, I'll handle it well."
"You should think about it carefully. Didn't you once say that you want
to repay your debt of gratitude?"
Georgia also asked seriously. She remembered that Robert had once
mentioned what happened to Sierra before. Even Georgia felt this kind
of gratitude was difficult to handle, so she did not blame Robert. She
just wanted to find out Sierra's true nature, so that Robert would no
longer be bound down.
"I thought about it carefully. I've already made a decision."
Robert only said this much to Georgia. Georgia did not ask more
questions and instead was focused on finishing the food that Robert
cooked.

After that, neither of them left at the same time. Georgia left first.
The next day, when Georgia went to work, she suddenly found that
some people around her looked strangely at her.
Georgia originally planned to go to the laboratory to do experiments,
but her colleagues at work kept staring at her, so Georgia had to ask
Simon.
"Simon, did something happen? Why is everyone looking at me
strangely?"
Simon looked at Georgia with a complicated expression in his eyes. He
took out his phone and opened a web page.
Georgia looked at his phone and suddenly felt uneasy.
Chapter 305 Risk Life and Limb
Today, Georgia and Robert hit the online headlines of the business and
entertainment sections.
The headline of the business section was based on the details provided
by Robert. It was reported that Robert intended to get back his father's
inheritance. The news strongly accused Georgia of deceiving Robert's
father and forging his testament. It also mentioned that Robert would
get the inheritance back through legal means and gave an example that
he had become the inheritor of Aidan a year ago.
As for the headline of the entertainment section, it was about Robert
and Sierra's wedding. They rearranged the wedding at the end of the
next month, which meant that it was only over 40 days away.
Moreover, the news detailed the love-and-hate story related to the
triangle among Georgia, Robert and Sierra. Those two pieces of news
generated heated discussion across the Internet world.
Both affairs about property and relationship were strikes against
Georgia.
Reading the news, she would have been torn apart if she hadn't talked
with Robert before.
Robert had emphasized that she must have a faith in him before she
left.
'Maybe I should try to trust him.'
But, she wasn't worried even if there was a little chance that he might
lie to her.
"Are you OK?" Simon asked, finding Georgia kept staring at the news in
silence.
Georgia was famous now and she also was a member of the MU.
Everyone surfed the Internet nowadays. People around her would read
the news. Simon knew how words could hurt, so he didn't want Georgia

to be knocked down by either sympathy or gloat.
"Just ignore them. They mean nothing to you. You are so gifted that
you will be a world-known scholar sooner or later or even a scientist
that leaves a good name forever. There will be people who understand
you, so don't care about those who don't."
Georgia smiled, in order to dissipate Simon's worry.
"I'm fine. I'm just a bit overwhelmed, because I didn't know those news
before. People are busy with their jobs in the lab, though some was
looking at him curiously or made some jokes, which wasn't that bad. I
got a much worse reputation on the social network before. Don't
worry."
Georgia beamed at him. It made Simon believe that she wasn't
defeated by the mess. Simon managed a smile in a complex mood and
didn't stop her steeping herself in the experiment.
A thing happened a year ago came across his mind. He misunderstood
and taunted her before. But she made it through. As someone had
been hurt, she had learned how to protect herself from harm.
Simon felt sorry for her, but the fact that he was just a researcher
without capacity to help her out resulted in his self-hatred.
Georgia spent the whole morning on doing experiment. She called
Wilson at noon when others had lunch or rest.
"Have you read the news online?"
Wilson said yes. He, together with Elsie, investigated the event in the
morning. He received Georgia's call when eating in a restaurant.
"I've read it. What are you going to do?"
Georgia owned a public-relation firm and an army of legal minds, but
the plan was up to her.
She used to do nothing when news related to her broke out, just
waiting for a buzz to shift the focus of netizens.
This time, Wilson still respected her choice.
"It means nothing to me. You don't need to do anything about the news.
If Robert prosecutes me, you just ask the legal department to deal with
it."
Georgia chose to sit still again. Wilson didn't argue with her but obeyed.
"I will do what you say."
After the phone had been hung up, Elsie asked, "Did Georgia know
what happened on the Internet? Is she just going to swallow the
slander? How can she put up with Robert? I had no idea that he values
the money in such a way that he is going to fight over the inheritance."
Wilson suddenly laughed when Elsie was grumbling.

"We don't need to interfere with their affairs. I believe Georgia has
deliberated over her decisions. You can't only focus on what appears on
the surface. You and Georgia have talked with Robert before. Can't you
see what kind of person Robert is? I've known that Robert has no
intention to get that inheritance since a year ago. The beneficiary
wouldn't have been Georgia if he had wanted it. Nothing will change
him, even if he lost his memory. He must have a plan."
However, Elsie didn't agree with Wilson.
"He has rescheduled the wedding with Sierra for the end of next month.
I can tell that he definitely wants to break off all ties with Georgia."
Elsie kept denouncing Robert. But Wilson didn't talk back, since he was
aware that he wouldn't win when quarreling with a woman.
They drove to the corporation of Sean stealthily after the lunch.
They had paid special attention to Sean since they heard he was
relevant with the fire from Benton. They tried to find out his dirty
laundry.
Sean was the second master of the Poole family where his grandpa was
a big shot in politics and business in D city.
So, he grew up in a capable and influential family. He got the reputation
of womanizer. And there was a rumor about his having paedophilia and
weird hobbies for sex.
Therefore, no whore was willing to have sex with him even though he
was generous with money.
Elsie and Wilson had tailed Sean for two days. They found nothing
useful because Sean had a fixed schedule that he would work in the day
and go to bars or have a booty call in the night.
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Yesterday, they observed the woman who had sex with Sean. Her face
was black and blue, proving the rumor to be true.
"Even though we can be clear about his schedule by tracking him, we
can do nothing if those bullied by him don't appeal court." Elsie
wondered.
She hated the men like Sean the most, someone who screwed around
and treated others as objects rather than human beings.
"He and Chase are pals. He must be part of setting the fire. We can
figure out his regular schedule and make clear when they will meet
each other. Also, we can find out where those girls came from along the
way. At last, we can crack them down."

Tracing the source of those girls and eliminating it was how Wilson
planed.
Obviously, it would offend clients who were part of this if the list was
exposed. However, they would find new procurers and more innocent
children would be hurt, if the clients weren't disclosed.
It was necessary to crack the clients down and prevent them from
doing it again. Otherwise, destroying the source wouldn't be helpful.
The problem was that the plan required a lot of time and energy, since
every client was needed to be investigated. It only could be done by
monitoring their party for several times.
Waiting for a long time, Elsie and Wilson finally found Sean sneaking
out at night.
They tailed him to an orphanage in East city where there were a large
amount of kids. It was unusual that Sean didn't go to the suburb that
were less traveled by.
Elsie and Wilson had come here before. The kids there, with eyes full of
pain and sorrow, didn't lead a happy life. Sean stayed at the orphanage
all night.
Instead of going home, Elsie and Wilson were waiting outside all night.
They didn't see Sean coming out until the next morning.
Elsie and Wilson exchanged gazes with each other and were sure that
the source was this place.
"It's this place that provides kids for them. You should go home and
have a rest. I will have someone investigate the orphanage director and
the kids there. Be patient. We can investigate other clients in the next
party. It's drawing to a close."
Elsie managed a smile.
After staying up all night, she was exhausted. In fact, the thought of
Sean bullying kids in the orphanage at night made her angry. She
wanted to break in and kicked his ass when waiting outside.
But she didn't reveal her thought to ensure that the plan could go on
smoothly.
Wilson drove Elsie to the villa and then ordered someone to investigate.
He didn't go to rest, though he was tired. He wanted this problem to be
sorted out.
He began the investigation because of Elsie. He became more
determined to work out the case, when more and more evidence was
found.
He knew Elsie cared about it a lot and closing the case would make her
happy.

Wilson decided to have a talk with Robert, so he asked him out in
secret.
At noon, Robert came to the place that they appointed, finding Wilson
was making tea.
"What do you want to discuss with me?" Robert asked Wilson.
Wilson served Robert a cup of tea and gave him a file.
"Look at this. It's about what Elsie and I are investigating. You are clear
that the difficulty isn't in the investigation but in the clients. They will
protect each other so as to keep themselves safe. We need a reliable
plan to crack them down at a time and leave them nothing to do."
After reading the file that shocked him, Robert asked Wilson who was
calm, "What's your plan?"
"They definitely will shut the media up and block channels that can
voice opinions on the Internet, if what they did is uncovered. So, we
need a sound marketing plan that keeps the discussion about them
continued and even infuriates users in social media with the help of
certain part of their behaviors if they start to delete blogs about them.
We need to fuel the discussion to the extent which no one can keep
things under wraps. I believe they will come to you because your firm
has invested in various media and newspaper companies."
"But I'm not asking you to turn them down. Instead, it's a better choice
that you help them. And then you can ask others to invest in small
media platforms and help them develop. At the time when the
mainstream media is blocked, people can express in these emerging
media platforms. Besides, asking some media to upload their just and
fair opinions is also needed. All these can keep the discussion heated..."
A smile with satisfaction touched the corners of Robert's mouth, after
he listened to Wilson's plan.
"It's an excellent idea. But the scheme requires profession and secrecy.
Can you do it? I don't trust others."
"Rest assured. I will give you a detailed scheme. It's between the two of
us. No others will know it."
Finishing the discussion, Robert thought of what he had done recently.
He wasn't sure that Georgia knew what he had hinted, so he asked
Wilson, "How is Georgia going? Is she affected by the online news?"
"Don't worry. She has asked me to stay out of the Internet stuff.
Apparently, she doesn't care about it, which means she has guessed
what's the purpose of those news. Even, she doesn't want to launch
any public-relation plan. But I'm wondering what your purpose is? I
suggest that you better don't risk yourself. You have disappeared a

whole year. Georgia may not care about your indecisiveness in
choosing her and Sierra. However, she definitely cares about you
deceiving her. She can deal with you not being with her, but she won't
accept that you get hurt or even pass away."
Wilson guessed that Robert was trying to entice the enemy out by
being a bait when he saw the news.
It wasn't a bad method, but it was risking his life.
It would be a happy ending if he won. But he would lose his life if he
lost.
"I don't want to put up with it for much longer." he continued, "I'm
uncertain whether I can get back my memory. Perhaps, I won't
remember what have happened in my lifetime. But I don't want to be
hesitated anymore. I need to find out to truth. Don't worry. I have my
wife and children waiting for me, so I won't get myself
killed."_______________
Chapter 306 The Fury of Elliot
Wilson sighed deeply and stood up to leave.
Before leaving, he turned back, looked at Robert and said, "Your father
once told me that you were the son whom he was most proud of."
Feeling a little touched, Robert rose and asked, "I know you are a
trusted confidant of my father and always accompany him. The
memories about that year were totally erased from my mind. Did he
say anything before he passed away?"
After Robert lost his memory, his grievance and estrangement with his
father Aidan dissipated with the passing of time. Nothing was left but
curiosity about his father.
Aidan did say something to people around him at his last moments of
being conscious.
Wilson, the most trusted person of Aidan, certainly knew his last words.
He was just hesitant about telling them to Robert.
But it was no use of hiding the last words from Robert as he couldn't
bear to see Robert in this condition.
"At that time, there was no word from you. Your father asked me to
spare no efforts to find you and let me take care of Georgia and her
daughter. Besides, he also told me where the last testament was and
required me to get it out with Georgia. However, Georgia had slept for
a year. Therefore, the last testament was taken out a year later,"
Wilson said.
Then he stared at Robert with a look of mixed feelings and asked, "How
is your mother?"

"Most of the time, she's in a state of mental disorder. Thus, she doesn't
know who she is, where she lies and what happened to her. Only for a
very short period of time is she sober. Her nerve is badly damaged,
which may last for the rest of her life," answered Robert.
Then Wilson said suddenly, "Your mother is constricted in wheelchair
due to the injury in her foot, which was caused last year when I shot at
her. And the death of your father was caused by your mother who
threw the bomb to him. You must have researched the resentment and
grudge between them. At your father's last moments, he wanted you to
know that he bore no grudge against your mother since there was
something he owed her so you were not expected to be bothered by
this matter. He didn't care about this and deemed this as paying debts.
He wished that you could be happy and live a happy life with Emma
forever."
Then Wilson continued to talk about what had happened in the church
a year ago.
Robert kept silent for a long time and asked, "Have you ever found any
information about Emma? Did she die or not?"
Wilson shook his head.
"She seems to have disappeared from this world. She may have a
cosmetic surgery so it is difficult to find her. Do you want to find her?"
Robert nodded.
"Since she was also in that island at that time, she probably knew
something. It will incur a lot of attention if I inquire into this matter. So I
want you to investigate it secretly. By the way, her mother cannot be
ignored. According to my investigation, her mother was sent abroad so
her trace is also needed."
"I see." Wilson obeyed his demand. After they talked for a while,
Wilson left first, leaving Robert alone.
Suddenly, it occurred to him that he should go home to visit his mother.
Therefore, he asked the driver to send him to where his mother lived.
On his way home, Elliot was at home and her assistant came to her and
said, "Ma'am, I got the report from the hospital. Would you like to read
it now?"
At that moment, Jasper and Bailey were in the company. Only Selena,
Elliot, servants and the children were at home.
Selena was playing with Dan. Elliot gave a look at her daughter and
grandson and nodded at the assistant.
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"Give the report to me and go ahead. I will call you if anything is
needed," said Elliot to the assistant.
After the assistant left, she took her document to the bedroom. Instead
of opening the document immediately, she looked at the document
with complicated feelings.
Once the document was open, all the truth would be revealed.
She could not pluck up enough courage to open it so that she did not
know how long she had sit in the chair.
Finally, she sighed deeply and took out the document, which showed a
clear result that the paternity was 99.9% true. She suddenly began to
shiver and her face turned pale. She could not believe this result. Thus,
she rubbed her eyes and observed the results again carefully. Nothing
changed. This certain result brought her mind to what happened a year
ago.
Selena's panic after pregnancy, abnormal behaviors after a flat refusal
of getting an abortion, and finally, her inexplicable disappearance all
came to Elliot's mind. Besides, after returning to China, Selena was
afraid to go home and in order not to be discovered, lived outside
secretly.
At last, Jasper went to do bone marrow matching but failed. All these
things confirmed the result of report.
Looking at the result, Elliot sneered, "What a good daughter I reared."
She confessed that she did not love her adopted daughter
wholeheartedly, but at least she brought forth Selena with care.
However, her daughter returned her care and efforts with such cruelty.
How could Selena treat Jasper and her so ruthlessly? She felt her heart
was painfully burnt.
How could there be such an ungrateful person?
She walked out slowly and asked the housekeeper to come over.
"Any orders, Ma'am?"
"You go to take care of the baby and ask Ms. Holland to come up. I
want to talk to her alone."
The housekeeper nodded and went down to see Ms. Holland.
"Ms. Holland, Ma'am wants to have a word with you. I'll take care of
the baby."
An uneasy feeling suddenly welled up in her heart in an unaccountable
way. The baby held in her arms was unwilling to part with her mother.
Selena smiled and said, "I will take care of the baby by myself. We'll just
talk. The baby won't be a bother."

The housekeeper replied in a tough tone, "Ma'am said you could not
carry the baby with you. You just leave the baby to me and go to
Ma'am."
Selena's face abruptly went pallid and she felt an increasingly quick eye
twitching as if something horrible was looming. With various
speculations, she went up to the second floor step by step. Arriving at
the door, she could not summon enough courage to get in. But the
person inside said, "I heard your footsteps. Why not come in?
Remember to close the door and I have something to talk with you."
Walking into the room slowly, Selena saw her mother sitting on the
sofa with an expression showing no sign of anger or delight, which set
her heart racing.
After Selena came to her, Elliot raised her eyes, staring at her daughter
whom she had reared for years, and said, "Do you think father, brother
and I are kind to you for the last decade? Is there something wrong we
have done to you?"
The moment Selena heard these words, she was frightened to drop to
her kneels. "Mom, you are always nice to me. I would not be so happy
without you."
Just as she finished speaking, Elliot gave her a hard smack on the face
and yelled, "Well, then, why are you being so ungrateful to seduce your
brother? What's all that about the baby? Does your brother know the
truth?"____
Chapter 307 You Are Not Qualified As My Daughter.
Hearing what Elliot had said with fury, Selena was dumbstruck.
She stared at her foster mother unbelievably, and could hardly speak
with her lips quivering. The shocked look of Selena rendered Elliot
angrier.
She knew long before that Selena had some romantic illusion towards
her brother.
At that time, she merely warned her by implication, hoping Selena
could behave herself. But now Selena dared seduced her own brother
and even had a baby. Elliot felt a surge of outrage inwardly.
"You are not qualified as my daughter. Don't you feel the least
shameful by seducing your own brother? Selena, Have the Holland
family owed you anything, making you treat your brother like this? I
wondered then why were you insisting to get the child born, and I
didn't expect that you were targeting your brother...."
Elliot's rage intensified while she was speaking, her eyes full of
disappointment.

She got really disappointed in her foster daughter. Though she hadn't
committed her heart and soul to looking after her as she did to Jasper,
she gave maternal love to her literally. Now Selena betrayed her by
what she had done.
"Get out. Leave the Holland family forever when Daniel's surgery
finished. I don't want a daughter like you and don't stay with your
brother or meet him anymore. If you dare come up with any improper
thoughts towards him again, listen, I don't mind forcing you out of this
country!"
Selena cried, lying prostrate on the ground.
"Mom, this is not the case, and you have got me wrong. My brother
knows nothing, and even now, he still regards the child as his nephew ...
I didn't seduce my brother, I really didn't seduce him ... I will leave him
as soon as Dan gets his surgery done, and the child was indeed an
accident...."
Selena was miserable. She didn't expect that the fact she had been
afraid of for such a long time would get exposed now.
As she expected, her foster mother was quite annoyed and
disappointed in her as well.
"How shameless you are to call it an accident. What kind of accident
could lead you to carry your brother's child? Well, you explain it to me
now!"
Elliot didn't trust her foster daughter at all, and she had known how she
felt towards her brother long before.
Now she couldn't believe even one word of what Selena had said.
"Mom, it was an accident literally. Do you remember the birthday party
of Mr. Murphy last year? On that night, everyone thought Jennifer went
into my brother's room, and you even forced my brother to marry her
later. Do you remember this?"
Elliot tried to recall and asked Selena with a frown.
"What has Jennifer to do with it?"
Selena let out a bitter smile, the look on her face turning extremely
miserable.
"On the night before, I was drugged by an old foe, Emma Lane's brother
Eden. He had made some mistakes before and I gave him a lesson when
I worked in the police station. He hated me for that and even took nude
pictures of me. At last, he wanted to insult me and my brother, cooking
up a scandal about my brother and me. He bought off someone to work
for him on the banquet, making me faint and drugging my brother, and
then they put my brother and me in the same room. I was in a coma

while my brother was drugged, the accident happened that way ...
After that, I woke up first when my brother was still unconscious. Then I
ran away because I didn't want my brother to know what had
happened. Some time later, Jennifer knew it somehow, and she went to
my brother's room intentionally, leading to your misunderstanding."
Selena finished in tears with pleading in her eyes. After all, Elliot was
her foster mother, so she didn't want to let Elliot down.
"It's all one side of the story. Can you prove it?"
Elliot asked with a snort.
"Mother, Jason saw it then and helped me out, or I wouldn't have
escaped abroad so easily one year ago. If I really intended to frame my
brother up or seduced him, that day I would tell him the truth and let
him know I am not his sister biologically. However, I know I shouldn't
do that. Mom, please believe me this time. If it's not for Dan got sick
and had to find blood relatives to speed up the match of bone marrow,
I would not come back to bother you ... I had no choice. Dan is my only
son and I couldn't bear his suffering due to the disease. I just want Dan
to live on...."
Selena blubbered on her knees, her shoulders shaking violently.
Elliot didn't want to believe the girl she brought up would do such a
thing either, so she asked Selena, "I give you a chance to call Jason right
now since you said he knew the truth."
Selena knew it's the only chance, so she grabbed her cellphone from
her pocket in a fluster.
Almost without a hint of hesitation, Selena called Jason immediately.
She worried that if she could make clear what happened then Elliot
would suspend the surgery as well as the marrow donation. Though
Dan was Elliot's grandson, Elliot's doubt and aversion to her rendered
her frightened.
She dared not gamble and had to eliminate Elliot's hatred against her.
After ringing up, Selena switched to speakerphone mode.
Elliot was sitting aside, looking at Selena drily. This was the last chance
she gave to Selena.
"Hello. Who's that speaking?"
It's not Jason answering the phone, and a woman's voice sounded.
Elliot glanced at Selena with a cold look. Selena grew pale on her face
and asked hurriedly.
"I'm Selena. Isn't it Jason's phone number? Is he there? I would like to
let him answer the phone."
"Did you say you were Selena?"

The woman on the phone raised her tone abruptly, and Selena replied
puzzledly.
"Yes, I'm Selena. Miss, could you please put Jason on the phone? I have
something important to talk to him."
"He is busy now. I can pass your question to him and answer you
directly."
"May I ask who's that please?"
Elliot couldn't trust the woman. This matter was so crucial that she
merely wanted Jason to answer the phone by himself.
She was aware that Jason had always been flirty, so maybe some girl
happened to take his phone.
"I'm Miranda, Jason's fiancee. I can answer whatever relates to him on
his behalf. Do you think I am ineligible?"
Perceiving the hostility in her voice at once, Selena hurried to
apologize.
"Sorry, I got you wrong. I thought ...."
Selena didn't finish. After all, she's Jason's fiancee, so she couldn't slip
out her speculation, which would be too unrespectful.
Miranda sniffed on the other end.
"Go ahead. You can tell me your question to Jason, and I will ask him
for you later."
Miranda knew it well that Selena grew up with Jason. She heard that
the two families almost got them engaged last year. She had little
vigilance against other women around him, and she took them so
lightly that she simply asked someone to deal with them.
But Selena was the only one to make her on her guard.
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Anyhow, they almost got married. She was always afraid that Selena
would regret it and intended to reconcile with Jason. So Miranda didn't
want Selena to contact Jason at all.
In fact, Jason was now socializing in a banquet, chatting with someone.
It happened that Jason took off his suit jacket and Miranda was carrying
it for him with the phone right in its pocket, giving her the chance to
answer the phone call.
With anyone else calling, she could be polite; however, only to Selena,
Miranda couldn't be calm.
She felt Selena was special to Jason, and a woman was always sensitive
to such things.

Selena cast a glance on her foster mother helplessly and turn off the
speakerphone.
"Mom, Jason can't answer the phone now. I will call him again when he
is free. OK?"
Elliot snorted.
"You would have been in collusion with him when you call him later. Of
course, he would tell me what you asked him to. Give me the cellphone
now, and let me ask him!"
Selena passed her cellphone to Elliot reluctantly, and the latter turned
on the speakerphone before inquiring Miranda directly.
"You go and ask Jason did he go anywhere else halfway or be together
with my daughter the day Mr. Murphy held his birthday party last year,
the same day Robert went missing."
Just now it's Selena calling, and now it changed to Selena's mother.
Miranda had met Elliot and knew how stubborn the seniors of their
generation were, and also aware that the Holland family and the
Murphy family intended to connect by marriage.
It was said that the two families backed off, and now Elliot was asking if
Jason and Selena were together at night last year.
Did they regret it and want to let Jason and Selena get married as
planned?
Miranda knew the Holland family and the Murphy family were close
and Jason liked Selena as well. If Elliot suggested that way, maybe Jason
would really dump her and be together with Selena.
At the thought of this, Miranda felt unendurable, so she sneered.
"That night Jason hadn't met Selena at all because he was with me, his
fiancee. We two had been attracted by each other long before and
there's no way Jason would be with Ms. Holland. Please behave
yourself, Ms. Holland!"
On finishing her remarks, Miranda hung up with a snort.
She had not been familiar with Selena, and it was said that she had
gone missing one year ago.
Probably she pursued her true love outside, and after getting beaten by
reality, she went back to ask Jason to marry her. She wishes!
Thinking about this with hatred, Miranda glanced at the call history and
considered it would be noticed by Jason definitely. No way. She
wouldn't let Jason find it.
Miranda deleted the call record. Before long, Jason went out. Due to
the alcohol, his face flushed a bit and his narrow eyes resembling the
petals of peach blossom were with a faint sign of getting drunk,

conveying a trace of affection while looking at others.
Miranda's heart was pounding. She didn't regret her decision. The
person she liked should surely stay with her, and with such great effort
she had paid to lock Jason by her side, she would not allow anyone else
to take him away.
"Hand me my coat."
It's a little cold outside. The two were in France, and Jason had just
come out from the banquet. Feeling the strong wind outside, he
intended to put on his coat.
Miranda let out a peal of laughter and walked to the back of Jason to
put on the coat for him.
Jason stretched his arms reluctantly, letting Miranda wear him the coat.
After that, Jason took his phone out, and before a glance at it, he asked
Miranda subconsciously.
"Did anyone call me just now?"
"No."
Miranda answered directly with a beaming face. Jason nodded. He
went abroad since he was afraid Jasper would trouble him. But he
heard later Jasper didn't bother Robert seemingly due to his family
affairs, which made Jason relieved before he decided to handle his
official affairs abroad by the way and inspect his business overseas.
However, with Miranda pestering him all the time so that they
appeared to be extremely close, his family began to push him to get
married.
Looking at Miranda following him for such a long time, Jason asked
abruptly with a smile.
"Do you fancy me that much?"
The question from Jason was obscure, with a hint of a smile in his eyes.
After Miranda's confession, Jason had always been avoided her as if he
hated their relationship going this way.
But tonight, maybe for the wine he had drunk, Jason even showed a
trace of affection towards Miranda. It was a sudden surprise for her,
making her jump onto him and hang her body on his.
"I have acted so obviously, and you still can't see it? Anyway, you would
enter a political marriage, so why couldn't you choose me?"
Jason was holding Miranda's body in his arms, which made him feel a
bit funny. Miranda was sometimes aggressive in front of him, yet
sometimes turned tender and eager.
Of course, he knew he would have a political marriage. But he intended
to behave himself and be a good husband after marrying Selena.

If his partner was someone else from other families, they could play
around respectively. While Miranda was so devoted to him that he
would consider it improper to have flings with other women.
He presumed that Miranda would make uproar so he preferred to
marry someone with little interest in him. Then both could have their
own fun. He planned to enjoy his life as a playboy.
However, Miranda had been keen on him, and even shield him behind
her instantly when they became in danger earlier on this business trip.
Jason suddenly felt maybe he should give Miranda a chance.
"You know how I was. I'm not a good man and can promise you nothing.
Yet seeing you like me so much, I can give you a chance to be together
with me, and we'll see if we are well matched. After returning home,
we can move together. If we get along with each other, let the two
families prepare for the marriage. But you should prepare yourself
mentally because I don't even believe myself to be a good man."
Miranda was overwhelmed with joy. She thought it would cost her a
long time to badger him, maybe a lifetime, before he could give her a
chance.
She gave Jason a big hug and kissed him, violently and passionately.
Jason was touched in his heart. This woman was sometimes bold and
enthusiastic together with him, while sometimes mild and sensitive.
Perhaps it's not bad to restrain himself for such a woman. There grew
some sweet atmosphere between the two.
Meanwhile, at home, Elliot's face turned completely icy on hanging up
the phone.________________
Chapter 308 Choose One Between Mom and Dad.
"Selena, I'm so disappointed in you! I regret having brought you home
to foster you. I gave you one last chance just now but you still lied to
me. Your feeling towards your brother has rendered you so bigoted.
You seduced your own brother to have this child and now you come
back, bringing the child with the disease, to harm our entire family. Get
out tonight along with Dan. From now on you are not a member of the
Holland family anymore!"
Selena had been blank since Miranda answered the question and rang
off.
She had no idea why Miranda would lie on the phone and neither could
she figure out the reason. She merely knew that her foster mother got
utterly disappointed in her and even passed the outrage to Dan.
"Mom, Jason didn't answer it, Miranda did. I don't know why she lied,
but that night, the accident happened because Eden revenged on my

brother and me intentionally. Jennifer entered my brother's room some
time after that. This case, Eden knew it, so did Jason, and later on,
Robert. You can ask them. Besides, it's not Jason who answered the
phone just now, so let's call him again. Mom, please, Dan is your
grandson, so please let the marrow donation surgery finish. Then I'll
leave with the child...."
After saying that, Selena thumped her head on the ground once and
again. She was totally panic-stricken and didn't know how to react or
how to explain.
With what she had said just now, her foster mother lost her trust in her
completely.
"Selena, why should I trust you? I couldn't find even one excuse to
believe you ... You like Jasper long before. Though you are not blood
relatives, you grew up together. Unexpectedly, you turned the
relationship between brother and sister into stubborn affection. I
should drive you away then, but I merely warned you by indication,
considering you deserved another chance. But what did you do in
return? You seduced your brother onto the bed and then carried a baby
before giving birth to him. And now, you come back with the sick child
to continue to seduce your brother. You dare to charge Miranda with
lying. Why did she lie? She is Jason's fiancee now, and why did she
offend her fiance for such a thing?
"What's more, you said Robert knew this matter, but he had lost his
memory. How could he tell what happened last year? As to Eden,
there's news claiming he had been missing. Among all the people aware
of the truth, some disappeared, and some lost their memory. Regarding
Jason, I know he is close to you, and if you talked to him in advance, he
would lie for you. However, I caught you off guard, banning you from
leaking any information so that you couldn't patch up your lie. Is that
the case?"
Selena was already in a flood of tears. She couldn't figure out why
things were going this way.
With just a phone call to Jason, the result rendered her more sinful, and
her foster mother wouldn't trust her anymore.
"Mother, please, please let the surgery be completed. Dan is an
innocent boy. I know I let you down and I shouldn't keep that feeling
towards my brother. However, Dan is not guilty. Mom, could you please
give Dan a chance to live on no matter how you think me?"
Selena had no clue how to defend herself. She merely hoped that her
foster mother would agree to let Dan have the surgery.

Elliot looked coldly at her daughter kneeling on the floor. Now she had
no trust at all in her foster daughter and even felt plenty of detestation.
Nevertheless, Dan was her grandson, and what she just said was on
impulse. If she really drove Selena and Dan away, she didn't know how
to explain it when Jasper returned home.
"I have promised to donate the bone marrow and I will never regret it.
But I need to warn you that you must leave with the child as soon as
the surgery was finished. I have lost a daughter, I don't want my son to
be ruined by you as well. Selena, remember that you were fostered by
the Holland family, and you owe us a great deal. If you have any
conscience left, then you shouldn't bother your brother. When your
brother along with your father comes back, I hope you can behave
normally and I will also shield it from them. Once the surgery is done, I
will ask someone to send you and your son abroad. Jasper will marry a
girl of his class and has other children. As to this child, I don't want him
to become my son's scandal."
Elliot had made up her mind and showed no sign of regret. Selena sank
down to the ground. She agreed desperately at last.
"OK. I will leave here along with Dan and never come back as long as he
can have the surgery."
Elliot was barely satisfied.
"You can leave now. Remember, once you leak out what happened
today to others, I will never forgive you."
Selena walked out of her foster mother's room out of her wits, and she
even dared not cry in front of others in case the servants saw her and
let out some rumors. Selena had to run to her room and then rushed to
the bathroom to wash her body.
With a mix of water and tears on her face, hard to distinguish, Selena
felt it's empty in her heart.
She shouldn't have expected too much. If it's not for Dan's disease, she
shouldn't have returned.
One should be happy with what he has. Since her foster mother agreed
to donate the bone marrow, she must treasure the last period of time,
maybe the only time she could be with her brother in her lifetime.
Then, she would leave this place forever.
Later that day, as Jasper and Bailey returned home, Selena had restored
her calmness, and Elliot didn't show any difference either.
The family was still sweet and warm, waiting for the time to have the
surgery in peace.
In the afternoon, Robert came to the school to pick Wesley up, as he

often did recently.
Robert waited outside the classroom for the teacher to dismiss the
class. As the bell rang, Wesley dashed out and jumped into his father's
arms.
"Dad, you come to pick me up again. Where's mom? Is she still
unwilling to come to take me? Why is mom living alone outside? Why
can't we live together?"
In the recent few days, Sierra had been outside, and as a child, Wesley
was surely frustrated every day.
Mom went to the school to see him occasionally, but always with a
grieved look, urging him to get along with his father.
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Wesley was not a naughty boy, and he had to listen to his mother.
Besides, his father explained to him continuously that his mom was
simply living outside temporarily and told him not to worry about the
adults because they would figure it out by themselves.
So, Wesley could do nothing but discipline himself to go to school every
day. Whenever he saw his father, he always asked when to bring his
mother home or when could the family get together again.
"Let me take you to see your mom since you must miss her a lot."
With that, a hint of surprise occurred on his face.
"Dad, are we indeed going to see mom?"
"Why do I lie to you on this? Go with me now, and we can talk in the
car."
As he finished, he was about to leave with Wesley.
But as the kids in the classroom went out one by one, he happened to
see Annie.
Without even a glance at Robert, Annie turned around and walked
straight away.
Annie used to like her father before. Later, her father hadn't been
together with her mom. Instead, he often drove Wesley to school and
collected him after class, hence she got in the sulks, considering her
father didn't stand with her mom and her. And now she simply shut her
eyes on him.
Robert didn't go up to talk to Annie, for he thought there's something
he couldn't do for now. Meanwhile, Wesley questioned his father.
"Dad, Annie must be angry. Recently, she hasn't smiled at me but
would get mad at seeing me. I know it's due to dad. Honestly, I want to

make friends with Annie and play with her, but whenever I talk to her,
she doesn't reply. Dad, actually, I don't hate her anymore."
Amazement came on Robert's face, for he had thought Wesley
detested Annie. Then he asked Wesley curiously.
"I have been hoping you two to get along with each other, but have you
disliked her all the time?"
"Dad, do you remember I nearly got hurt by a mad man? Annie's mom
saved me. In fact, I think Annie is pretty nice, and as a matter of fact,
her mother is my savior. Annie hasn't done anything to me. What's
more, I really want to have a younger sister. Dad, who is older between
Annie and me?"
"Annie is. She is three months your senior. If you become close in the
future, you had to be her younger brother."
The expectant look on Wesley's face turned to moodiness. Actually, he
wanted to be an older brother, not a younger one.
Having entered the car, the father and son went on chatting.
"Who do you prefer, mom or dad?"
Robert was asking seriously. After all, Sierra was not Wesley's birth
mother and would leave him someday. He didn't want to hurt him, so
he longed to know how his son was getting along with Sierra.
Wesley answered honestly, even without any hesitation.
He beamed at his father, his eyes gleaming with joy.
"I like dad most."
His answer rendered Robert arrogant. He had thought it would be
difficult for Wesley to accept that Sierra was not his birth mother for
she had stayed with him all the time.
But now, it seemed that he could convince his son easily, hence he
pursued tentatively.
"Dad has a question for you, but you can't tell anyone else, including
your mother, about what I said to you today. Can you do it?"
Wesley remembered last time his mother requested him not to leak
what happened that day to others, no one excluded. Now his father did
it again. He was used to such things so agreed instantly.
"Don't worry, dad. I'm good at keeping secrets. Mom told me
something last time and asked me not to let others know. Till now, I
haven't talked with anyone else about it."
With that, Robert felt odd. However, since he confirmed his son would
keep it confidential, he had to tell him what he had mentioned just
now.
"Never mention those questions I just asked you to anyone else. If, I

mean if one day, your mom and I can't be together and you have to live
with either of dad and mom, just choosing one between us. Can you
give me your answer?"
Chapter 309 Doing A Favor Hypocritically
Wesley was not an ignorant kid. When he was with other children, he
knew some friends' parents got divorced.
Even in the TV drama, generally speaking, when parents asked the
question that which side to choose between mom and dad, it meant
that the parents would probably part.
Wesley certainly didn't want to see this happen, and the only thing he
wished was to be together with mom and dad forever.
However, with dad asking, Wesley felt both hesitant and embarrassed.
Robert's heart was sinking.
"Are you unwilling to answer dad's question? It's fine for you to choose
your mom. I just wonder what your answer will be."
"Honestly, I prefer to live with dad."
Wesley looked up and answered in a depressed voice.
If he had to make a decision, he preferred to be with his father.
In addition to what had happened last time, he felt a little scared when
his mother pushed him forward instead of protecting him at the most
dangerous moment.
Besides, he felt freer and happier with his father.
While staying by his mother's side, he always felt the way his mom
looked at him became strange occasionally, even making him
frightened.
With a child's instinct, he perceived that his mom sometimes detested
him. Though his mother had spent more time with him, he preferred
his dad, who never detested him.
This was an unexpected answer to Robert. Since most of the time,
Sierra was by his son's side, coupled with a child's inborn reliance on his
mother, Robert had been well prepared that Wesley might choose
Sierra. Yet the outcome amazed him.
He asked again unconfidently.
"Wesley, you can tell me the truth. Do you really want to be with me? I
know maybe you are afraid that I may get hurt, so you said you'll
choose dad. But I want to hear the truth, and you can speak it out
bravely."
At the moment, Wesley clasped Robert unexpectedly.
"Dad, do you want to dump me? All I just said is true. Comparing with
mom, I like dad more. If let me choose whom I want to stay with, dad

would be the only answer. It's not that I dislike mom, but I like dad
more."
Robert noticed the fear in his son's words, but he couldn't understand
what he was afraid of. Anyway, his answer made him relieved.
"I got it. What happened today is a secret between us father and son.
Don't slip it out, especially in front of your mother, OK?"
Wesley nodded, of course, he wouldn't say it out.
He did prefer his dad, but once he spoke the truth, her mom would be
grieved. He didn't wish his mom to be sad either.
The two went on chatting casually for a while before Wesley asked
Robert a question as they approached the apartment Sierra was living
in.
"Dad, you just asked me who would I choose between you and mom if I
had to, so are you planning to leave my mom and be with Annie's
mother?"
Robert didn't expect his son would be so sensitive. He considered
temporizing with a lie or fudge the answer, but at the sight of his clear
eyes as if he could be seen through, Robert responded with a sigh.
"There are some matters between your mom and I needed to be deal
with, and I have not made a decision with many thoughts in my mind at
present. I can't make up my mind until the last moment. You don't need
to worry about it. I just hope you can grow up healthily."
Wesley was so young that he could only listen to whatever his father
said. The two keep going towards Sierra's accommodation.
After moving out of Robert's villa, Sierra immediately rented a
three-bedroom apartment in a well-guarded center community.
The community had a good security system and was strictly managed as
well. After walking in it, Robert and Wesley went to the building Sierra
was in and entered before taking the elevator to the front of the door
of Sierra's apartment.
They knocked at the door. There was no reply.
Robert knocked several more times. Still, no one answered.
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Then people he sent out had been monitoring nearby. Since Sierra
moved out, Robert had been ordered some people to watch Sierra's
movements in case the person behind her would show up.
However, Sierra seldom went out to go shopping or meet people. Most
of the time, she only went downstairs to buy some groceries in her

community and did the cooking. She even didn't visit malls often. As he
brought Wesley here to see her, his assistant confirmed to him that
Sierra was home. Why was she not there?
Robert thumped at the door, but still, no one answered eventually. He
decided to call her.
While Robert was knocking at the door, Sierra was in the bathroom,
speaking with Jayson on the phone. Hence she turned on the tap in the
bathroom lest someone would sneak in to eavesdrop on her.
Though she was in her own apartment, she still believed it's necessary
to be cautious.
"Jayson, what do you think Robert meant? I had planned to retreat in
order to advance, moving out to force him to hold the wedding in
advance. At first, he had no reaction, but let me live outside. However,
soon after, he released the news on the media, stating the wedding
would be held ahead of schedule. What's more, he determined to
contend with Georgia for the inheritance. What on earth is his move
for?"
"After you moved out, has there been anyone around monitoring you?
Do you think Robert is suspicious of you?"
Jayson asked with a frown.
"I sensed someone has been monitoring my life, but I'm not if they are
ordered by Robert. You know, there is someone else keeping
investigating me, like Georgia. After she inherited the SY Group, I feel
there have been many more people watching over me. I can't tell if the
guys monitoring me are arranged by Robert after my moving out."
Jayson began to contemplate.
"It has been a few days since you moved out, coupled with your
identity as Wesley's mother nominally, there's no way Robert would be
indifferent to you. You attempt to meet him again to learn indirectly
what his plan is before we discuss what to do next. We can't be
temporizing like this. If he persists in taking his own course, we'll have
to seek for the last resort."
Sierra's face darkened, yet she could do nothing but agree.
If Robert wouldn't marry her, they had to take the last step, which
meant the destruction of both sides.
While contemplating, Sierra noticed Robert was calling, rendering her
utterly alarmed.
"I have to ring off, for Robert is calling. Let's talk later."
Having hung up, Sierra pressed to answer Robert's call.
"Robert,"

Sierra said calmly, but it was Wesley's voice that came from the phone.
"Mom, we are in front of your apartment. Hurry and open the door. I
miss you so much."
Sierra turned off the tap at once, walked to the door, and opened it.
Robert and Wesley were standing outside. On her opening the door,
Wesley rushed to hug her immediately.
"Mom, dad had been knocking at the door for a long time. Why did
nobody answer? What are you busy with?"
"I was listening to the music in my bedroom. Sorry for not hearing you. I
didn't know you were here until I heard your phone call. Come on in."
Robert nodded. He stepped in and began to scan the room Sierra lived
in.
He hadn't been here before. Sierra found this place herself.
There were not many things in the apartment. Obviously, Sierra didn't
add a lot of furniture after moving in.
Thinking of his purpose to be here today, Robert started to talk to
Wesley.
"Wesley, go to the bedroom and stay there for a while since I have
something to say to your mom alone."
Wesley left the living room reluctantly, leaving Robert and Sierra sitting
on the sofa. Robert began to talk.
"I found I failed to care about your mood and made you feel insecure as
well after considering a lot in recent days. I can't marry you right now,
but we can register in advance. The wedding remained at the end of
next month. What do you think of it?"___
Chapter 310 Getting The Marriage License
With that, Sierra became astonished.
She had thought of a myriad of possibilities, but she never anticipated
Robert would like to register with her.
Honestly, as long as she could get married and have the license, she
didn't care about the wedding at all.
In that case, all the plans of Jayson and her would be carried out in
advance. Sierra's eyes turned red instantly, and with a stoked look, she
stared at Robert, her voice trembling.
"Are you coaxing me? Are you sure you want to marry me? I know I'm
willful and sort of pushing you now. I wouldn't like to let you go, but I
hope you can make the decision following your heart."
Sierra said hypocritically, her eyes focusing on Robert tightly.
"I have considered the matter well before deciding. It's certainly my
fault to keep delaying delivering the wedding I have promised you. This

time, you can trust me, nobody would hamper our marriage. As for
Georgia, be at ease, since I have found a loophole on the inheritance
regarding my father's legacy. Now she has to divorce me to guarantee
the inheritance. Don't worry, it will be ended in a few days. Once I and
Georgia reach a deal, we go to the civil affairs bureau to get the
license."
This surprise was so huge for Sierra that she even had no mood to
analyze if Robert said this hypocritically or just to sound out. She only
knew that Robert had promised her to get the marriage license at once.
She needn't check if he was telling the truth or otherwise.
She didn't care about anything else as long as Robert and she would
become a legitimate couple.
Eventually, Robert took Sierra back to the villa and Wesley was cheerful
because he thought dad had managed to comfort mom and bring her
home.
Dad shouldn't dump his mom and him. As sensitive as Wesley, he
always felt Annie and her mother would possibly take his father away,
so he had been uneasy all the time. And his mom's leaving home
rendered him more frightened.
But now, his dad took mom home, making Wesley happy for his dad
hadn't been spirited away.
From then on, Sierra, along with Jayson, had been waiting to get the
license with Robert. She believed Robert's promise, and it would be
carried out soon since he planned to do it as soon as possible.
To talk about Georgia, other than driving Annie to the school and home,
she spent most of the time conducting experiments in MU Research
Institute.
As to Wilson and Elsie, they had been still investigating who were on
those pedophiles' parties and the power shielding them behind the
scenes so that they could catch them all.
As time went by, it was the end of the month. Georgia had an
appointment with Professor Lee to go to Britain.
It's Sunday today, two days ahead of their departure, when Georgia
was packing at home.
Since they would be in Britain for around a week, and it being kind of
cold there, Georgia packed her suitcase seriously.
Unexpectedly, Freddie was calling.
She had thought it would be related to Elsie and their investigation, but
Freddie began to laugh on the other end.
"Ms. Lane, I'm calling not to ask you out, but it's Mr. Simpson who

wants to see you. However, Mr. Simpson would like me to be an
intermediary, perhaps for he doesn't want others to know he is in
contact with you."
Freddie then told her a place where Robert would meet her. Georgia
set off immediately.
On her arrival, Robert was in a parking lot. Georgia got in the car and
asked curiously with only the two inside.
"Why did you ask me to carry my residence booklet with me and act
mysteriously before meeting me in such a parking lot? Are you
imitating James Bond?"
Georgia joked. She couldn't guess what Robert was going to do.
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"Let's get married."
With only one sentence, Georgia got stupefied at once. She felt her
throat became dry suddenly and didn't know where to put her hands.
"Did I mishear?"
Georgia asked unbelievably before Robert burst into laughter.
"Or why did I ask you to take your residence booklet? I know the
marriage license you mentioned to me last time is fake. I want to keep
it confidential and I hope you not tell anyone else about our marriage,
including the people close to you. We go to the civil affairs bureau in
the neighboring S city in case I would be recognized in D city, and all has
been arranged with no paparazzi catching us. It will end very soon and I
will drive you home after that."
On finishing, he started the car and drove it out of the parking lot
quickly.
Georgia was still blank. She couldn't understand how things were going
this way. She was not able to react until the car drove onto the
highway.
"Have you restored your memory?"
Hearing Georgia asked the question abruptly, Robert shook his head
with laughter.
"I haven't, but the more I see you, the clearer I understand how much I
care about you. I know I said something that hurt you as I just woke up
and I hope you can forgive me."
Georgia nodded thoughtfully. The moment came so fast that she was
totally unprepared. Of course, she wished to be with Robert, and if he
had wanted to marry her on the scene when he woke up, she would

have done it without any hesitation.
However, with a lot of things happening meantime, Georgia felt Robert
became even a bit strange to her. She asked with bewilderment.
"You said you owe Sierra because she had saved your life, and you
promised to take care of her during your lifetime. At first, you delay the
wedding for half a year, and then to the end of next month, all for
Sierra. Now, why do you change your mind? I know you well. You
absolutely won't ruin your own promise easily. Is what Sierra had done
for you all fake indeed?"
Georgia had to doubt it that way, for she really thought Sierra was that
kind of person.
She presumed Sierra had been setting Robert up from the very
beginning instead of caring him heart and soul and always putting him
in the first place.
"There is indeed something wrong with Sierra, and I'm looking into her.
She lied once before did it again and again to patch up the first lie. Is
there anyone behind her? Did she deceive me? These will be exposed
sooner or later. But now I have a plan, and ahead of that, I want to get
married to you first. Would you like to marry me?"
It seemed that Robert was unwilling to explain the matter about Sierra
clearly, and Georgia wouldn't like to pursue it as well. She began to
contemplate her own will. Did she want to marry Robert?
Should she say yes even their identities were so embarrassing as Robert
having lost his memory, coupled with Sierra and Wesley standing
between them?
Georgia couldn't figure it out, sitting in the car and watching the
scenery outside mutely.
As the car was about to arrive at the S city, Robert parked it in a rest
stop.
"You have been silent since you got on the car. Is my decision too
abrupt? If you are unwilling to register with me today, we can return to
D city directly. I won't push you to do anything."
Georgia couldn't describe her mood. It was definitely impossible that
she was unwilling, but it would be equally wrong to say she was
cheerful to marry Robert right now.
She was stuck in between, faltering.
It was tasteless to eat but waste to throw away.
Chapter 311 Setting Traps
"I need to think it over as," said Georgia, "I'm not sure what I'm
hesitating."

Robert fell silent as he knew that this decision was too sudden and even
crazy. He made this decision relying totally on the fact that Georgia
loved him.
Since he had broken Georgia's heart once before, Robert longed for
binding them together with a marriage license.
The other reason Robert wanted to get a marriage license with Georgia
was that he wanted to figure out the real intention of Sierra. As each of
his plans was full of traps, he wanted to know what Sierra would
choose then.
"My question is, what's your next plan after we get a marriage license?
As you just asked me to keep it a secret, you must have other plans. I
hope you can be honest to me after we get married."
"I want to verify if Sierra is my savior or has been scheming against me
all the time. So before I figure it out, I can't let her know that we get
married and I'll even fake a marriage with her or hold a wedding with
her, during which I may not see you or Annie."
"Will it be dangerous?"
Georgia couldn't help worrying about Robert.
'What if Sierra is really scheming against Robert or has a malicious
intention? And what if Sierra hurts Robert once he debunks her?'
"Don't worry. They don't know that I'm suspecting them," comforted
Robert, "and I'll be fully prepared and won't leave you alone."
"But what if you find out that Sierra is really your savior and you've
misunderstood her? Are you going to push me away again?"
That was an unacceptable result to Georgia.
She had prepared herself mentally that Robert wouldn't be with her in
the end in spite of all her efforts.
But since Robert chose to be with her now, she would resent him in her
whole life if he abandoned her just because Sierra was his savior.
"No, I won't abandon you this time," said Robert, "and I was so stupid
before that I didn't realize who I really loved and what I really wanted.
I'm sure you are what I want this time."
This time, Georgia smiled as she had got the answer she wanted. She
had no regrets this time as Since Robert chose to be with her even if he
had lost his memory.
"Let's go to get a marriage licence and be an underground couple."
With the arrangement of Robert, Georgia and he disguised themselves
and secretly went to a civil affairs bureau in the S City to get a marriage
licence.
The process was quick and secret and almost no one noticed them.

Later, they silently got in the car again and drove back at high speed.
As they were arriving at the D City, Georgia said, "I'd like to tell you
something. Last time outside the school, when Wesley was attacked by
that madman, Sierra was standing right behind him. Ivan saw with his
own eyes that Sierra loosed Wesley when the gangster was going to
attack Wesley. She didn't subconsciously protect Wesley. Since Wesley
is your son and Sierra may have a malicious intention, please remember
to protect him."
Hearing that, Robert slightly darkened his face.
'Our connection is close these days," thought Robert, "and Ivan never
told me anything about it. It seems that Ivan doesn't dare to say it as he
fears to destroy our recently restored brotherhood by speaking ill of
Sierra. When I came back before, my actions must have hurt them."
"I see. I'll keep it in mind," said Robert, "and I'll also send someone to
protect Annie. I know you have your own connections and power now,
but please still keep in mind the safety of Annie as I'm afraid that my
strength is inadequate. Please protect both Annie and yourself well and
I 'll come back to you after I solve this thing and eliminate all the
dangers around me."
As they finally returned to the parking lot where they departed, Georgia
got off first. After getting out of the parking lot, Georgia immediately
took a taxi to go back.
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Their marriage licence was kept by Georgia.
When Georgia arrived home, Annie, Elsie and Wilson were all at home.
The excuse Georgia gave for her going out this day was that she went to
the laboratory and they didn't ask her more. Then Georgia went to her
bedroom directly and put the marriage licence in the safe.
After that, she went downstairs to chat with them.
"Wilson, and Elsie, as I'm going to England on business tomorrow,
please take care of Annie," said Georgia, "and at this very time, there
must be enough bodyguards around Annie. Also, I know that your
investigation has been mostly completed and you're going to
implement your plans. You'd better find some people to protect
yourselves and avoid acting alone as the people you are dealing with
have strong power behind them."
'While Wilson is capable and he takes Elsie with him each time he goes
out,' thought Georgia, 'it's necessary for them to hire some bodyguards

to protect them in case of any accident.'
"Don't worry," said Wilson, "and I won't let Elsie go to any dangerous
place. As for the thing we are investigating, it's also coming to an end."
Georgia knew that she couldn't arrange them to do something and
could only give them some suggestions.
After all, she spent almost everyday in the laboratory and didn't even
know how their recent investigation was.
"How much longer will the investigation take? And how far you are in
the investigation?" asked Georgia with interest as she would depart
tomorrow.
"Last time we saw Benton who talked about Sean . So we started from
this guy. Chase Lawson and he are birds of a feather. According to my
observation, they hold that party almost once a week in uncertain place
and at uncertain time. But the children they bring to the party are all
from the orphanage in the East City. As for the director of the
orphanage Hanson Lau ..."
Here Wilson's face darkened.
"The director is a procurer and all the people working in the orphanage
are his relatives. These people are blinded by greed and they control
the children every day to forbid them to tell the truth. So Hanson,
Chase and Sean have been acting as go-between for the rich people
and the orphanage all these years."
"Since you've figured out the initiator and the go-between, the next
step should be to find the evidence," said Georgia, "and you can't take
down them without adequate evidence. Do you have any plan or
evidence now?"
"It's not easy to worm ourselves into them as," said Wilson, "they are
familiar with each other and are vigilant. It will take some time to
capture evidence of their crimes. Currently, I've had a rough plan. But
I'm not sure if this plan can succeed yet. I need to visit a person
tomorrow."
As it seemed that Wilson didn't intend to talk about his plan, Georgia
didn't ask him more.
Looking a bit odd, Elsie seemed to know something.
But Georgia gave up asking it as she had to take the plane early next
morning.
Early in the next morning, Georgia took the plane to England with
Professor Lee and Aston Powell.
After getting on the plane, Georgia found that she sat next to Emilia
Powell.

Aston's girlfriend Kayden was on the plane too. It seemed that they
were going to visit England.
So the case was that Kayden and Aston sat in front of Georgia, who sat
next to Emilia, and Professor Lee was chatting with someone on the
other side.
Georgia had no idea what to say in such an awkward case. As Emilia
was chatting with Kayden and Aston all the time, it seemed that they
were familiar with each other.
As Georgia didn't want to talk with Kayden, she directly put on her
blindfold and fell asleep.
In the D City.
This morning, after Sierra had been waiting patiently for several days,
Robert said with a smile, "Georgia has divorced with me and I won't
fight over my father's inheritance with her. So we can get a marriage
licence now. Everything is arranged and we can go to the civil affairs
bureau to get a marriage licence right now."__
Chapter 312 Telling Wesley The Truth
Hearing what Robert said, Sierra hardly prevented herself from
laughing to maintain her image in front of Robert.
'This moment finally comes,' thought Sierra proudly while looking
gently surprised, 'and once I get the marriage licence, I'll inherit all the
property of Robert if he dies. As for Jayson Mathis, I'll give part of the
property to him as he has helped me a lot.'
"Thank you, Robert."
With these words, Sierra got in the car with Robert.
On the way to the civil affairs bureau, Sierra was almost in her own joy.
Even though she felt that the attitude of Robert to her was a little
different recently, she didn't care about it any more as they were going
to be legitimate couple.
Sierra didn't think that Robert would gamble his marriage.
'So Robert has definitely trusted me,' thought Sierra, 'and I become the
real winner.'
When they arrived at the civil affairs bureau, they were led to a
separate room to fill in the information due to their special identity.
After taking the photo, Sierra was waiting there patiently. When the
staff handed her the red marriage licence, she couldn't help crying with
joy.
'Having been waiting for this moment for so long and having suffered
so much in the past one year, I finally convince Robert.'
At the moment, her tears were sincere and she was excited for real.

Since she didn't love Robert any more and feared that Robert would
turn against her in the future, the only thing she wanted to do now was
to discuss with Jayson on how to kill Robert and inherit his property
smoothly.
At the same time, Robert was glad that Sierra didn't suspect the fake
marriage licence.
Actually, no one would suspect it in normal conditions.
Since what Sierra cared most about was to marry him, Robert expected
what she and the person behind her were going to do next after Sierra
got the marriage licence.
After they went back to the villa, Robert even arranged a romantic
dinner and bought Sierra an expensive diamond ring.
When Robert took out the ring, Sierra asked him to wear it for her
excitedly.
Sierra was thrilled the whole night as Robert even arranged Liszt, the
top wedding gown designer, to design the wedding gown for her.
Robert also handed Sierra the plan for the scene and all the details of
their wedding party. Everything was so perfect.
This was a dreamy scene to Sierra as she was even a little caught up in
it and felt a little dizzy.
As a result, Sierra didn't suspect the intention of Robert marrying her at
all. She totally believed and was proud that Robert cared about her.
'Even though I was defeated by Georgia a year ago, I win this time.'
'After I kill Robert and inherit his property, my next step is to kill
Georgia's son Wesley,' thought Sierra as she had been tired of playing a
good mother.
'How could I possibly like the son of Georgia and Robert? I hate him and
even want to kill him."
'Fortunately, I don't have to tolerate it soon.'
In the next day, Sierra called Jayson secretly.
"I've got the marriage licence yesterday and Robert and I are legitimate
couple now. It's time to implement our plan. The sooner he dies, the
more reassured I am."
Jayson was surprised as he didn't expect that Sierra would get the
marriage licence so soon.
He replied immediately.
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"The next thing you need to do is to find ways to know his recent

movements and reveal them to me. I'll study them carefully and create
an accident then."
Sierra discussed with Jayson on how to kill Robert and inherit his
property as soon as possible on the phone.
However, after the call ended, Sierra was thinking about revealing the
movements of Robert to Sarah Duran as she didn't want to share the
property with anyone while Jayson was thinking about letting Sierra
give all the property to him.
At the same day, Robert went to pick Wesley up from school.
But he didn't drive Wesley back to the villa right away. Instead, he took
Wesley to a park.
Feeling strange, Wesley asked directly, "Why don't we go home directly?
Mom is waiting us at home. She lets me to select the wedding dress for
her. Are you going to give her some surprise as your wedding ceremony
is coming?"
Looking at the expectation in the eyes of Wesley, Robert sighed, "I take
you here because I want to tell you something alone. But I'm not sure if
you can accept it."
Wesley was so sensitive that he immediately realized what Robert was
going to say next was important and might even influence his whole
life.
"Please just say it, Dad. I'm a big boy now."
"It's about your mom. I've taken a paternity test between your mom
and you, and the result shows that she is not your birth mother. You
should know the truth."
As soon as Robert said this, Wesley stood in shock.
After a while, Wesley just burst into tears.
"Are you going to abandon me, Dad? You want to leave Mom and me?"
"No," said Robert as he hugged Wesley hastily, "I never wanted to and
will never abandon you as you are my natural son. But your mom isn't
your real mother. I've taken the paternity test between your mom and
you more than once. But each time there's only one result - Sierra isn't
your birth mother. Do you remember last time when you were attacked
by that madman? She didn't subconsciously protect you, did she?"
Hearing that he was Robert's natural son, Wesley calmed down a little.
But when Robert mentioned the thing that he was attacked by the
madman, Wesley looked up in surprise.
"Why do you know it? I was almost hurt by that madman as Mom
almost pushed me out that time. I asked her the reason and Mom told
me that she sprained her ankle and didn't mean it. She also didn't allow

me to tell you about it...Mom has always been there for me. Why isn't
she my real mother? And why does she cheat us?"
As a child, Wesley vaguely remembered that his own mother had
always been there for him.
Hearing that Sierra even pushed Wesley out when Wesley was attacked
by the madman, Robert was angry and worried.
"She might have her own difficulties. After all," comforted Robert
though feeling worried in mind, "she has raised you and can be
regarded as your adoptive mother. But we cannot rule out the
possibility that she took you from your real mother and cheated us.
That's why I choose to tell you the truth."
"So what do you want me to do, Dad?" asked Wesley as he was smart
enough to guess that Robert was more than wanting to tell him the
truth.
"If you were lost accidentally and Sierra adopted you, you should still
respect her and I'll be grateful to her. However, if she took you
deliberately from your real mother, she may have some malicious
intentions. So be careful and tell me at once if you find her hurting you.
So I can protect you..."
Listening to the voice of Robert, Wesley gradually calmed down as he
could feel the care of Robert for him.
Actually, Wesley had been feeling that Sierra had a strange attitude
towards him. Sometimes she was intimate to him and sometimes he
could even feel her hatred for him. But as he was too little, he didn't
dare to ask her or tell anyone else about it.
All of a sudden, he seemed to figure out the reason for the strange
attitude of Sierra towards him after Robert told him that Sierra wasn't
his real mother.
"Dad, Since you've told me that Mom isn't my real mother," said
Wesley, "I probably know why I could feel her hatred for me
sometimes."__
Chapter 313 Temptation of Robert
Hearing what Wesley said, Robert was astonished and angry.
"Has she done anything bad to you?" asked Robert worriedly, "Or has
she ever hurt you?"
"No, except for last time when that madman wanted to attack me with
a knife. I felt Mom pushed me. Most of the time, Mom was good to me.
But our relationship was not as close as that between other children
and their parents. I had to be as obedient as possible as I always felt
that Mom didn't like me."

All of a sudden, Robert understood why Wesley chose him without
hesitation when he asked Wesley to choose between Sierra and him
last time.
It turned out that Sierra had long known that Wesley wasn't her own
son.
'She deliberately took Wesley to me and has managed to be my savior
in the past one year.'
"Can you keep what I've told you today a secret to anyone else,
including your mom?" said Robert, "I want to figure out why your mom
lies to us. I know it's not an easy job. If you can't do it, I'll arrange you to
go abroad to attend an exchange activity held by the school."
Although Robert had decided to take Wesley away from Sierra if
Wesley couldn't accept the fact or didn't trust him, he still hoped that
Wesley could understand him as he didn't want to be separated from
Wesley.
"I can do it, Dad. Last time Mom asked me to keep a secret too and I did
a good job. You doesn't have to protect me all the time. I'm a big boy
now and I'll protect you in the future too. As for Mom, maybe I've
misunderstood her as she was good to me for most of the time."
"Then I'll take you home now. You can regard her as your adoptive
mother. Once you find that there is anything wrong with her or she
wants to hurt you, tell me at once and I'll come to protect you."
Wesley smiled and, instead of being sad, he was kind of relieved after
knowing that Sierra wasn't his real mother.
'So it makes sense why she looked at me with hatred sometimes,'
thought Wesley, 'and it's not my fault."
"Dad, since Aunt Sierra isn't my real mother, where is my mother? Is
she finding me too? Does she miss me? As what I've watched on TV,
those children who lost their mother miss their mother. So do I. I want
to know where she is and what she looks like, and she must miss me
too."
Hearing what Wesley said, Robert was sad as he couldn't probably
provide Wesley with a complete family.
"I don't know who your mom is," said Robert, "as I've lost my memory.
But I'm looking for her and I'll take you to her one day."
Hearing that, Wesley was disappointed as he longed to see his real
mother.
'My real mother must love me very much,' thought Wesley, 'like most
moms loving their children.'
"Dad, since Annie and I are about the same age, were you dating

Annie's mom and my mom at the same time?" asked Wesley.
Looking at Wesley speechlessly, Robert had no idea how to answer this
question.
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"Are Annie and I your only children? What if you have other children? I
hope they are younger than me as I want to be the older brother..."
On the way home, Wesley kept talking about things like wanting a
younger brother or sister. Wesley seemed to be certain that Robert had
other children in addition to Annie and him.
However, Robert couldn't argue about it as he had lost his memory and
was uncertain about it himself.
'What if I had rich relationship histories before?' thought Robert, 'Will
Georgia be angry with me?'
After getting home, Robert kept observing Wesley who looked normal
without fear in front of Sierra and talked with her about something
interesting happening in school. Also, Robert sensitively noticed that
Wesley was smart enough to avoid mentioning anything about Annie in
front of Sierra.
On the other side, Elsie and Wilson were taking a car to a villa district
halfway up a hill.
As their investigation on the orphanage was almost completed, all they
needed to do now was to find evidence of the orphanage selling its
children, preferably the video of the children being bullied in various
parties.
However, as it was not easy to sneak in those parties, Elsie had been
worrying about who they could find to sneak in and take photos of the
crimes of those people.
'Those guys are familiar with each other,' thought Elsie, "and how will
they possibly allow a person they've never known before to join them?'
"Don't worry. I've found a person reliable," said Wilson, "and I must see
him in person. He'll have to agree with it as he owes me one."
With many guesses in her mind, Elsie didn't expect that Wilson drove
her to a villa district of rich people.
Their car was stopped by the security guards due to the strict security
measures of the villa district.
"See, I know we'll be stopped. What are you going to do?" said Elsie,
"Once this scandal is exposed, it will hurt their reputation in the
upper-class circle. It's almost impossible to ask them expose

themselves."
Elsie even wanted to sneak in herself.
But it turned out to be unpractical as most of them were men in their
thirties or forties.
Wilson wasn't a good choice either as his identity was too conspicuous.
As others, of course, couldn't be easily trusted, it had been delayed for
days until Wilson drove her to the outside of a villa district and was
stopped by the security guards.
"Don't worry. Let me make a call," said Wilson and took out his phone
to make a call in front of Elsie.
"I've arrived...and the security guards stopped me...the licence number
of my car is..."______
Chapter 314 Wilson’s Father
Wilson said briefly on the phone and the security guard opened the
door immediately.
"Oh, it's Mr. Weaver. Sorry. We didn’t recognize you before. Mr.
Weaver, please go in."
The security guard flattered Wilson. Wilson just nodded slightly and
then drove to the yard.
After a while, Elsie saw Wilson stop his car outside a four-floor villa.
Elsie got out of the car and went to knock on the door with Wilson.
Several seconds later, a middle-aged woman about 40 years old came
to open the door. Wilson greeted the middle-aged woman indifferently.
"Mrs. Bay, where is Mr. Brown now? Take me to see him."
The woman called Mrs. Bay showed a kind smile. She even looked at
Elsie a few times with a loving expression, as if she was looking at her
daughter-in-law. Elsie got goosebumps and felt a little embarrassed.
"Mr. Brown is watching TV in the living room. He was extremely excited
when he received the call and knew that you would come. He has
ordered the cook to prepare something for you. Young Master, you
haven't been home for a long time. Come on in. I’m gonna cook
something you like."
Wilson just nodded slightly. He never revealed his emotions, but Elsie
could see that Wilson was a little close and respectful to Mrs. Bay.
Although he still had an expressionless face, he was much more
easygoing than usual, when he was just cold.
"What's your name, miss?"
Mrs. Bay finally asked Elsie curiously.
"She is my friend."
Wilson just explained lightly. Elsie nodded politely to Mrs. Bay. She was

actually a friend of Wilson.
Mrs. Bay, however, looked at the two of them with an ambiguous and
gossipy look. Elsie felt she would be completely blushed if Mrs. Bay
continued to look at them like this.
Fortunately, Mrs. Bay didn’t glance at them too many times. She then
took Wilson and Elsie to the villa.
"Mr. Brown is watching TV on the sofa over there. Young master, you
can go there directly. Mr. Brown has been lonely these years. Few
people could talk with him. Since you’re back today, please stay a little
longer."
Wilson just nodded without a smile on his face.
Finally, Elsie and Wilson walked towards the living room where the
middle-aged man was sitting.
This was probably Mr. Brown that Wilson had just mentioned. Elsie was
a little confused. She didn't know where she and Wilson had come. It
seemed that Wilson was very familiar with this place. It might be the
house where Wilson used to live. What was the relationship between
them?
With such a complicated and unspeakable mood, Elsie and Wilson came
to the opposite seat of a middle-aged man and sat down. After
observing the two men's appearance, Elsie found that the eyes of the
two men were extremely similar. As for their eyebrows, they were
almost the same. In an instant, Elsie guessed that they were a
quarreling father and son.
As for the reason why she was brought in, Elsie really couldn't figure it
out.
The middle-aged man looked at Wilson cautiously as he spoke, as if he
was afraid that Wilson would leave angrily.
Of course, the middle-aged man would observe Elsie sitting next to
Wilson from time to time. He was very curious about Elsie's identity
and smiled kindly at Elsie several times, but he did not ask more.
"When I saw you a few days ago, you were also with this lady. Then you
just turned around and left. I know you don't want to forgive me all the
time. I was really happy when I received your call and knew that you
would come to see me."
Larson Brown said excitedly and cautiously. Wilson took the hot tea
from Mrs. Bay.
After drinking a cup of tea, he finally opened his mouth and spoke to
the man in front of him.
"Where is the study room? I have something to talk to you in private. It

must be very secret, and no one can hear it. "
Larson looked at Wilson with a complicated look, as if he didn't
understand what Wilson wanted to talk about, but he still agreed.
"Mrs. Bay, treat this lady well. We will go to the study room and have a
talk. Tell all the servants not to get close to the study room."
Wilson said to Elsie then.
"Sit here for a while. Feel free to eat and drink. I'll take you away soon."
After saying that, Wilson left with the middle-aged man.
Elsie felt a little uncomfortable sitting on the sofa in the living room.
After a while, Mrs. Bay came over with some fruits.
"May I have your name? Have some fruits. Would you like some juice?"
Mrs. Bay seemed to be enthusiastic to Elsie, and her eyes and tone
were full of concern.
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Elsie was sensitive to people's emotions. She smiled at Mrs. Bay in
return for her kindness.
"My name is Elsie Clarke. You can call me Elsie."
Mrs. Bay smiled more kindly.
"I don't know if it's appropriate for me to ask you this question. Are you
in a relationship with the young master? I have never seen him be
patient with any woman, and he has never brought any woman back to
this house."
If Elsie were drinking water now, she would have been choked. Looking
at Mrs. Bay's concerned eyes, she shook her head immediately.
"Wilson and I are just friends. Now we two are partners for an
important thing, and we need each other's help to get it done."
Although she had a special feeling for Wilson, Elsie felt that the two of
them were really just partners. There was no trace of ambiguity
between them, though she was forced to be kissed by the man.
Elsie denied gracefully without any shyness, which disappointed Mrs.
Bay a little, but she immediately laughed again.
"Anyway, it's the first time that he has brought a lady home. He must
trust you much. He used to be alone and I have never seen he had any
friends before. Now he has a friend by his side, which makes me
happy."
As Mrs. Bay was so kind to her, Elsie finally asked about the gossip in
her heart. Anyway, Wilson didn't seem to warn her not to ask anything.
"Is that middle-aged man Wilson's father? I think there is something

wrong with the father-son relationship. Oh, can I ask this question?"
Elsie asked curiously.
Mrs. Bay was stunned. She didn't expect that Elsie didn't know the
relationship between that father and son. She smiled gently.
"There's nothing that you can’t know, but what I know may also not be
all the reasons. Young master and Mr. Brown are indeed father and son,
and Mr. Brown's name is Larson Brown. Young master's last name used
to be Brown, and now his last name is Weaver, which is also his
mother's last name. When Mr. Brown was young, he was a playboy,
and Mrs. Brown later jumped off a building with depression in front of
the young master. Since then, the young master ran away from home
and seldom come back these years."
It turned out to be this case. A few days ago, when she and Wilson
went out, they did encounter this middle-aged man. At that time,
Wilson's face didn’t look good, and then he just turned around and left
with Elsie.
It turned out that this man was his biological father. According to the
words of Mrs. Bay, Wilson's father used to be a j*rk when he was young,
which made Wilson's mother suicide with depression. So he must hate
his father now.
Over the years, Elsie had known Wilson as a lonely man.
He looked unruly and lived a wandering life outside alone.
Elsie didn't know why she felt a little sad when she thought of the
young man who had witnessed her mother suicide.
She seemed to understand why Wilson always wore a cold face and
why he liked to be alone.
Before she met her sister and Georgia, her life was also so lonely that
she couldn't find any direction, as if she would die at any time.
Elsie kept silent. She thought of her previous life, which was dark and
painful. At that time, she even abandoned herself, didn't treat her body
like a precious thing, and everyone could use it.
If she hadn't met her sister, she might have become a piece of hot news
one day, a drunk prostitute who would have died on the street.
Fortunately, her life didn't turn out to be like that. Elsie's mood
fluctuated, and Mrs. Bay continued beside her.
"In fact, the young master liked to smile when he was a child. He also
liked his father very much. Mrs. Brown was so gentle at that time, and
the whole family was happy. I don't know what happened during that
year. Mr. Brown suddenly became a playboy. Mrs. Brown just cried
every day, and the young master became silent. At that time, he was

still so young. In the next few years, the atmosphere at home has never
been good again. Then Mrs. Brown suicided. Miss Elsie, the young
master had a hard time when he was young, and he may not forgive
Mrs. Brown all his life. If you can stay with him, he might not be so
lonely and painful in the future. "
Mrs. Bay looked very sincere. Elsie felt a little embarrassed. She didn't
expect that Mrs. Bay would entrust such an important thing to her.
She and Wilson hadn't had such a deep relationship yet. Their
relationship was at least pure now. But when she looked at the serious
eyes of Mrs. Bay, Elsie could only nod and agree. She didn't want to
hurt such a sincere heart.
Later, Mrs. Bay even enthusiastically took out a photo album, which
contained the photos of Wilson when he was a child. At that time, the
whole family did have a smile on their faces. Wilson's mother was
indeed gentle and beautiful. They should have been a happy family, but
the later ending was not happy.
Looking through the photos, Elsie found that when Wilson was about
ten years old, and there was no longer a smile on his face. There were
very few photos of him after that. In the photos, Wilson looked lonely,
and his eyes seemed to be confused.
These pictures are deeply engraved in Elsie's heart. Later, when Wilson
came out again, Elsie stood up subconsciously and walked over. She
even wanted to give the man a hug, but in this villa, Elsie restrained her
strange thoughts.
"Now that you have promised me, if there is a result, inform me in time.
I gotta go."
Larson looked at his son with expectation.
"I've asked the butler to prepare the dinner. You can leave after dinner.
You haven't had dinner with me for many years. Can you fulfill this little
wish of me?"______
Chapter 315 Layla and Kayden
Wilson just stood there in silence for a long time. His lonely figure made
Elsie feel sorry for him.
In the end, Wilson nodded.
"Okay. I will have dinner here."
Elsie immediately sensed the loneliness in the voice. Wilson took Elsie
to the dining table for dinner.
Larson was a little excited. He didn't dare to say anything more, but
anxiously ordered the servants and the chef to serve the dishes.
Mrs. Bay said with a smile beside them.

"Young master, these are all your favorite dishes. The chef at home has
never changed. He has always wanted you to taste if the dishes he
cooked have become better."
Elsie looked at the dishes subconsciously. There were too many dishes,
including braised fish in brown sauce, pig's feet stewed with lotus root,
fried bean sprouts, steamed spareribs, dried bean curds...
Elsie wanted to remember these dishes, but she gave up because there
were too many.
Wilson didn't say a word all the time. Instead, he just ate quietly. Elsie
also kept quiet and had the silent dinner.
After the meal, Wilson stood up and said.
"I'm leaving now. Contact me if you get any news."
After saying that, Wilson turned around and walked towards the door.
Elsie hurried to catch up with him.
Larson stood still in silence, not daring to catch up.
When they were about to go out, Elsie finally caught up with Wilson
and grabbed his hand.
"Why are you walking so fast? My legs are much shorter than yours. I'm
almost exhausted to catch you up."
Wilson grabbed Elsie's hand and quickened his pace. Elsie was stunned.
She could only run after Wilson. This man was really rude and wild!
She shouldn’t have had pity for him before.
Soon, the two of them got in the car again. Wilson didn't say anything,
but immediately started the car and left the villa.
Along the way, Elsie glanced at Wilson from time to time. Wilson
focused on driving. He was as silent as before, and his eyes were as cold
as before.
After he met Larson, Wilson looked even colder. Elsie couldn't help but
sigh. She didn't dare to ask anything.
It was not appropriate to expose his scars.
After the two drove home, Elsie got off the car and asked the
bodyguard at home.
"How is Annie?"
There were other bodyguards at home to protect Annie. The
bodyguards nodded at Elsie.
"Miss Annie is already asleep."
Elsie finally felt relieved. She put down her bag and fell on the sofa.
She was really tired today. She didn't want to take a shower now. She
just wanted to lie on the sofa forever.
Later, Elsie saw that Wilson went back to his bedroom expressionlessly.

She sighed and went back to the bedroom to take a shower, ready to
sleep.
However, when she was drying her hair, she heard someone knocking
at her door.
As soon as she opened the door, Elsie saw Wilson standing at the door
with several bottles of wine in his hands.
"What are you doing?"
Elsie didn’t ask this question, but her eyes asked.
"Would you like to drink with me?"
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This sentence was indifferent, and there was even a hint of begging in
his eyes, as if it was not only a request.
Elsie was stunned for a while, but finally nodded with a smile.
"Okay, let’s drink. But you have to be mentally prepared. I may go crazy
if I get drunk."
Wilson entered Elsie's room with a bottle in his hand.
That night, in England, it was daytime. Georgia and Professor Lee were
attending a meeting. The attendees were elites from all over the world,
and all famous in the study of biology.
In the past few days, Georgia had been immersing herself in the ocean
of knowledge. As if she had inspired a lot of thoughts, Georgia had a lot
of thinking directions and inspirations these days. She lived a rich life
every day, and almost spent most of her time recording her thoughts in
her notebook. She planned to go back to do experiments according to
these thoughts, and then verify the experiment data to see if she was
right.
This kind of life passed quickly. Every day, she chatted with Professor
Lee and other scholars from other countries. Professor Lee encouraged
her to publish her own ideas. Everyone knew her previous thesis, and
would occasionally talk about her previous experience in the past few
years. They all admired her.
It could be said that Georgia was very familiar with these people soon,
especially many people abroad. They were almost like nerds who were
immersed in experiments, only paying attention to what Georgia said
about the experiments and her opinions on future development.
As for Georgia’s previous scandals in the academic circle, few people
paid attention to them, which made Georgia feel relaxed and happy.
Although Kayden and Aston lived in the same hotel and the two of

them would have a date at night after work, and Georgia would meet
them occasionally at dinner, Georgia gradually didn't care about it.
Instead, she treated Kayden as an ordinary person.
Of course, it was impossible for her to like her or make friends with her,
so Georgia also didn’t talk too much to her.
After the work, when Georgia was about to go back to the hotel to have
a rest and sort out the materials she had gotten today, she suddenly
saw Kayden chatting with a woman in a tea room on the first floor of
the hotel. Then Georgia was stunned.
The woman who was chatting with Kayden was Layla. These two people
seemed to be very familiar with each other, and the two of them were
smiling when they chatted.
Georgia was sure that Layla had been so sincere to help her at the
beginning. Later, because of the matter of Miranda, she had known the
relationship between Layla and her daughter.
Then what was the relationship between Kayden and Layla?
Georgia had a lot of questions in her mind. She just sat in another seat
and watched the two chatting.
The two of them chatted for a long time. Later, Georgia saw Kayden
stand up and leave, while Layla did not leave. Instead, she continued to
sit in her seat in silence.
After a long time, Layla stood up and seemed to be about to leave.
With doubts in her heart, Georgia quickly followed her.
After a while, Layla finally found the person following her. She turned
around and saw Georgia. Layla smiled in surprise.
"It has been a long time. I heard that you were in a coma for a year last
year, and then you woke up again. Congratulations!"
Layla's tone was as gentle as ever, and there was also a kind of
affection in her eyes. After thinking for a while, Georgia smiled at Layla.
"Let's find a place to sit and have a talk. It's not good to talk in the hotel.
Can we go outside?”
Layla didn't refuse. She followed Georgia to a cafe outside the hotel
and sat down to talk.
"Layla, I just saw you talking to Kayden. Do you two know each other?"
Georgia asked straightforwardly. She always felt that this was the
evidence proving that Kayden didn’t really have amnesia.
"So you know Kayden. I know her because she used to work for Mr.
Knight. I also worked for Mr. Knight. Mr. Knight saved me before, so I
naturally know her."
Georgia just stood there in a daze and asked tentatively.

"Kayden told others that she had lost her memory, but she obviously
remembered you. Did she tell you that she had lost her memory? Or
did she say she has regained her memory?"
Obviously, Layla was surprised at Georgia's question.
"After the accident of Mr. Knight, all the people following him have
been separated. Today is the first time I see Kayden. I don't know what
happened to her in the past year."
Layla's answer was disappointing, but...
Even if she had really lost her memory, the chat between Kayden and
Layla today at least proved that Kayden had regained her memory now.
Chapter 316 An Encounter with Layla
"Oh, I see. I thought you were in touch with each other."
Georgia sighed in surprise. It turned out that Layla also used to work for
Mr. Knight.
The two of them chatted about the recent situation of each other.
Thinking of Miranda, Georgia asked cautiously.
"Ms. Bradley has engaged not long ago. Do you still have any contact
with her?"
Georgia still remembered that Miranda cared about her mother very
much and felt guilty for what she had done when she was a child.
However, Layla refused to see her daughter all the time. Georgia didn't
know what was going on between the two of them now.
"I met Miranda once. I did a lot of wrong things when I was young. She
was too young at that time, so it was normal for her to be deceived. I
didn't blame her at all. I have told her that, but the relationship
between mother and daughter can only be like this. After all, I have
been in that kind of place for so many years. I don't want many people
to know that I am her mother. She is very happy now. She is noble Ms.
Bradley. Her father loves her very much. That's good. We just need to
meet each other occasionally."
After chatting with Layla for a while, Georgia knew that Layla was now
living in a small town in Denmark. It was quiet there. Occasionally, she
would go to other countries for travels. This time, she had just come
here for travel, so this kind of life was also peaceful.
Later, Layla said goodbye to Georgia, and Georgia returned to the hotel
to have a rest.
She returned to the hotel, but before Georgia entered her room, Aston
suddenly came to her.
Georgia felt a little strange. The two of them only talked at work. Aston
almost stayed with Kayden all day after they finished their work. Emilia

had already gone to other places to play alone, so she was not with
them for the time being. Professor Lee usually went back to the hotel
and slept directly. All of them did not interfere with each other’s lives.
"What's the matter?"
Georgia asked Aston.
"An hour ago, someone in the hospital told me that my aunt had woken
up. She hadn't woken up for a long time, but she kept calling your name.
I think the work here will be finished soon. Can you go to see my aunt
with me? Although she just woke up for a short time and didn't say
anything to the nurse, the nurse heard her calling clearly. She called
your name. I'm not sure when my aunt will wake up next time, but the
doctor said that there is a sign of waking up. She will wake up in one or
two months."
Aston's aunt was the wife of Aidan.
She also appeared when Georgia was kidnapped by Laurence on that
island.
She still remembered that Aston's aunt was there to save her.
When she woke up, she had a lot of questions to ask her, but Georgia
had to give up because she knew that the woman had been in a coma.
Now that she was about to wake up, Georgia didn't hesitate at all.
"Of course I’m willing to see her. I think your aunt must know what
happened later. Anyway, we still need to work here for two or three
days. After that, I will go to see your aunt with you."
Aston breathed a sigh of relief when Georgia agreed.
During this period of time, the two of them didn't have much private
contact except for the business relationship. Although the two of them
said that their work was not affected by their private relationship, they
were not as intimate as before.
He was worried that Georgia wouldn't agree to see his aunt. Now it
seemed that he was narrow-minded.
But Aston was also curious why his aunt kept calling the name of
Georgia.
Aston sighed as he felt that it was not just a simple relationship
between the two women.
His aunt was the illegitimate daughter of his grandfather. She was
found back by the Powell family when she was nearly 30 years old.
Then she married Aidan.
Over the years, his aunt had little connection with the Powell family.
It suddenly occurred to him that before his aunt returned to the Powell
family, she might have a relationship with Georgia.

With all kinds of doubts in his mind, Aston wanted to investigate his
aunt's past.
He wouldn't ask his grandfather. Most of the people in the Powell
family did things based on interests, especially his grandfather, who
was stereotyped and stubborn.
Back then, the plan Aston's grandfather made for Aston was to inherit
the Powell family, marry a woman that his grandfather chose for him,
and give the old man a great-grandson as soon as possible. All his life
was arranged by his grandfather.
Aston had his own favorite scientific research career. He tried to resist,
but later found that he couldn’t persuade his grandfather at all. Aston
simply left the Powell family. He was willing to give up the inheritance
for his own free life.
After chatting with Georgia, Aston went back to his room. Kayden was
playing games on the computer.
Seeing him come in, Kayden asked with a smile.
"When I came here just now, I saw you and Georgia talking in front of
her room. It seems that you have talked for a long time. What are you
talking about?"
"Not long ago, the fellow in the hospital called me. I have an aunt. She
has been in a coma for a year because of an injury last year. Now she
has woken up, but she is not completely sober. She just keeps calling
the name of Georgia. I think my aunt probably wants to see Georgia, so
I just asked her if she is free and if she can meet my aunt in the
hospital."
Kayden's casual eyes suddenly turned deep. She looked at Aston with a
smile and said in a coquettish tone.
"I haven't seen your family except for your sister Emilia. Are you going
to take Georgia to see your aunt? I'll go with you. Them I can meet your
family then. If we two get married, I must meet your family in advance.
But you know, I don't have any family, so I just need to make your
family satisfied. It’s also unfair... "
Kayden's tone was full of tease. She had always been like this in front of
Aston. She was graceful and said whatever she wanted to say. Aston
was a straightforward person, and he didn't like to beat around the
bush.
It turned out that Kayden wanted to see his family. Aston thought for a
while.
"I've told you before that my family is a merchant family. My
grandfather keeps a strict rule. He doesn't like anyone to be out of his

control. In order to obtain my own life, I've left this family, so you don't
have to satisfy my family. At that time, you only need to see my mother
and then my father when you have the chance. It doesn't matter if
others are satisfied or not... As for my aunt, you come out to play with
me anyway. You can go to America with me later. When my aunt wakes
up, I will take you to see her by the way. In fact, I’m not very close to
my aunt, so she won't interfere in my choice of girlfriend."
Aston thought that Kayden wanted to see his family because she didn't
have a family. She must care much about the thoughts of his family
members.
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So he simply explained his relationship with his family.
Aston asked with a smile when he heard Kayden mention their
marriage.
"When we meet my mother, we can prepare for the wedding."
Only then did Kayden realize that she had just mentioned marriage
before. Looking at Aston's happy face, Kayden could only refuse with a
smile.
"You wish. You haven't proposed to me yet. I need the diamond ring,
kneeling, roses... Without these things, don't even think about it."
The two of them were laughing and joking, while Kayden was thinking
about the fact that aunt Aston had woken up.
Mr. Knight cared about this woman the most. Since Mr. Knight was
dead, this woman should go to accompany Mr. Knight.
Kayden knew very well that Mr. Knight cared about this woman very
much. She had promised to accompany him for a year, but Mr. Knight
had passed away before that.
She had to find a way to help Mr. Knight fulfill this wish.
At the same time at home, Elsie woke up with a headache, feeling that
her whole head was about to explode.
She looked at the wine bottles scattered on the ground, and then
looked at her changed pajamas. It was not until then that Elsie vaguely
remembered something.
Last night, Wilson came to drink with her, and she had been drinking
with Wilson since then.
Later, she got drunk. Elsie tried to recall what happened after she got
drunk, but failed.
Elsie stood up in a daze. She felt that she needed to take a shower to

wake up.
As soon as she got out of the bed, the bedroom door was opened. Elsie
saw Wilson come in with a glass of water.
"This is the sober-up soup I bought in the pharmacy. Drink it quickly."
Wilson said when he came in. Elsie took the soup and drank it in a daze.
She saw Wilson bend down to clean up the bottles on the ground.
"I'll take a shower first."
After saying that, Elsie hurried to the bathroom to take a shower.
Somehow, she felt a little embarrassed and shy when she saw Wilson
like this.
What was wrong with her? Why did she have such strange feelings?
While Elsie was lost in thought, the shower was turned on and Elsie felt
that she had come back to life after being washed by the warm water.
Her muddled brain slowly recalled what had happened after drinking.
Later, she got drunk and went crazy. Then she forced Wilson to hug and
kiss her.
Of course, Wilson didn't move. She even imposingly hugged Wilson,
kissed him and wanted to take off Wilson's clothes...
At this point, Elsie felt like a boiled duck with a blushed face. Why was
she always so crazy after drinking?
But it was not her fault. She had reminded Wilson that she might go
crazy when she was drunk. He knew that clearly. So did that man
intentionally want to be molested by her?
The shyness in Elsie's heart gradually dissipated as she thought of this
complacently. She put on her clothes and walked out. The wine bottles
in the bedroom had been cleaned up, and Wilson was not there.
After Elsie dried her hair and put on her clothes, she went to the first
floor. Wilson came over and said to Elsie.
"Eat something to fill your stomach first. You have drunk all night
yesterday, so your stomach must be empty now. I cooked a light
porridge. What else do you want to eat? I’m gonna buy it for you."
Although she had been with Wilson for a long time and knew that
Wilson had a wooden face, Elsie was still a little surprised when Wilson
prepared breakfast for her so eagerly. Did this man fall in love with her?
Elsie was stunned.
With this kind of inexplicable joy, Elsie sat at the table and began to eat
porridge, while Wilson was still sitting on the sofa in the living room,
seeming to be doing works with the computer.
Elsie didn't interrupt him. Instead, she was lost in her own thoughts.
To be honest, she liked Wilson a little, but not to the point that she had

to be with him.
But Wilson seemed to care about her very much. Should the two of
them make a deeper relationship?
Elsie thought proudly. After eating the porridge, she stood up and
walked to Wilson.
"I want to eat steamed buns and rolls. Go and buy them for me."
Wilson took a look at Elsie, put down his computer, stood up and
walked out.
Elsie quickly took out her phone and asked a question on a forum.
"What does it mean when a cold-faced man suddenly makes breakfast
for you?”
Chapter 317 Storms on the Internet
"He loves you. What are you waiting for? Hurry up to catch him..."
"Hey, are you here to show off this? Is this cold-faced man handsome?"
"Just making breakfast for you. Don't think too much. One of the three
biggest illusions in your life is that you think he loves you."
…
Looking at the comments of these people, Elsie began to doubt
whether it was her illusion.
She felt that Wilson was more patient with her than before. Last night,
she flirted with him and kissed him forcefully. However, Wilson didn't
get angry and even made breakfast for her this morning. At least, he
didn’t think she was annoying.
The feeling of being unable to find an answer was so grueling. Elsie was
dying to know what Wilson's attitude was towards her madness after
drinking last night.
A single man and a single woman shouldn't be indifferent to such
things.
With various doubts in her mind, after Wilson bought the steamed
stuffed buns and rolls, Elsie ate the food while observing the man in
front of her.
"Did I do something after getting drunk last night? Did I do something
crazy?"
Elsie asked while observing the man's expression carefully.
As expected, Wilson frowned as he heard this question.
"You'd better not drink in the future. If it weren't me last night, I didn't
know what you would do."
His tone was obviously a little unhappy. It seemed that it was not the
same as she thought.
Elsie complained directly.

"Do you think I'm willing to drink? You asked me to drink with you last
night."
Wilson was speechless. He was the one who started the whole thing
last night, so he had to endure the drunkenness of Elsie later.
"It's my fault, but remember never drink anymore in the future."
Elsie sneered secretly when she heard Wilson's words.
This man still looked unhappy even if he took advantage of her. If there
was such a chance again, she must get Wilson drunk to see what he
looked like when he was drunk.
After the two of them had breakfast, Wilson said to Elsie.
"We don't need to do anything these days. You just stay at home and
accompany Annie. Send her to school and take her back after the class.
I have found someone to take videos and photos of their parties. As
long as we have this evidence, we will start a hard battle on the
Internet."
Elsie suddenly thought of Wilson's father whom she met last night. She
asked in disbelief.
"You asked your father to join that circle to get evidence. Do you trust
him, or do you think that his identity can perfectly make him join it
without being suspected?"
Elsie had never expected that this man would ask his father to get
involved in such a matter.
Although she knew that they didn't get along well with each other, it
was still amazing. He asked his father to join those people who liked
playing with children to find evidence for him.
It seemed that the relationship between the father and son was not
completely severed.
"He always feels that he owes me and is guilty. I've thought about it for
a long time and found that he is the most suitable person. You don't
know what he looked like when he was young. He had sex with all kinds
of women and was completely a playboy. If he weren’t in poor health
these years and suddenly regretted it, who knows if he would become a
regular member of that banquet like those people. No one will suspect
his sudden joining, because they are the same kind. "
It seemed that Wilson had a bad impression of his father. She felt that
the middle-aged man last night was quite gentle.
But in this world, people always covered their ugliness with decent
faces. Mr. Brown was also not a good man, since he had forced his wife
to suicide.
"You are right. But aren't you afraid that he will go back on his words?

They are in the same circle. What if he is persuaded by those people
and forgets his guilt?”
"You don't have to worry about that. Although his guilt now makes me
sick, he is genuinely regretting it. Since my mother is dead, he naturally
wants to become a saint and redeem me."
Judging from Wilson's tone, it seemed that he really hated his father.
What happened to his mother was a big blow to him and successfully
made the father and son turn against each other.
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She'd better not mind so much. As long as she could save those
children, it was enough to make her happy.
They had been waiting for about three days.
That night, Elsie was watching a cartoon with Annie. The two of them
were talking about the plots in the cartoon. Elsie seldom watched
cartoons. When she was a child, she didn't have such a living
environment, so she could watch those childish plots with Annie.
She had nothing to do these days. At that moment, Wilson suddenly
came in and looked at Elsie.
This was the first time that Elsie felt Wilson's tone was a little excited.
"The evidence is ready. I'll start the prepared plan as soon as possible."
Elsie took a look at the USB disk that Wilson gave her. She couldn't let
Annie see this kind of thing, so she watched it alone in her bedroom.
The video was very clear. It recorded who attended the banquet. These
people played with children in secret places and were dissolute and
ugly.
However, those poor children could do nothing but cry. They couldn’t
get rid of those monsters’ bullying. Elsie was both irritated and excited
as she watched it. Finally, they found the evidence.
At the same time, Wilson called Georgia on the other side.
It was daytime in England.
"I've got enough evidence. We can strike back at any time according to
the previous plan."
"Is the video evidence enough?"
Georgia asked with concern.
"In the video, they took the children out of the orphanage and drove to
their gathering place. There are also scenes in the banquet, as well as
the faces of those people who attended these parties. The timeline is
complete."

That was really good news, and Georgia was also a little excited.
After spending so much time and energy, they could finally catch them
all.
"I know you don't need me to remind you of this, but remember to put
mosaics on children's photos. When this matter is done, I will ask the
company to set up a charity foundation to support these orphans."
This was also a kind thing. The two of them talked about the next plan.
After a while, Georgia suddenly spoke to Wilson.
"Mr. Simpson's wife woke up a few days ago, but she didn't wake up for
long. She called my name, so her nephew asked me to see her. I can't
go back right now. I'll go to America directly. I'll bring all the
bodyguards with me. Help me with affairs at home. If you need
anything, just call me. I'm not sure when I will come back. You know,
when I and Robert had an accident on Laurence's Island, Mr. Simpson's
wife came to save me. I also have a lot of questions to ask her, but she
is not completely awake now. I won't come back until I have a talk with
her."
Mrs. Simpson woke up unexpectedly. Wilson was surprised that he
didn't know about it.
However, Mrs. Simpson had been taken back by the Powell family since
she passed out.
The people from the Powell family didn't allow them to go there.
Wilson knew that the Powell family would protect Mrs. Simpson well,
so he didn't ask their men to interfere.
"When you meet Mrs. Simpson, you can mention my name. If Mrs.
Simpson wants to see me, please tell me. I need to tell Mrs. Simpson
personally about Mr. Simpson's last words."
"I see. Don't worry."
After hanging up the phone, Georgia arrived at the airport with Aston
and Kayden.
Soon, they will fly to America.
As for Professor Lee, he returned with another flight.
When Georgia was on a trip, there was a piece of big news on the
Internet at home.
A piece of shocking news was suddenly exposed by several official
accounts.
They exposed a scene that a lot of celebrities on the Internet, business
elites, big shots in the real estate industry, new technology elites... all
these people above had attended a party of pedophilia.
Chapter 318 A Big Blow to Villains

The news went well with several pictures.
The pictures were a little blurry, but it could be seen that a group of
men was bullying children.
The whole Internet was buzzing, because almost at the same time, so
many official accounts exposed this matter with different proving
pictures.
Although these pictures were blurry, they were indeed bullying
children.
There were a lot of things that attracted the attention of netizens,
including the divorce and marriage of stars.
However, the news that a group of rich people gathered together to
play with children was really dramatic and disgusting.
It was only exposed for a short while, but it instantly attracted the
attention of almost all netizens.
It happened too suddenly. Wilson had planned to expose it in all the
major channels on the Internet, but the description of it was
ambiguous.
Then, all those new technology elites, business big shots and elites that
had been mentioned published condemnation in the public platform,
and they warned the netizens that if they continued to spread rumors,
they would take legal means to directly sue the persons who spread
rumors.
This matter became hotter overnight.
In Sean Poole’s villa, Sean was looking at the pictures on the Internet.
His face was extremely gloomy. Then he made a call directly.
"Ask Chase Lawson and Hanson Lau to come here. Now!"
It was him who led the banquet. Through this banquet platform, he got
acquainted with a lot of big shots and made his business bigger and
bigger.
Because he had always kept it a secret, many people thanked him. They
would help him with his business. After all, those people needed him to
hold such banquets, and he did a good job in keeping it a secret.
But now, this matter was exposed unexpectedly. It seemed that those
people had also got video evidence.
For the whole night, all the big shots that Sean had made good
relationships with sent him messages to question him.
He had annoyed them, and he had to deal with the matter on the
Internet as soon as possible. He couldn't let this matter be discussed by
everyone. It was better to make it completely disappear on the
Internet.

Sean was a powerful man, but there were dozens of members who had
wider connections than his, and some of them were even more
powerful than him. He didn't dare to offend them, so he could only
apologize humbly and promise that he would solve the problem.
Fortunately, they were in the same circle, and they had all kinds of
investments. They had spokespersons on forums, blogs, and other
channels on the internet. Meanwhile, they could directly order the staff
in their companies to stop discussing this matter and suppress the heat
of it on the Internet.
Soon, the netizens who paid attention to this matter found the scene.
All the forums and public chat platforms deleted the discussions about
this matter.
As long as they talked about this matter, many people's accounts would
be canceled.
At this moment, the netizens were completely irritated.
Those villains were trying to cover the truth! Since they don't allow the
netizens to discuss this matter, it meant that they were also afraid that
the netizens would find out the truth and get their reputation ruined.
Therefore, the netizens began to curse in some places where they could
make a sound freely, especially those who liked gossiping. They
gathered together and then began to discuss the truth.
At this time, a complete video was suddenly exposed on these small
forums. It was downloaded by many people and spread on the Internet.
At this moment, Sean didn't notice that.
His subordinates mainly paid attention to the famous public platforms
with a lot of members. However, the person who sent the video was
not in these places. They downloaded the video in some small forums
and places where few members gathered.
It seemed that the heat of this matter was cooled down. At this
moment, Chase and Hanson came to Sean’s villa.
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As soon as Hanson and Chase came in, Sean slapped Hanson in the
face.
"Useless! Who is the traitor? Someone has even taken the video. Now
those people have called me and warned me that if we don't solve this
matter well, all of us will become the scapegoats."
"Mr. Poole, it's very strange. Haven't you noticed that this matter was
suddenly exposed on several popular forums almost at the same time?

Have you investigated who bought over these people? There must be
someone behind them trying to set us up. Did we stand in their ways?"
It was not easy to build a complete circle that could be covert enough
to satisfy those big shots.
It took Sean so many years to have so many powerful acquaintances.
Hanson subconsciously suspected that someone else also wanted to
make relationships with those people. Maybe they had taken too many
clients, so the person just exposed them and gave his own channel to
those people.
Sean had asked someone to investigate it, but those official accounts all
said innocently that they had received the evidence from anonymous
mails.
They also didn't want to expose the secret of such powerful and
influential big shots, but there was already the news about this matter
on the internet. If they didn't follow to expose it, they would
undoubtedly be eliminated from the market.
Anyway, no one could blame the public. Since someone was brave
enough to be the first, they would be willing to follow.
As for the few accounts that published the news first, they directly said
that they would probably receive a lawyer's letter and their topics
would also be deleted, so they took the initiative to cancel the accounts
in an hour.
When Sean's men found it out, there was no response.
Until now, they still couldn't figure out who was against them.
Was it really what Hanson said? Did they stand in someone’s way, so
the person wanted to get them killed?
Of course, they didn't think that there were still people of justice in the
world who wanted them to go to jail.
They were discussing the solution. They were trying to find a way to
suppress the heat of this matter.
Sean’s secretary suddenly came over gingerly.
"Mr. Poole, something happened."
The secretary handed a tablet PC to Sean. Sean opened the video, in
which they played with children at their last party.
In the video, the children were stripped off, and their bodies were all
whipped. Those children knelt down at the feet of a group of
middle-aged men or old men, and were giving them sex service.
Sean's face turned blue all of a sudden, because in the video, people's
faces were very clear except that the children were blurred.
One of them was Trent, a big shot in the real estate industry. One was

Kendal, a senior executive of the Internet Co, and one was Hiram, the
boss of a gaming company.
These people were all photographed, and their faces were very clear in
the video, and these people also had photos on the Internet.
He continued to look down. The video was very long, and the faces of
the people attending the party were all clearly photographed. Dozens
of people's faces were clear, and their usual pictures could be easily
found on the internet.
Sean was so angry that his whole body was trembling. Then he asked
his secretary.
"What's going on with this video?"
Sean felt that someone had sent him a video to threaten him.
However, what the secretary said almost made him faint.
"This video has been wildly spread and downloaded on the Internet. It
has been downloaded more than ten million times. It can't be
suppressed at all."
Chapter 319 The Seesaw War
"Suppress it by any kind of means!"
Sean roared angrily.
In the video, everyone was clearly photographed. If he couldn't
suppress the news, the information of all the members of his party
would be exposed. Now Sean began to spend a lot of money buying
over media to delete the topic.
However, the news couldn't be suppressed on the Internet anymore.
The video was spread too widely, and it was downloaded so many
times. Sean couldn't delete the video on other people's computers
even if he could buy over the media.
As for Wilson, he had already arranged everything well. After the video
had been downloaded tens of millions of times, the netizens began to
take screenshots to figure out who had participated in the party.
Almost all the netizens were stunned as they found who those
members were.
Wasn't that man the business elite who often attended various
business parties? His name seemed to be Mamn.
Wasn't it a famous professor? It seemed that he was studying the
language and literature, and he had also attended this kind of party.
This man seemed to be engaged in real estate. It was said that his listed
company had billions of assets.
It was an expert on cardiovascular disease! He was more than 60 years
old, but he still attended such a disgusting party to hurt children. What

was wrong with these people?
The netizens cursed angrily. As They found out the people who had
attended the banquet, saw the pictures of the children being bullied in
the video, watched those children kneeling on the ground and being
beaten, and were forced to bear the humiliation, the netizens were
extremely irritated.
At the very beginning, there might be some public opinion guiding them,
but this time, the video was so clear, in which the children were crying.
Some children were numb to endure these humiliations, and some
children even showed a flattering voice to please these adults.
These pictures hurt every netizens' heart.
The education in this country paid special attention to children. When it
came to children, the previous milk powder incident had been a big one,
and the last child's vaccine incident had also shocked the whole
country.
This time, there were so many powerful people attending this kind of
party to bully and hurt children. Everyone couldn't help lashing these
people on the Internet.
Some of those villains even had accounts on the Internet, which had
been occupied by the netizens' curses. Some of the people who
participated in the party had a reputation in the school or hospital, so
the netizens constantly called the numbers of the school or hospital to
attack them and ask why these schools and hospitals had hired such
immoral people!
Of course, the anger of the netizens could not be vented out
completely, because they found that although they were getting
angrier and angrier, the voice channels on the Internet were getting
fewer and the media was constantly deleting their topics, not allowing
them to continue discussing.
The members of the party were all rich and powerful, while the weaker
ones were professors and experts, who the netizens could find a way to
curse.
As for those more powerful people with billions of assets, they directly
closed their accounts and deleted the voice channels with their own
forces. As long as someone released the screenshots of the videos, the
account would be canceled in a few minutes and the post would also be
deleted.
However, the more they suppressed, the crazier the netizens became.
It seemed to be a seesaw war. Once the post was deleted, the netizens
would find another place to speak. The matter became more and more

serious. Not only did they not suppress the news, but also let everyone
gather in more and more places to criticize them.
The netizens went to various official accounts to report the
conscienceless behavior of these people, asking the government to deal
with this matter. As for the dozens of people in the video, the netizens
had already figured out their identities. They only hoped that these
people could be punished.
At this time, Wilson hadn't exposed the whole industry chain. He just
used public opinion to guide the netizens to expose the identity of the
people in the video.
Since they dared to do it, they could no longer keep their reputations.
Those powerful and influential figures behind them found that the
matter could not be suppressed anymore. They tried to guide the public
opinion and spread some hot news of stars everywhere, but the public
was very firm on this matter.
Normally, the netizens would forget the gossip of the stars soon, but
they would never give up on anything related to the children. The
matter lasted for two days, and everyone on the Internet was
clamoring that those people should be punished.
All of a sudden, the major Internet platforms set public opinion free
and stopped frantically deleting the topics. Netizens thought they had
won, but there was another public opinion on the Internet. Where did
these people come from to attend this kind of banquet? And who held
the banquet?
Finally, there were special voices to reveal that this kind of party had
lasted for a few years. Almost all the children in it were from an
orphanage, and there was a person who specially held the banquet.
The leading guy was actually the most shameless person.
Of course, the netizens also paid attention to the source of this matter.
They were guided by this kind of public opinion, trying to find the
person who held the banquet and let this person be punished.
Elsie asked Wilson when she saw that the public opinion was misguided
like this.
"They must push those people out as scapegoats. Since the matter can't
be suppressed, and there is no more important thing to cover the heat
of this matter recently, the people behind can only push out those
scapegoats. It almost comes to Chase Lawson. The next step is to guide
the netizens to find the specific orphanage. Hanson Lau is about to be
sacrificed by these people. Although he deserves it, those powerful
people at the banquet can't be punished at all."

Elsie said with reluctance.
"In the following public opinion war, they will fight against each other.
The weaker ones among them will be pushed out as scapegoats. Just
wait and see."
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Hearing Wilson's words, Elsie felt a little sad.
"I thought we would win if we showed all the evidence, but actually it
can only damage their reputation. Maybe they will find a more secret
party and a more secret place in the future, and they will continue their
unscrupulous behavior. These people will never be regretful, unless
they die, or they lose all their power and money."
Elsie hadn't been so dejected for a long time. She suddenly realized that
the victory she thought was not the final one.
Wilson understood Elsie's sadness. He comforted her.
"Those children are under age. According to the national law, this kind
of crime has severely broken the law. They are powerful enough to hire
the best lawyers, and they may not stay in the prison for long, but they
will certainly be punished."
Elsie didn't know much about the law. After all, she had been bullied
when she was underage. She didn't know the law could protect
underage children.
"That's good. I just hope they can be punished. However, their nature
can never be changed. Even if we save these children, they will go to
other places and hurt other children in the future."
Elsie was extremely sad. Wilson understood Elsie's feelings and felt
sorry for her. He also thought of Elsie's past.
"Since ancient times, brothels have never been extinct. There are
villains in every era, so there are always institutions to catch them in
every era. It used to be feudal officials, but now it is government. We
have no need to be sad. If you don't do anything, those children will
only be bullied more and more miserably. After this matter, you can
take care of the children in the orphanage. Persuade them to face the
future life again and help them to find a new way out. As for those
villains, they will certainly encounter a bigger storm one day, and they
will not be so safe over and over again. You can continue to keep an
eye on them. If there is really a new person who begins to hold such a
party again, let's find that place and continue to expose it."
"If that's the case, will you still stand by me?"

Elsie asked Wilson expectantly.
"Of course I will stand by you."
It seemed that there was no other choice. Elsie finally smiled at Wilson.
She was not an omnipotent person, and most of the time, she could do
few things about it.
As Wilson had expected, the public opinion war in the following days
immediately shifted the blame to Chase, saying that he was the chief
culprit who connected these orphanages with those powerful big shots.
He was regarded as a pimp.
Netizens began to pry into Chase's information. They got the news that
Chase was running a small company and adopted two children. The
children were also taken to the banquet by him and were bullied by all
kinds of people. Chase was cursed by all the netizens.
Not long after, Chase's past was exposed to the public. He used to be
the director of an orphanage, but a few years ago, the orphanage was
in a fire, and all the children died. He didn't take any responsibility.
Instead, he established a company and continued to live a peaceful life.
It was obvious that there was something abnormal about this kind of
thing. Almost all the hatred was vented on Chase. The public phone of
Chase's small company had been occupied.
As soon as the phone was connected, it was cursing.
On the next day, Chase's small company was directly smashed by angry
people. The employees of Chase's small company didn't dare to come
back to work, so they all resigned. Chase was now the public enemy.
And Chase's wife was also exposed. Millie Lawson abused the two
adopted children at home every day.
Chase had attracted almost all the netizens' anger, and finally the anger
exploded.
Chase had a hard time these days, but he didn't dare to resist too much.
Those powerful people were much more capable than him. If he dared
to fight back, the people behind him would throw him into the sea to
feed sharks. He could only endure it.
After the news about Chase was exposed, the director of the orphanage,
Hanson Lau, was also pushed out.
Everyone now knew which the orphanage was and knew that those
children being bullied had all come from this orphanage managed by
Hanson.
To this extent, the evidence was enough. The video of the children
being taken out of the orphanage and getting on the car was also
exposed on the internet. All kinds of official accounts of the

government began to post announcements that they would thoroughly
investigate this matter.
Things had become like this, and it seemed that it was almost over. The
members of the party who had been figured out all disappeared on the
Internet. They temporarily hid from the limelight, and many of them
were directly arrested by the police for further investigation.
As for those who were not powerful enough, such as the professors,
experts, or the boss of small companies, they were directly pushed out
as scapegoats. The professors were expelled from the school, and the
experts in the hospital were also fired, and they would never be hired
again.
However, this matter was not over. Not only Elsie, but also the angry
netizens knew that there were still so many powerful people behind
this. Perhaps they would soon escape punishment with the help of their
lawyers after some lawsuits.
This matter had caused a sensation on the Internet, but Elsie and
Wilson quietly came to the apartment where Chase was living
now.________________
Chapter 320 The History
After the news on the Internet was exposed, Chase was like a public
enemy. His current residence and company were all invaded. He didn't
dare to go back to these places, but finally checked in a suburban hotel.
He wore a mask every day and didn't dare to let anyone find him out.
He was living a miserable life here.
As long as the heat of the news was cooled down, he would leave here
immediately and then go abroad to start over.
Here he had become a public enemy, so there was no way to make a
comeback again. As long as he could be more patient, Sean would give
him a sum of money and let him leave. After all, he knew a lot about
Sean's handles.
However, when he was having lunch in his room today, someone was
knocking on the door all of a sudden.
At that moment, his vigilance told him that someone was coming to
catch him. Chase subconsciously wanted to jump out from the window,
but his room was on the 10th floor. Definitely, he couldn't jump down
from the 10th floor.
Chase decided not to open the door. His experience for so many years
told him that the visitors were not friendly.
However, Chase lived in a small hotel. Wilson just went to find the
owner with money and Chase's photos. He told the owner about

Chase's identity and his infamy on the Internet.
The owner got indignant. He gave the spare key to Wilson.
"Sir, I didn't know he is such a person. Don't worry. Just go to teach him
a lesson. This kind of person should be punished. I will take the
responsibility."
The owner of the hotel was righteous. Elsie smiled.
"We are just here to teach him a lesson. But don't worry. We won't let
your business be affected. We will take him out."
In the end, Wilson and Elsie opened the door of Chase's room with the
spare key.
The moment they opened the door, Chase was about to rush out, but
Wilson used to be a mercenary. He kicked Chase away to the ground.
Then, Elsie gave the prepared rope to Wilson. Wilson immediately tied
Chase up with several ropes.
It was true that Chase's face couldn't be exposed. Elsie put a black bag
on Chase's head. The hotel owner had led them to another hidden
road.
Wilson and Elsie threw Chase on the car in the parking lot. After getting
in the car, Elsie took off the black bag on Chase's head and the rag
covering his mouth.
At this moment, Chase finally found the woman who caught him was
Elsie. Such a little b*tch!
He and Elsie had met several times in the past one or two years. Every
time Elsie saw him, she would beat him up. Now he was caught by this
woman again. Thinking of Elsie's helper last time, and seeing the man
who had kicked him before, Chase asked in insufficient confidence.
"What do you want? I warn you never hurt me. I have backers."
Elsie couldn't help sneering.
"Chase Lawson, you should regret it. It seems that you have forgotten
how you bullied me before."
Looking at Elsie, Chase was reminded of Elsie's pretty face when she
was a child. He smiled obscenely.
"Of course I remember. I still remember that I pressed you on the bed,
and you have been flattering me just to get those apples..."
Chase even wasn't clear about the situation. He just couldn't endure
being caught by a woman again and again. He wanted to humiliate Elsie
verbally.
However, Wilson said coldly before Elsie responded.
"If you say one more word, I'll tear your mouth!"
The voice was full of viciousness. Chase had never been scared by a

person's voice like this. He took a look at Wilson and felt that this man
had a gloomy and cruel look.
"Why are you trembling? You seem to be so timid."
Elsie sneered beside Wilson.
"Do you think I care about the past? I tell you what, I only care about
the future. I was bullied by you at that time, but now, you are tied up
and have become my prisoner. You should worry about what will
happen to you later."
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Elsie smiled sweetly, but Chase shivered.
"What do you want me to do?"
He was not a fool. It was obvious that the two persons wanted to know
something from him, since they had taken him out.
He had relationships with many big shots over the years, and he knew
some secrets about them. Thinking of this, he smiled confidently again.
"I warn you. If you want to know any secrets from me, you'd better be
nice to me. Otherwise, I won't tell you anything. I'd rather die with
secrets than tell people like you. You should keep a good attitude if you
want me to help you."
At this point, this man still thought that they would be nice to him. Elsie
almost burst into laughter.
After driving for more than an hour, they came to a mountain area.
Wilson stopped the car, opened the door and dragged Chase out.
Elsie followed. The two of them took Chase to a hillside. It was quiet
around. There was no monitor here, and no passer-by. Chase began to
tremble again.
If he was killed in this place, no one would witness it.
"Teach him a good lesson."
Before Chase could say anything, Elsie said this to Wilson. Then she lay
down on the grass and began to sleep. She wanted to teach Chase a
lesson in person, but she was not as strong as Wilson. It was much
better to let Wilson beat this man up.
Besides, it hurt a lot to beat someone. Elsie just lay there, and soon she
heard all kinds of miserable screams. The screams lasted for about half
an hour or maybe an hour. Elsie almost fell asleep, while the weak
screams of Chase kept ringing in her ears.
When Elsie woke up, she found that Chase's face was covered with
blood. He curled up on the ground, shivering.

He is mad, absolutely mad...
Chase only felt that every move of Wilson was about to kill him, but he
didn't die every time. He could only bear the beating again and again.
This man seemed to know where the painful part was on his body, and
every move made him unbearably painful.
Seeing that Elsie was still looking at him when she woke up, Chase even
felt that this woman was like an angel, who was much more merciful
than the man. He cried and begged.
"What do you want me to do? I'll... I'll do it..."
"Are you sure you will tell the truth?"
Elsie sneered.
"Let me tell you something. This man beside me is good at killing. He
does all kinds of evils. If you don't tell me the truth honestly, we two
can only throw your corpse here. Believe me. People like me don't care
about what kind of life I will live in the future. Even if I died with you, I
would think I have earned a lot. Do you want to try it?"
After being beaten up by Wilson for more than an hour, all the fluke
and desire in Chase's mind had disappeared. He just subconsciously
surrendered, hoping that these two people would not torture him
anymore.
"My lady, just tell me what you want me to do. And Just ask me what
you want to know..."
The most depressing thing for Chase was that the two of them didn't
ask him any question or tell him what he should do, but just beat him
first, which made him almost dying. He didn't know what the two
needed.
Now he just hoped he was still useful for them, and could get rid of this
painful life as soon as possible.
He even felt he would be relieved if he just died. If he was beaten like
this again, he would really go crazy.
"Fine, listen well..."
Elsie finally opened her mouth.
"When you were still the director of the orphanage where I lived, more
than 40 children died in the fire overnight, but you survived. At last, you
even got a sum of money to start a small company."
As soon as Elsie said this, Chase trembled all over. Before he could
answer this question, Elsie laughed grimly.
"Don't challenge my patience. Tell me the answer honestly. Otherwise,
I will kick you in the chest. Don't worry. I won't kill you. I will keep you
alive and let you live like this. Isn't it good? Maybe you're capable

enough to win when you fight with other beggars for food..."
Chapter 321 Something Happens to Robert
Wilson rubbed his fists beside Elsie to threaten Chase.
If Chase dared to play any tricks, Wilson would beat him up again.
Chase had just finished struggling. Sean was not his family, so there was
no need for him to die for him. Anyway, it seemed that he could not
escape today. He just would like to take someone to die with him
together.
Chase took a deep breath and told them about the history.
"Sean is completely a freak. He used to play with those children at that
time. He did too much, and those children often came back with
wounds all over their bodies. Two of them couldn't bear it so they just
killed themselves when they came back. One day, he came to the
orphanage with a crazy look, and asked two children to play with him.
He was too crazy at that time. He even stabbed the two children to
death with a knife in front of other children. All the children were
screaming. It was impossible to hide this matter. He was probably too
crazy. He asked his men to take the children into a room and then set a
fire. All those children died in the fire..."
"Of course, I helped him. He threatened me, and I also threatened him.
Then he gave me a sum of money, and I had a business relationship
with him. I found Hanson Lau for him again. Hanson Lau was the
director of another orphanage, who was as greedy as me. We built a
new profit chain, and held the hidden party, which lasted for many
years..."
After Chase finished this word, he might finally realize something.
"You spread the news on the Internet, didn't you? Sean has a powerful
backer, not like me!"
Chase laughed complacently. He seemed to think that Elsie and this
man would fight against Sean one day. It would be an interesting thing
if the two sides bite each other.
"Since you can threaten him, you must have some evidence."
Wilson asked. Since Chase had known such a critical secret of Sean, and
Sean still let Chase go, it only meant that Chase had something on Sean,
so Sean didn't dare to irritate Chase.
"I have copied the surveillance videos of the scenes. As long as Sean
dares to attack me, I will expose these surveillance videos to the
enemies of the Poole family."
"Where are the surveillance videos now? Give me one copy. "
Elsie said without hesitation. Sean had killed so many children. The

law-based society needed the evidence. Otherwise, she would have
tied Sean up and thrown him into the sea to feed the sharks.
Then, after Chase was beaten up again, he had no choice but to tell her
the place where he put the videos.
It turned out that one copy of the videos was kept by Chase's good
friend. As long as Chase was attacked, his good friend would spread the
videos. Elsie and Wilson took Chase to get the copy in person.
They checked the videos on the computer and found that it was indeed
the live video of Sean killing children. Although it was a little blurry, it
could be seen that it was clearly Sean Poole.
The scene of the murder was shocking enough.
Wilson and Elsie had already had the evidence of Chase buying, selling,
and beating children. They sent Chase directly to the police station.
With the evidence, Chase would be punished by the law.
Then, they exposed the videos of Sean's murder on the Internet.
The heat of this matter was about to be dissipated on the internet, but
now it was another storm.
Sean had a strong background, both in the political world and business
world, and he was the youngest son of the Poole family who had always
been favored, so Sean had nothing to fear these years.
However, after the videos were exposed, the resentment of the
netizens could not be suppressed at all.
Wilson and Elsie also found someone on the Internet to expose the
cause of the fire in the orphanage. To cover his crime, Sean Poole had
locked those children up in a room and set them on fire.
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No one could forgive this kind of crime. All the official accounts claimed
that Sean Poole should be punished severely.
When Sean was about to go abroad by plane with his fake passport, he
was stopped at the airport by Wilson and his men. And then he was
sent to the police station.
Now, even the Poole family didn't dare to save their unpromising son
this time.
The Poole family was not omnipotent and powerful enough to fight
against the government. With evidence and witness, and the crime of
killing so many children, no one dared to challenge the anger of the
netizens.
Those netizens even hoped the whole Poole family would be punished

together.
This matter seemed to come to an end.
Georgia had witnessed all the progress of this matter on the Internet.
Wilson and Elsie had also told her all their plans. Georgia was also
happy when she knew that Sean had met his doom.
Georgia had been in Los Angeles for the past two or three days.
Originally, she came to see Aston's aunt, but after they arrived, Aston's
aunt still didn't wake up. Georgia could only stay in Los Angeles for
more days.
There was also a branch of SY Group in Los Angeles, so Georgia went
there to have a look.
Actually, what she wanted to do most was to do experiments now.
Aston was a nice man. During the day, he would take Georgia to several
universities in Los Angeles to meet some experts in this field. Life was
not boring. Georgia could even use the lab of those universities to do
the experiments she had planned before.
However, if Aston's aunt still couldn't wake up, Georgia thought she
should go back to work at MU Research Institute.
Anyway, it would take her so much time to go back by plane. She could
take the plane back immediately whenever Aston's aunt woke up.
That night, Georgia came to find Aston and decided to discuss her
return with him.
"Doctors are also not sure when your aunt will wake up. I have met
many scholars these days. They have inspired me a lot. I think I can't
waste time here. I wanna go back to work at MU first. If your aunt
wakes up, I will come here immediately."
Aston didn't want to force Georgia to stay here. He just thought that his
aunt would wake up soon. If Georgia stayed here, she could see
Georgia as soon as she woke up.
However, his aunt had never woken up since she woke up last time.
Aston was also a little anxious.
"You are right. When she wakes up again, I will call you. Please come
here as soon as I call you."
The two of them reached an agreement. When Georgia was about to
leave, she suddenly received a call from Elsie.
Elsie's voice on the phone sounded a little flustered.
"Georgia, something happened to Robert."_____
Chapter 322 He Died
Georgia was stunned by Elsie's words. She then asked in a hurry.
"Something happened to Robert? What happened?"

Elsie said in a hoarse voice.
"He just had a car accident. His car burned, and the people inside died
on the spot."
All of a sudden, Georgia felt that the whole world was spinning around.
Elsie's words seemed to be blurry in her ears. She seemed to have
entered a suspended world. She seemed to be dreaming, and the
surroundings were all fake.
"Georgia, what's wrong with you?"
"Do you need me to call the doctor?"
"Are you okay? What happened?"
…
It seemed to be Aston's voice, or maybe Robert's voice. Georgia felt
that her head was about to explode. She opened her eyes in confusion,
but felt that Robert was saying farewell to her.
"No, no..."
Georgia shouted, but she seemed to be unable to get rid of this
nightmare.
In her dream, she saw Robert die in a big fire, and she saw Robert have
a car accident with blood all over his head.
No matter how hard she struggled and ran, she couldn't save Robert.
She could only watch Robert suffer in the fire.
She could do nothing but watch a truck hit Robert's car. The dream
went on and on. She seemed to be trapped in it and couldn't get rid of
it.
Later, she felt that her body was too heavy to move, and her eyelids
seemed also to be too heavy.
She knew that she should wake up from the nightmare, but she just
couldn't open her eyes.
Her throat seemed very dry. She tried to open her eyes countless times,
but she could only hear all kinds of strange sounds around her.
After a long time, she finally opened her eyes slowly in a dark room.
The smell of disinfectant filled her nose. Georgia tried to find the switch
to turn on the light.
She didn't know where she touched, but the light in the room was on
immediately.
She took a look and found that she was lying in a ward. There was only
her in the room.
Georgia just woke up. She was so confused that she didn't know where
she was and what had happened to her before. She was just thinking
about this matter in a daze.

Soon, a doctor and nurse came in.
"Miss Lane, how are you feeling? Do you still feel uncomfortable?"
Hearing the doctor's question in English, Georgia was reminded that
she was in America now. She seemed to have been talking to Aston
about her return, but what happened later?
Georgia suddenly felt a splitting headache. The doctor was holding a
stethoscope and listening to her heartbeat.
All of a sudden, she thought of something and screamed harshly. Seeing
the anxious faces of the doctor and nurse, Georgia was looking for
something crazily.
She asked in English.
"Where is my phone? Where is my phone?"
The nurses and doctors were frightened by her. They kept explaining
that she had a fever and had been in a coma for a whole day. She was
in poor health, so she should stay calm. They would help her to find her
phone.
However, Georgia had gone crazy. She was like a crazy woman,
questioning the doctor why he didn't give her phone to her, and why he
kept hiding her phone.
The doctors and nurses were almost driven crazy by her. Suddenly, the
door of the ward was opened and Georgia saw Aston come in.
"Georgia, calm down. Don't do this."
Tears streamed down Georgia's face when she heard Aston's voice. She
looked at Aston coming over, and her voice was full of fear and anxiety.
"Tell me. What had happened before I passed out? Is that true? Did
someone play a trick on me?"
"Georgia, calm down. Robert must hope you to live well, instead of
losing your mind and hurting yourself like this."
Aston's words broke Georgia's heart. She shouted with anger and
hopelessness.
"Shut up! shut up! Give me my phone. I don't believe any word of you!
I'm gonna ask them who is lying to me! He said he would never leave
me. I have his words... "
Georgia didn't believe what Elsie said. She felt like she had a nightmare,
but the fear in her heart was gradually destroying her.
Aston sighed at Georgia and gave Georgia her phone.
"Anyway, you're a mother. You will be strong and nothing can defeat
you, right?"
Trembling, Georgia took over the phone. She wasn't that strong. She
thought what Aston said was false. She was a fragile person, and she

didn't want to be strong anymore.
If the result of being strong was to lose the people she loved, she would
rather not be so strong.
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With the phone in her hand, Georgia dialed the number with her
trembling fingers. Instead of calling Elsie, she directly called Robert.
No one answered the phone. Georgia called again, but still, no one
answered.
Those nightmares seemed to be coming back.
Like the heavy snow in winter, it instantly covered Georgia's heart. She
did not give up and continued to call Robert.
The phone was finally connected, but it was the voice of Sierra Moon.
"Miss Lane, I think you have known what happened to Robert. His
funeral will be held the day after tomorrow. Since you have called him
so many times, you should care about Robert. Then come back and say
the last farewell to him."
The phone in Georgia's hand dropped to the ground with a loud thud.
What had been covering her before finally showed its true face.
It turned out that those dreams were true. He left her without even
leaving a word.
Georgia's heart seemed to be completely empty. She held her knees
and burst into tears.
How could he leave her? He even pestered her to get the marriage
certificate. He sweet talked her. He also promised that the two of them
would be together forever. He also asked her to trust him and to focus
on her own business.
Just in a flash, he had destroyed all his promises. She shouldn't have
trusted him. She should have intervened in this matter long ago.
She shouldn't blindly believe that Robert would solve this matter well.
She trusted him so much, but what did that man bring to her? It was his
funeral.
Georgia felt as if a knife were piercing her heart. She just stayed in the
hospital for a whole day. She didn't want to hear or do anything. Her
mind was completely empty.
If she didn't know clearly that she was the mother of a six-year-old girl,
she would have killed herself to go with him.
"Robert Simpson, why didn't you protect yourself well? Annie is still
angry. She is angry with you because you ignored her and picks Wesley

up every day. Annie loves you so much. Do you know that? If you leave
like this, Annie will be angry with you all her life. She will grow up, but
she may suffer for a lifetime. How can you do this to Annie?"
"We have known each other for a long time, but we haven't lived a
happy life yet. You can't leave me now. I tell you what! I won't wait for
you anymore. I will find handsome men one after another. Do you want
it? You even won't be easy in heaven. It's you who break your promise
first. I hate you. I hate you..."
Georgia just kept murmuring like this for a long time.
She found that the door of her ward was opened. She thought it would
be Aston who came in, but it was someone she didn't expect.
Vanessa walked in. She looked at Georgia worriedly.
"Vanessa, why are you here?"
Georgia blurted out desperately, tears streaming down her face.
Vanessa didn't say anything. Instead, she walked over and held Georgia
in her arms. Georgia burst into tears again.
When Georgia stopped crying, Vanessa began to explain.
"Elsie called me. She said that she and Wilson have to stay at home to
take care of Annie, so she couldn't come here to see you. She asked me
to come here to take care of you. She was worried that you would feel
lonely here. She was afraid that you would be depressed because of
Robert's accident."
"Thank you, Vanessa."
Georgia choked with sobs. She had already been exhausted. Now she
didn't want to do anything. She had been destroyed by sadness. She
had forgotten all her thoughts, and even didn't want to move.
It seemed that only in this way could her empty heart feel better.
"I know your sadness, but Robert's funeral will be held the day after
tomorrow. I've booked a ticket for you. Go back home with me. Don't
you want to say the last farewell to him?"
Georgia nodded with tears in her eyes. She knew that she should return
home, but she was just too weak now. She couldn't think about
anything. She didn't know she should book the ticket and go home.
Since Vanessa came, Vanessa helped her to put on her clothes and then
take her out of the hospital.
Vanessa had told her that they would take a private plane at the airport
and come back home tomorrow morning. Georgia didn't do anything
and just let Vanessa prepare everything.
But Georgia left, Aston came to find her.
"I won't come back now. Georgia, take good care of yourself. You still

have a bright future in your life. Don't get yourself destroyed here."
Georgia just nodded blankly. She couldn't care so much about Aston's
request or work anymore. Those things were not important now.
She just wanted to see Robert for the last time, to ask him why he could
be so heartless, and why he suddenly left her like this. She wanted to
ask him if he felt tired and did not want to make a choice between her
and Sierra.
She had too many questions in her mind that she could hardly hear the
people's talking around her.
Later, Aston sent Georgia and Vanessa to the airport.
After he sent them to the airport, Georgia and Vanessa took the private
plane back home. Seeing the plane leave, Aston sighed in sorrow. Then
he turned around and called Kayden.
"Georgia has gone back with her friend. Kayden, are they in the hotel
now? I'm coming to you. Let's go to a place later."
Kayden agreed.
"I'm in the hotel now. I'm waiting for you."
After hanging up the phone, Aston called his mother.
Chapter 323 Aston's Sudden Proposal
"My son, you won't call me if you don't need my help, will you?"
Laurie Powell, Aston's mother, was a humorous woman. She asked with
a smile on the phone.
"Are you free now? I'm gonna take my girlfriend to meet you. I want
her to be my wife. I hope you can bless us."
"Really? Are you kidding me?"
Aston's mother asked excitedly. She had been urging her son to get
married, hoping that he could find a wife and give birth to her grandson
as soon as possible.
Aston always had no interest in this matter. Then he finally had a
girlfriend. She had been wishing to see her future daughter-in-law.
However, Aston had never asked her to meet his girlfriend. Now her
son even took the initiative to invite her, which really overjoyed her.
"I'm not kidding. Just come to meet her. Let's meet at the place where
we always meet. I want a wedding, and I want her to be my wife as
soon as possible."
There was a hint of sweetness and yearning in Aston's tone. He didn't
even notice it, but Aston's mother did.
It seemed that her son really found a girl he loved this time.
"Wait a minute. Let me prepare well. I'll be there soon."
After hanging up the phone, Aston's mother, Laurie, began to dress

herself up.
After all, she was going to see her future daughter-in-law, so she had to
do a good hairstyle and put on makeup. She couldn't let her future
daughter-in-law think that she had no good taste.
Laurie dressed herself up passionately. She was more than 40 years old,
but well maintained. If she wore some clothes for the younger women,
she might look like a woman only in her thirties.
After she prepared well, Laurie asked the driver to get ready.
Carr Powell, Aston's father who had just come back home, asked
curiously.
"Where are you going at this time? It's almost evening."
"I have an appointment with my friend. I'm leaving now. Bye."
After saying that, Laurie went out with a complacent smile on her face.
Carr felt that his wife was a little different today, but his wife never told
him what she was going to do.
Carr Powell had to go back to his study and continued to read the
documents he hadn't finished today.
On the other side, Aston had already driven to the hotel. He called
Kayden and asked her to go to the parking lot.
He might be a little impulsive to take Kayden to see his mother, not
only because Kayden had already agreed on this matter, but also
because he had seen what had happened between Georgia and Robert.
The two of them had gone through so much hardship together and the
bright future was about to come, but the accident happened all of a
sudden.
It was not easy for them to meet again, and there was even another
woman beside Robert. Aston knew that these two people would never
break up, but he did not expect that the relationship between these
two people would come to an end because of the death of Robert.
At that moment, seeing that Georgia was suffering like that, Aston felt
extremely panic.
He couldn't help but think of himself. If he left this world, or if Kayden
left this world, he might be more devastated than Georgia.
He had lived for nearly 30 years, and it was the first time that he loved
a woman so much. If Kayden left him, it seemed that his whole world
would be in darkness.
Originally, he had wanted to take Kayden to meet his parents after his
aunt woke up, but Aston couldn't wait any longer now. He wanted to
get married immediately and become the legal husband of Kayden.
No one in the world knew what would happen next, so everyone should

cherish what they had now. He had to cherish every day of his life, try
his best to love the one he wanted to cherish, and do what he wanted
to do. He couldn't leave any regret for himself.
That was why he wanted to take Kayden to see his mother. When he
saw Kayden walk out of the elevator and walk towards the car, Aston
smiled.
Fortunately, he was luckier than Georgia, and the person he loved was
still alive.
Kayden opened the door and got in.
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"It's getting dark. Where are we going?"
"To meet someone."
Aston only said this, but Kayden had known his meaning.
She knew that Aston cared about his mother's attitude the most. It
seemed that he was going to take her to see his mother.
The two chatted in the car. Kayden asked with concern.
"Did you send Georgia and her friend to the airport? How is Georgia? Is
she still so sad? Has she shown any reactions to the people around
her?"
"She's fine. Vanessa took good care of her."
Fortunately, Vanessa was trusted by Georgia. She could take good care
of Georgia. After returning home, Georgia still had other friends, and
her daughter was still there. At that time, she might gradually recover.
"Really? Miss Lane is so unfortunate. I hope she can recover soon."
After saying that, Kayden sighed secretly.
She wanted to do it herself, but she hadn't done anything yet.
Something naturally happened to Robert and Georgia.
Well, her goal was still Casey Allen, and that was the most important
thing at the moment.
Anyway, Robert was dead. She had no need to get involved in this
matter.
After driving for a while, Aston stopped the car in front of a hotel.
Aston parked the car and then took Kayden to the elevator.
Finally, the two of them came to a luxury suite.
"You should tell me who I'm gonna meet."
Kayden smiled. Aston handed a gift to her.
"It's my mother. This is a gift for her. I prepared it for you. A jade
bracelet in it. Take it and send her as a gift. Actually, my mother never

cares about these useless rules, but I think you should send her a gift
the first time you meet her. Let's go in."
Kayden nodded. A beautiful middle-aged woman was sitting inside. Her
eyes were focused. When she saw Aston and Kayden come in, she
showed a big smile.
"Finally, you are here. Son, is this my future daughter-in-law? She is so
beautiful and elegant."
Kayden gave Aston's mother a shy smile. She should be polite on such
an occasion.
"Mom, this is my girlfriend. Her name is Kayden. I love her very much. I
have made up my mind to let her be my wife. I hope you can bless us."
"Great. I just hope you can get married as soon as possible and give
birth to my grandson. Kayden, right? I like you very much. This is the
gift for you."
Laurie turned around and took out a box. She opened the box and it
was a whole set of the emerald necklace.
The emerald rings, earrings, and bracelets looked gorgeous. Kayden
hurriedly gave her the gifts prepared by Aston.
"Auntie, this is the gift for you. I hope you will like it."
They greeted each other and sent gifts. Then Laurie, Aston's mother,
smiled at Aston.
"You suddenly called me out and then let me meet my future
daughter-in-law. Now tell me what else do you want. Son, I know you
well. You always make plans before you move. Have you set the
wedding date? I will definitely present at that time."
Kayden was completely surprised because Aston suddenly knelt down
in front of her.
"Kayden, I think I should make a proposal. Today, in the witness of my
mother, I swear to you that you are my beloved wife all my life. You are
the princess and I am the knight. I will stand by your side forever to
take care of you all my life, and to protect you no matter what
happens... Kayden, are you willing to marry me?"________
Chapter 324 Unacceptable Death
Speaking of this, Aston opened a small red velvet box in his hand, in
which there was a diamond ring.
Laurie, Aston's mother, smiled in relief, while Kayden was shocked. She
didn't expect that Aston not only took her there to see his mother but
he also prepared to propose here.
The man looked at her expectantly, with undisguised love in his eyes.
Kayden knew that Aston was extremely simple in love. He would do it

without reservation once he loved anyone.
Sometimes she felt guilty. She had taken advantage of a good man. She
often thought that she shouldn't hurt Aston's heart, so she tried her
best to be good to this man. When she got rid of this matter and left
him, she would feel less guilty.
However, she didn't expect that the two of them would make such
rapid progress, and she didn't expect that Aston would propose
directly.
Aston's mother was watching there. Kayden had no choice but to hold
back her thoughts. Finally, Kayden smiled and reached out her hand.
At last, Aston put the ring on her finger.
Later, they went downstairs to have a meal. Aston's mother had always
been kind to her, which made Kayden feel more guilty. She felt like she
had entered a whirlpool, unable to get rid of it, and unable to find the
right direction to get out.
Then Aston and his mother said goodbye, and the two got in the car
again and were about to go home. Finally Aston asked.
"You look a little absent-minded tonight. Did my proposal scare you?
Kayden, I hope we can prepare for the wedding as soon as possible. I
have discussed this matter with my mother. I have broken away from
the Powell family, so at that time, we don't need to hold a grand
wedding. We can hold a small wedding party and invite some close
friends of mine. It's my birthday several days later. Let's register for
marriage on that day. What do you think?"
It was the first time that Kayden felt flustered. In the past, she had
always been confident and easy in front of Aston.
Anyway, this love would be destroyed sooner or later, but Aston's love
for her progressed too fast. If she agreed to marry him, it seemed that
this matter could no longer be stopped.
She couldn't take the position of his wife. Kayden didn't answer his
question for a while. Aston asked nervously again.
"Am I too anxious? But I think it is more meaningful to hold our
wedding on my birthday. Kayden, are you not prepared for the
marriage?"
Kayden nodded after thinking for a while.
"I don't think I'm ready yet. Can you wait a little longer? Don't be so
impatient."
Aston was a little disappointed when he heard Kayden's words.
He had been observing Kayden's expression. Somehow, he felt
extremely flustered, as if something was out of his control.

Georgia arrived at the airport in the morning. She took a flight of more
than four hours.
Even though she had arrived at the airport, Georgia was still immersed
in her own world.
After leaving the airport, when Georgia and Vanessa got into the car,
she was finally woken up by a familiar voice.
She raised her head and saw Travis's concerned look.
Did Travis also come to pick her up at the airport? Georgia finally
realized this.
"Georgia, I know you feel bad, but it already happened. I know you
can't go out of it now, but you're gonna see Annie later. You have to
cheer up. Annie has been crying these days. They didn't tell you this
before, because they were afraid that you would be more anxious. Now
you are going home, and will see Annie later. You have to comfort her.
She is scared now."
Georgia nodded in a daze. There seemed to be someone talking in her
ears all the time. Only when Travis mentioned Annie did she focus a
little bit.
However, Georgia lost herself again after that. She felt extremely tired.
Her heart seemed to be empty and without a bottom. Everything could
make her fear.
But she couldn't fall asleep either. It seemed that as soon as she closed
her eyes, Robert's bloody face would appear in front of her eyes.
She didn't dare to sleep. She still couldn't believe that Robert had really
left her and his funeral would be held tomorrow.
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Georgia didn't want to believe it. After returning to the villa, Georgia
was helped out of the car by Vanessa. The moment the door was
opened, Georgia saw Annie rushing towards her.
"Mom... I miss you so much... I miss you so much..."
Annie burst into tears. Georgia squatted down and hugged her
daughter. She patted her daughter's back and didn't know how to
comfort her. Her heart seemed to be empty. When she spoke, she even
didn't know if she was in a dream or in the real world.
"Mommy, did Daddy really leave us? Is it true? I don't believe it. Let's
go to see Dad now... Okay? I don't believe what Auntie Elsie said, nor
what Uncle Wilson said. I only believe you... Tell me. How is Dad? He
must want to see us. He must be waiting for me, right?"

Annie's words finally brought Georgia back to earth. She looked at her
daughter's crying face. Thinking that she only had Annie now and that
man had left her ruthlessly, Georgia held Annie and cried bitterly.
Georgia didn't answer. She just cried with her daughter. At this
moment, Annie seemed to understand everything. She held her mother
and cried miserably.
"Mom... I want Dad... I want Dad. Why doesn't dad come to see me?
Why didn't mom lie to me? Why didn't mom lie to me?"
Annie cried as hard as Georgia.
Georgia seemed to be unable to speak. She couldn't cheer up to
comfort her daughter. She couldn't know how to comfort her daughter.
She could tell Annie that It didn't matter. It was not a big deal for her
father to leave. How could she say such words?
Originally, Annie had too much regret and anger for her father. But now,
the person who made her angry and missed left inexplicably. Annie was
extremely regretful now.
She didn't smile or kiss her father when she saw him last time. She cried
so sadly.
Later, the mother and daughter cried like this, and no one else could
cheer them up.
Vanessa had no choice but to lift Annie up, while Elsie held Georgia's
hand.
It would only make them sadder to let the mother and daughter be
together.
They had thought that Georgia would come back to comfort her
daughter, but now it seemed that she could not cheer up at all. They
could only separate the mother and daughter.
Vanessa took Annie to a bedroom alone.
"Annie, we are both here. Didn't Annie always stay with us when she
didn't have a Daddy? We won't leave you. It's just that Dad can't talk to
you anymore, but he loves you all the time and will look forward to
Annie's happiness. Annie, don't be sad, okay?"
"Mom, but I want to talk to Dad. I want to hug him. I want to apologize
to Dad. I shouldn't ignore him. I want dad to kiss me and hug me, but
he can't do these things anymore..."
Annie began to cry again. Vanessa could only accompany Annie and let
Annie cry.
In the bedroom on the other side, Georgia was just sitting on the bed,
lost in thought. She could only hear the sounds from the outside world
occasionally, as if she could just sit there silently until the end of the

world.
"Georgia, I know you are sad now and I also know that what I'm saying
will hurt your heart. But Robert died in a car accident. Although the
police found that it was indeed an accident, don't you think that he was
killed by someone? How could someone like him die in an accident? I
know you are sad and you can't cheer up, but you have to avenge him.
Can you just accept his death like that?"
Elsie's words were like a heavy hammer, instantly smashing Georgia's
chaotic heart into pieces.
Yes, Robert told her that he was going to do something and he had told
her to trust him.
But now, Robert had a car accident and passed away, which could only
prove that someone had been trying to kill Robert.
"Elsie, where is Robert's body? I want to see Robert for the last time."
Georgia suddenly came to her senses and held Elsie's hand tightly.
Chapter 325 He Won't Leave Her
Georgia's anxious look made Elsie more worried.
"Georgia, you can't see him."
Elsie sighed.
"Robert had a car accident. That car burned on the spot, and his body
was burnt to ashes..."
Elsie couldn't continue. She was afraid that it would hurt Georgia's
heart and make her more desperate.
"Do you mean that I can't see Robert for the last time?"
Georgia's lips trembled and tears fell down.
She didn't want to believe it. She didn't believe that Robert had really
died.
She always felt that she was still dreaming.
"Georgia, it will be his funeral tomorrow. Go to say goodbye to him for
the last time... No matter how sad you are, you still have Annie and
your beloved career. You will come out of it sooner or later. We will be
with you. Sister is also here, and everyone will be with you."
"He's fine. He said he wouldn't leave me."
Georgia suddenly looked at Elsie and said in a firm tone.
"You said there was no Robert's body, and you said Robert was burned.
I don't believe it. He must still be alive."
Georgia's empty eyes suddenly turned bright. She wished she could go
to find Wilson right away and ask him about Robert's car accident.
However, Elsie felt that Georgia had mental problems because of the
huge blow.

Elsie felt that Georgia didn't want to trust the truth anymore. Georgia
seemed to be living in a fantasy.
"Georgia, have a good rest first. We should go to the funeral
tomorrow."
Elsie sighed. She was afraid that the death of Robert would irritate
Georgia once she mentioned it once more.
"I'm gonna find Wilson and Travis. I wanna make the matter clear. As
you said, if Robert really died in the car accident, there must be a
murderer behind it. I don't believe that Robert didn't know someone
was against him. He also told me that he knew there was someone
behind Sierra Moon. He said he would do something recently and asked
me not to worry about him. I trust him..."
After saying that, Georgia stood up. Before Elsie could react, Georgia
rushed to the door and opened it.
When she walked into the living room, Wilson and Travis were sitting
on the sofa. The two of them looked serious. Seeing Georgia come over,
Travis asked worriedly.
"Georgia, you have taken a long trip. You must be very tired. You'd
better have a rest first. Let's talk about it later, okay?"
Georgia knew that Travis was worried about her health, but she
couldn't wait any longer. She looked at Wilson.
"Tell me how much do you know about Robert's car accident? Are you
suspecting anyone? Have you found any clue about the murderer
behind the scene?"
Georgia asked nervously. She wished she could find out all the truth
about the car accident right away.
Somehow, she firmly believed that Robert hadn't died yet. She always
felt that the last time when they met, Robert had a hidden meaning in
his words. She didn't want to believe that this man had left her like this.
"Georgia, we just suspect that Robert's car accident was a plan, but so
far, we haven't found any clues. This car accident may also be an
accident. Don't build too many hopes."
Georgia nodded while sobbing.
"Even so, I should catch any clues. You said that after the car accident,
the car directly burned. There must be only burned corpses in the car.
To identify the corpse, we must do DNA identification. From what you
said, you have identified it, right?"
Travis nodded slightly. He didn't dare to look into Georgia's eyes. He
didn't want to see Georgia being so sad for another man.
"There is no other evidence to prove that the person in the car accident

is not Robert."
Wilson said.
"But the face of the dead body is not clear. What if someone faked the
identification? I don't believe that Robert would be easily set up like
this. He is so smart. He knew that someone has been against him
secretly. I don't believe that he was not prepared."
Travis felt a little sad when he heard what Georgia said.
"Georgia, I know you can't accept the fact, but we have checked the
surveillance video. Robert did drive that car away. We can't make sure
if he got out of the car halfway, it was also hard to fake the
identification after that. It would take a lot of effort. We have also
checked it. There was little chance for him to do that."
Everyone thought that Georgia was just unwilling to accept the fact
that Robert was dead, but Georgia was very clear that Robert was not
such a person who could be easily set up.
Robert had only been injured a few times. It was also because Robert
had to protect her.
In fact, when she was not a weakness for him, few people could hurt
him.
"Wilson, do you also think that it is Robert's body? Can't it be someone
else?"
"Miss Lane, of course it might happen, but it can't be verified. We can't
check his body. Since Robert died in the accident, almost all the people
in the Simpson family have been following Sierra Moon's orders.
Robert's secretaries and assistants are now also listening to Sierra, so
we can't interfere too much."
Wilson's words made Travis worried.
If Georgia couldn't accept Robert's death, Travis was really afraid that
Georgia would deceive herself like this for the rest of her life.
"Robert's funeral will be held tomorrow. I don't believe that he would
leave Annie and me like this. I will go to the funeral. I want to see what
Sierra will do at Robert's funeral."
After hearing what Georgia said, Travis immediately comforted her.
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"I'll go with you tomorrow. Everyone in the D City will watch Robert's
funeral. At that time, many reporters will be there to take photos. We
must be careful."
Georgia nodded slightly and immersed herself in her own world again.

Since now she had believed that Robert didn't die, Georgia felt that her
empty and desperate heart seemed to have recovered a little.
Tomorrow, she would like to see how many people would show up
after Robert died.
Because of this guess, Georgia kept hopes. She said goodbye to Wilson
and Travis and then came to Annie's room.
Vanessa was accompanying Annie in the ward. Annie was sleeping
because of tiredness after crying. Seeing Georgia come in, Vanessa
asked in a low voice.
"Georgia, Come in. Annie is sleeping."
Georgia nodded. She gently closed the door and sat on the edge of the
bed, watching Annie.
There were still tears on Annie's face. She must be extremely sad just
now. Georgia felt guilty. She didn't comfort her daughter well.
This was her dearest daughter. No matter Robert was alive or dead, she
had to protect her daughter well.
Georgia looked at Vanessa and said to her.
"Vanessa, you have also taken a long trip to take me back from America.
You must be tired. Go to have a rest. I'll stay with Annie."
"But you look pale."
Vanessa was a little worried. Georgia was in poor mental condition. She
was worried that Georgia couldn't take care of Annie.
However, Georgia smiled at Vanessa to comfort her.
"I'm gonna sleep here with Annie. Vanessa, don't worry. I won't do
anything stupid. I just want to stay with Annie. Only when I sleep with
Annie can I feel a little relieved. When Annie wakes up and sees me
here, she will be happy, too."
Georgia's words convinced Vanessa. She stood up and said gently.
"Then you just stay here with Annie. I will ask them not to bother you
and Annie. If you feel hungry later, I will cook for you. You can't let your
stomach suffer a lot even at the midnight."
Georgia kept nodding. After Vanessa left, Georgia lowered her head
and kissed Annie on the cheek.
She took off her clothes, got into bed and lay beside Annie. At this
moment, her empty heart seemed to have a place to rest.
She still had a daughter. She couldn't be afraid of the difficulties, nor
could she be desperate.
If her guess was right and Robert didn't die, she should cheer up these
days.
Robert pretended to be killed in this way. Maybe Robert needed her to

do something.
Even in the worst case, even if Robert really died, she also needed to
avenge Robert.
Georgia didn't believe that it was just an accident. The person behind it
didn't just want to cause a car accident.
After Robert's funeral tomorrow, all sorts of people would show up. At
that time, she could distinguish the traitor from the crowd.
Georgia thought about the plan later. She slowly closed her eyes and
fell asleep beside Annie.
Vanessa came here secretly several times. She felt relieved when she
saw Georgia and Annie were really sleeping peacefully. Then she came
to the living room and sat down.
"Don't worry. Georgia is sleeping beside Annie. She looks much better
now. It's such a big blow to her, so we can't force her to cheer up. We
should accompany her more. After a while, she will be able to return to
normal."
After Vanessa finished her words, Travis sighed.
"Georgia thought the car accident was fake, and Robert was still alive.
That's why she can cheer herself up. It's also possible. I'm just afraid
that if Robert really died, Georgia might suffer a huge blow again. She
can't cheer herself up again at that time."
Vanessa was a little surprised. She didn't expect that this was the
reason for Georgia to cheer up.
"Then what should we do? What if Robert really died in the car
accident?
I just hope it's a trick, or someone saved him, or it's a play planned by
himself. But now it seems that we can't make it clear."
Both Vanessa and Travis were worried about this matter. The two of
them were worried that Georgia couldn't cheer herself up again after
she knew that Robert really died.
Elsie and Wilson, on the contrary, didn't show too much worry on their
faces.
"I think people like Robert couldn't just be killed like this. He couldn't
die in a car accident. Maybe Georgia's guess is right."
Wilson also kept the same attitude as Elsie's.
"The dead body in the car was directly burned. We can't identify it. All
the news is from Robert's men. It's the funeral tomorrow. We can
watch those people carefully and maybe we can know the truth."
When they were discussing this matter, Vanessa's phone suddenly
rang.

"Sorry, I have to answer a phone call."
Vanessa went to the balcony to answer the phone call.
Chapter 326 Sam Chow
"I've just arrived at the airport. I'll be there soon. Vanessa, I'm here
with our son. We three will reunite soon."
There was a hint of excitement in Alfred Chow's voice. He didn't want
Vanessa to leave. Vanessa was getting along well with him now. She
had forgotten everything. The two of them got closer and closer to
each other. This was the happiest time in Alfred's life.
He didn't plan to take Vanessa back to D City. Alfred would rather stay
in G City or live in other countries for the rest of his life.
However, Georgia was Vanessa's best friend. Since Robert died in an
accident now, he couldn't stop Vanessa from meeting Georgia.
So when Vanessa went to America, he just sent many bodyguards to
protect her. He had been occupied by something else at that time.
The Chow family was in turmoil. He had to deal with all the troubles
before coming to find Vanessa.
Fortunately, it didn't take him much time to deal with those matters.
He quickly handled the turmoil and immediately bought a ticket to D
City.
"Why did you bring Sam here? He's just a kid. Is there anything wrong
with him?"
Although she said so, Vanessa was a little excited.
She hadn't seen her son for days. She also missed her son very much.
The son of Vanessa and Alfred was named Sam Chow. Vanessa hoped
that her son could live a peaceful life.
"He is fine. He has been looking for you these days. I know he must be
missing his mother. I have bought a villa in the villa group where
Georgia lives. Before I came here, I have asked someone to make it
clean. I will pick you up there later. It's not convenient for you to live
there with Sam."
Vanessa had planned to live in Georgia's villa to accompany Georgia
and Annie.
But now, Georgia had recovered a little. Now that Georgia was with
Annie, she could go with Alfred back to see their son at home.
Vanessa said okay on the phone.
"Then I'll wait for you here. Ask the driver to drive slowly. Don't be
impatient."
The two of them were talking about their family affairs on the phone.
Alfred asked about Georgia and Annie's situation.

On the other side, Elsie was still discussing with Wilson and Travis.
"Haven't you got in touch with Ivan yet? Since Robert is not here, he is
the only one in the younger generation of the Simpson family who can
convince everyone. Robert's funeral is gonna be held tomorrow. If he
doesn't show up tomorrow, there must also be something wrong with
him."
Elsie sighed as Travis asked.
After Robert's accident, Jason and Jasper called Elsie and asked her to
take good care of Georgia.
As for Ivan, he didn't show up. Jason and Jasper also couldn't get in
touch with him. Elsie tried to call Ivan, but no one answered the phone
call.
They were afraid that something bad would also happen to Ivan. So far,
they didn't dare to tell Georgia about it.
Since Ivan was not here, Sierra Moon was in charge of Robert's funeral
and the major affairs of the Simpson family.
That was why they couldn't find out if there were any other secrets
about Robert's death. Sierra didn't respond to their questions. She
completely locked herself in Robert's villa.
They even couldn't get any information about Wesley.
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"Something might happen to Ivan, too. Robert might be murdered on
purpose, but we don't have any evidence at present. Did these people
also set Ivan up?"
Hearing what Elsie said, Travis frowned and Wilson was lost in thought
with a sullen face.
"Do Jason and Jasper know some information about this matter?"
Travis asked Elsie.
"Since Robert's accident, I have little contact with them. The two of
them seem to be sad, too. Occasionally, they contacted me to ask
about Georgia's situation. They asked me to take good care of Annie
and Georgia, and they would investigate Robert's death. They also
don't believe that it was a simple accident. Now they are also trying to
find out the truth of the car accident, but so far, they haven't found out
anything."
"It seems that the funeral is the only chance. There will be a lot of
people attending the funeral. We can see their true faces. After the
funeral, Robert's property will be redistributed. At that time, maybe the

murderer will show up."
After Wilson finished his words, everyone was silent.
Later, almost no one spoke.
By this time, Vanessa had finished her phone call and sat back on the
sofa.
"My husband will be here soon. He also has a villa around here. I will go
there with him later and we will attend the funeral together tomorrow
morning... Don't worry. If Robert is really alive, he will definitely appear
at a proper time. If he really dies, we will find out the truth. Now the
most important thing for us is to take good care of Georgia. Don't worry
too much. There will always be a way out."
When Alfred came to pick up Vanessa, Elsie saw the boy in Alfred's
arms. She got excited immediately. Elsie hadn't seen her nephew for a
long time.
"Sam has grown up a little. Sister, he is so cute. His eyes are so similar
to ours."
They had only seen each other in the video a few times. It was not as
exciting as the real meeting.
Elsie almost snatched the boy from Alfred's arms. Looking at the smile
on Sam's face, Elsie couldn't finally forget her sorrow for the time
being.
Vanessa just watched her sister smiling. She and her sister almost had
the same faces. Since Sam's eyes were like hers, his eyes should also be
like Elsie's.
Besides, most of Sam's facial features were like his mother's. Elsie held
Sam as if she was holding a treasure.
It was too late, so Alfred, with a sullen face, urged Vanessa to leave.
Elsie reluctantly returned the boy to her sister.
After seeing off her sister and her annoying brother-in-law, Elsie
returned to the villa.
Travis had left, leaving only Wilson in the villa.
Georgia and Annie were still sleeping. It seemed that they wouldn't
wake up until tomorrow morning.
"Have a good rest. We'll talk about it tomorrow."
After saying that, Wilson stood up and was about to leave, but Elsie
directly stopped Wilson.
"I just met my sister's son. He looked like my sister and me very much. I
suddenly felt that it's a good thing to have a child. What do you think?
Do you think that I will also have a cute baby in the future?"
Elsie said expectantly.______________

Chapter 327 Sarah And Sierra
Wilson frowned at Elsie.
"Does it have anything to do with me?"
After saying that, Wilson turned around and left. Elsie could only
complain after he left.
"What a dull man!"
She had given him such an obvious hint, but this man still couldn’t
understand it, like a fool.
She should find a more sensible man. She would never ask such a stupid
question next time. It was so shameful.
Elsie cursed with anger while she lay on her bed. She decided never to
talk to that dull man anymore. After that, she finally fell asleep.
At the midnight, Travis finally returned to his flat.
He had drunk a lot outside. When he opened the door of his flat, he
found that the lights in it were all on.
He focused and saw Sarah sitting on the sofa.
"It’s so late. It's already past one o'clock."
Sarah walked over and asked with concern.
"Why did you drink? You look bad. Did you send Georgia to her home?
How is she?"
Sarah's words were full of concern. Travis was not drunk. He just shook
his head with a bitter smile.
"Georgia is not in a good mood now. I don't know if she can attend the
funeral tomorrow."
"Then why did you get drunk? You should cheer up to deal with the
situation later. This is such a good opportunity for you. Robert is dead
now. This is the best chance for you to be with Georgia. You can't give
up this opportunity."
Sarah said gently. She helped Travis sit on the sofa and served him a
glass of warm water.
"Sarah, now it’s different from before. When I was with Georgia, both
of us were too young. We were too naive. We two haven't gone
through anything unforgettable, so in the following days, she could
forget me and forget this relationship... But Robert is different. They
two have gone through too much. To be honest, I’m not confident
enough. I don't think Georgia will fall in love with anyone else for the
rest of her life. If Robert is alive, she will love him forever. If Robert dies,
maybe Georgia's heart will also die for him."
"I just want her to be happy, but all my thoughts are too dirty now. I
take care of her during this period of time when she is being so sad, just

because I wanna make her rely on me."
"Why do you think so?"
Sarah disagreed.
"It's not dirty to pursue your love. You didn’t poach her when the two
of them were still together. It was Robert who lost his memory first and
then abandoned Georgia. Now he even died in an accident. You are
taking care of the person you love now and want her to be with you for
the rest of her life. It’s not a dirty idea. Do you think that Georgia loves
Robert too much, so you’re not confident enough?”
"Maybe."
Travis didn't know how to describe his feelings.
"Maybe I'd rather Robert were still alive, so at least Georgia would be
happy... I'm a little tired, Sarah. I want to sleep. I have to attend the
funeral tomorrow morning. You can find a room to sleep in now, or you
can go home. Don't worry about me. I will take good care of myself."
After saying that, Travis stood up and walked slowly to his bedroom.
Sarah put on her coat and shoes, closed the door and left Travis' flat.
She knew what kind of person Travis was. He was willing to give
everything to the person he loved.
Therefore, when it came to Georgia, Travis would always be restrained.
He felt that anything he did to Georgia would damage his pure love. He
was even willing to sacrifice himself to satisfy Georgia.
Sarah knew how kind Travis was. She always felt that he deserved to be
loved by anyone in this world. He deserved to get his love.
Since Travis couldn't do it, she would help him.
She had been working on this matter for so long, and it was time for her
to reap the harvest.
Sarah drove back to her flat. She bought a flat of more than 200 square
meters in the center of this city. It was already late at night, and there
were few lights outside the window.
At such a late night, Sarah made a phone call.
After a while, Sierra's voice sounded on the phone.
"Who is it?"
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"Miss Moon, last time when we two talked on the phone, I asked you
what your relationship is with Jayson Mathis. Do you remember me?"
Hearing Sarah's words, Sierra's face suddenly became stern.
She would never forget this person. She made a mistake at that time

and this person successfully probed her relationship with Jayson. She
had been nervous about this matter for a long time, fearing that Robert
would also know about it.
Later, she went to test Sarah again, but she couldn't make clear if Sarah
was just the person on the phone. Jayson told her to be patient and just
wait for the person to contact her again.
But after waiting for such a long time, the person didn't call her again,
and nothing strange happened to her. Sierra almost forgot about it. She
just concentrated on entangling with Robert.
This time, Robert finally died in a car accident as she and Jayson had
planned.
Soon, after the funeral tomorrow, Robert's heritage would be allocated.
As Robert's wife, she deserved to be the first heir.
Robert's mother was mentally ill now, so she would be in charge of his
mother’s properties, as well.
As for Wesley, as Robert's only son, he was only six years old now. She
would also be in charge of Wesley’s properties.
Everything was ready except for the last step.
For this reason, Sierra could hardly fall asleep, fearing that there would
be something wrong with the funeral tomorrow.
She had been checking the arrangements of the funeral and the list of
the guests who would come tomorrow. She wasn’t free until she heard
the devil’s voice again.
"What do you want from me?"
Sierra asked coldly. They had already broken up.
"I'm not interested in what happened between you and Robert in the
past. And I'm not interested in Robert's car accident either. Miss Moon,
I'm only interested in one thing. You tell me where Jayson is, and I will
help you get all the heritage of Robert."
Sarah had guessed why the two cooperated, and she had also guessed
why Sierra got close to Robert.
After a year's hard work of Travis and she, Jayson was kicked out of the
Ellis's Group by Brenton Ellis, and all Jayson’s shares returned to the
Ellis's Group.
It was almost impossible for Jayson to make a comeback without
money and connections.
In America, Jayson had become the public enemy, so he had to return
home.
However, even if he had returned, without enough money, he couldn’t
get back his previous position.

Jayson definitely needed a lot of money. It was reasonable for him to
seek Robert’s properties. Sierra seemed to be a pawn for Jayson, and
they must be planning to get all Robert's properties.
After Robert's car accident, Sarah had confirmed her guess.
In the past couple of days, she had been watching the case and trying
to make clear if it was really an accident. So far, she hadn't found any
clues.
However, even if it was really a plan, and even if it was Robert’s plan,
Sarah was willing to help Sierra to kill Robert.
"Why should I trust you?"
The woman's target was Jayson. Sierra sneered again.
"Ms. Duran, are you still unwilling to admit your identity now?"
Sarah was the only one who could try so hard to hunt Jayson.
Hearing Sierra's words, Sarah smiled frankly.
"You're right. I'm Sarah Duran. You know Jayson well. He won't be
satisfied even if you share Robert’s properties with him. He will
definitely try to take all Robert's properties. You should cooperate with
me.”
Robert was dead, and she had almost taken all the properties. Now
Sierra had no need to hide her real face anymore.
"I know who you are. You're on the same side with Travis Armstrong
and Georgia Lane. Once I cooperate with you and tell you where Jayson
is, you will immediately turn to Georgia and then set me up. I’m not
that stupid as you think."
"Indeed, I have a relationship with Travis, but I don't have any
relationship with Georgia. Miss Moon, I think you have misunderstood.
The reason why I help you is that I want to help Travis and Georgia to
be together. Only when Robert is dead can Travis have a chance."
"Isn't Travis your fiance? Do you still want to make up such a ridiculous
lie at this time?"
Sierra just sneered and didn’t believe it.____
Chapter 328 Under Her Control
"Miss Moon, if I want to help Georgia, I will tell Georgia that she has
given birth to two babies in prison."
As soon as Sarah said this, Sierra's blood stopped running, and she was
completely stunned.
"How did you know that?"
Sierra couldn't help asking. If this secret was exposed, she might lose
everything she was trying to get.
Sierra was flustered. Sarah had already known that she had a

relationship with Jayson, and now this woman even knew that Georgia
had given birth to two babies.
And now she also had a son. Sarah was a smart woman, she might have
suspected the identity of Wesley a long time ago.
"No one can hide their secret forever. Miss Moon, I can't know your
past, but I can investigate Georgia's past. Do you know what else I have
done? I have done a paternity test for you and Wesley. You are not his
biological mother."
This word was a heavy blow to Sierra. She felt dizzy and her clenched
nails had pinched into her palm. However, Sierra could hardly feel the
pain in the palm. Her voice trembled uncontrollably.
"Ms. Duran, what do you want me to do?"
Sarah smiled confidently. She had already known Sierra's secret.
She didn't ask Sierra for Jayson's location before, because she had
guessed that the target of the two of them was Robert. Therefore,
Sarah didn't call Sierra until Robert died.
"Miss Moon, I said it before. As long as you tell me Jayson's location, I
won't tell anyone your secret, and I will even help you to get Robert's
heritage. As for Georgia, they must be suspecting you. You know that
Travis trusts me very much. In fact, it was Georgia and Travis who
decided to do the paternity test for you and Wesley. I have helped you
to hide the result from them. Now it's time for you to make a choice
again. Miss Lane, don't make a mistake at such a critical moment."
Sarah's threat was so obvious. Although she didn't say it clearly, Sierra
knew that if she didn't agree to Sarah's request, Sarah would tell all her
secrets to Georgia.
There would be a seesaw war between them if so.
Sierra's hands were trembling. Her face was extremely pale. She
lowered her head and kept silent for a few seconds. Finally, she replied
to Sarah.
"I promise you, but Jayson is a cunning man. I have to make full
preparation to lure him out. I can't make him suspect me. As you know,
Robert's funeral will be held tomorrow morning, and the lawyer should
come the day after tomorrow to distribute the heritage. Jayson and I
have been coveting the heritage. At this time, I guess he should have
come to D City. I have only contacted him by phone all the time. He
needs fifty percent shares of the heritage. I have to wait for him to
contact me. Then he will tell me where he is. After that, I will make an
appointment with him. At that time, I will tell you where we will meet.
You should take enough men to catch him. There must be someone

protecting him. That's all I can do. Ms. Duran, I hope you can
understand my current situation."
"Miss Moon, I know you're still hiding something from me. You should
know the situation clearly. Don't try to be a weathercock between
Jayson and me. If you want to get the inheritance, you should make the
right choice. As for where Jayson is, I don't care... After the funeral
tomorrow, you'd better find a place to lure Jayson there. I know Jayson
well. He won't hide all the time. He will talk to you about the property
distribution soon. Remember to tell me the time and place when he
contracts you."
After saying that, Sarah smiled and hung up the phone.
Sierra was under her control now. Sarah knew the choice Sierra would
make.
The only thing she needed to worry about was that Jayson was too
cunning. She was worried that after her men went there, Jayson would
run away already. Their efforts might be in vain if so. Therefore, she
had to threaten Sierra, in case that Sierra would be a double-sided spy
and tell Jayson her intention. Jayson is so smart, so he might run away
immediately if so.
It was already midnight. At three o'clock in the morning, Sierra was
completely awake.
She had been complacent before. After the funeral tomorrow, she
could inherit a large fortune and then live a carefree life.
As for Robert's family and other relatives, of course Sierra wouldn't
care. She wouldn't stay here, let alone run the Simpson family's
company.
In Sierra's original plan, she and Jayson would sell off Robert's heritage
and run away with cash.
After all, there were still other family members who would help Robert,
especially Ivan, who was hard to deal with.
At present, Ivan was dragged abroad and temporarily imprisoned in a
place. He was unable to return immediately. This period of time was
the best time for them to sell off the property.
After all, Ivan had saved too many powerful people. Sierra didn't dare
to find someone to kill Ivan. She was also afraid of those people
avenging Ivan.
But she didn't expect that Sarah would suddenly get involved. This case
was getting more and more troublesome.
However, she had no choice at all.
Sierra sat on the bed the whole night.

At six o'clock in the morning, Sierra took her phone and went to the
bathroom. She called Jayson there.
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Of course she lied to Sarah. She and Jayson could contact each other at
any time in case of any emergency.
But now, she had to lie to Jayson.
Although she couldn't completely trust Sarah, that woman knew the
secret about Wesley. It was obvious that Georgia still didn't know it.
It was enough to prove that this woman was not standing by Georgia's
side, which made Sierra feel a little proud.
Georgia had inherited such a large heritage of the SY group, but she
didn't even know how many children she had given birth to. Georgia's
son still took her as his mother. As soon as she imagined Georgia's
expression when she knew the truth in the future, Sierra couldn't help
grinning.
Anyway, she won this round.
"It's still early. Robert's funeral will be held soon. Why do you call me all
of a sudden? Is there any turmoil in the Simpson family?"
Jayson's voice was still a little hoarse. It seemed that he had just been
woken up by the phone call.
"There is nothing serious in the Simpson family. Anyway, Ivan hasn't
come back. Alex Simpson, who has been fighting against Robert, can't
make any trouble now, let alone others. I just want to ask where you
are. We have to meet as soon as possible. Ivan may come back soon,
and Georgia definitely won't let us easily inherit and sell off Robert's
heritage. We have to find a way to finish this matter. Then leave here as
soon as possible."
"I've already found the buyer. As long as you sign the lawyer's
document, you can inherit the heritage completely and then you can
sell it directly. As for the buyer, you don't need to worry about it. The
property and shares of the Simpson family are all high-quality assets.
There are many people who want to buy it. The buyer has prepared the
money. We have made a deal. You just need to inherit the heritage
legally. I'm living in a place in D City now. You know that Sarah and
Travis have been looking for me. I can't show up. After I find a safe
place, I'll call you."
It seemed that Jayson also knew that the two of them needed to meet.
Sierra nodded. She didn't say anything else and hung up the phone.

Jayson had always been a cunning man. Back then, she and Jayson had
set up Robert and made Robert trust her. Almost all the plans were
made by Jayson. She had to be very vigilant against him and take every
step carefully.
It was already half past six after the phone call. Outside the window, it
was already morning.
After washing her face and getting dressed, Sierra put on gaunt makeup
and a black coat.
When she walked out of the door, Sierra saw the busy servants.
Maisie had also come to Robert's villa. Although she was still not in
good condition, as Robert's mother, no matter what, the Simpson
family insisted on taking her to the funeral.
Sierra didn't argue about this matter. Instead, she said she would take
care of her mother-in-law.
As for Wesley, he had been crying these days. Sierra could only try her
best to comfort him. She had to show her sadness. The atmosphere in
the Simpson family was extremely depressing.
"Madam, breakfast is ready."
A servant came to Sierra and said gently. Sierra nodded.
"Where is the young master? Is he still sleeping?"
"We knocked on his room, but he didn't answer us. Madam, maybe you
should go to see him."
"I know. I'll take him downstairs for breakfast. Remember to take good
care of the old lady for breakfast. She will go to the funeral with us.
Take good care of her and don't let her starve."
After saying that, Sierra stood up and walked to Wesley's room.
"Rat-a-tat."
Sierra knocked at the door, but no one answered. Sierra said gently
outside of the room.
"Wesley, I'm your mom. Open the door. Don't make me worry."
The room was quiet for a while before the door was finally opened. A
little boy with red, swollen, and haggard eyes was standing in front of
the door. He stretched out his hands to hug Sierra and then began to
cry.
Chapter 329 The Funeral
Sierra had to carry Wesley into the room patiently.
"Don't cry. Today we are going to say goodbye to your dad. Dad has
always hoped Wesley to be happy. Wesley, be strong and be like a man,

okay?"
"No... no..."
Wesley cried out.
"I want dad! Mom, you must have made a mistake. Dad is so great.
How could he die in a car accident? I don't believe it! I want dad back.
He didn't die. He won't leave me alone! This is a prank, isn't it?"
"That's enough, Wesley. Your father has passed away. It's not the time
for you to be so naughty. You are your father's only son and the only
heir of your father. Many people will come to the funeral later. Do you
want to shame your father? You should let everyone know that even if
your father leaves, you can still lead the Simpson family. You can't be
naughty."
Sierra said these words coldly. Wesley felt that what his mother said
seemed to be reasonable, but he still couldn't ignore his father's
leaving.
Wesley really wanted his father back. He missed his father so much. He
wanted to play football with him again. He loved his father so much. he
wanted to do a lot of things with his father. How could his father leave
him just like this?
In the past few days, Wesley didn't go to school. He was immersed in
sorrow. Except for Sierra's persuasion, no one could make him recover
a little. Wesley didn't want to talk to anyone else.
"Mom, why are you so calm? I'm so sad about my father's death, but
I've never seen you cry."
Wesley asked with some resentment. Since he knew from his father
that the woman in front of him was not his biological mother, Wesley
had been watching Sierra.
He had always been sensitive. Wesley could sense the subtle
difference.
However, after getting along with Sierra for such a long time, Wesley
still relied on her. Sierra had always asked him to be strong. Since his
father passed away, every time he cried, she would only ask him to
cheer up and stop being immersed in sadness. He knew that his mother
was right, but he just felt that something was wrong.
It shouldn't be like this. If his father really left this world, his mother
should be sad like him, not like this. She had shown no sadness at all.
Wesley felt sorry for his father. He didn't think his mother cared about
his father so much.
His father once said that the worst result was that his mother had
always been hostile to his family. Perhaps, his mother had stolen him

from his biological mother.
"Wesley, I was too impulsive just now. But it is your father's funeral
today. We can't let others laugh at us, right? Now your dad is no longer
protecting us. All people outside want to bully us. Only when you and I
cheer up can we protect ourselves. Your father also hopes that we can
protect ourselves, right?"
Wesley had to nod. He couldn't figure out what his mother had said
wrong.
However, there was suspicion in his mind, so he was naturally
suspicious of his mother's words and actions.
But in the end, Wesley thought of what his father had reminded him.
'Never be too impulsive in front of your foster mother and Never
express too much of your emotions, unless your foster mother wanted
to do something harmful to you.'
Otherwise, he should listen to his foster mother obediently.
"Mom, I'm sorry. I'm just too sad. It is Dad's funeral. I won't shame him.
I'm gonna wash my face and brush my teeth first. I'll come downstairs
to have breakfast with you later. You can wait for me downstairs."
Sierra breathed a sigh of relief. To be honest, she had been tired of
playing a good mother for a long time.
After the funeral, she would sell off the property immediately. As for
Wesley, she would not let the child live in this world anymore.
On the other side, Georgia and Annie woke up early in the morning.
Georgia woke up earlier than everyone else. She went to the vegetable
market outside to buy green onion and coriander, and then came back
to cook noodles.
She felt that there were too many things in her mind. If she thought
about them carefully, Georgia felt that her head was going to explode.
She didn't want herself to be in such a bad mood, so Georgia got up
early in the morning to buy ingredients and prepared to cook.
Only when she was in the kitchen could Georgia keep calm.
When she finished cutting the green onion and coriander, Elsie and
Wilson also woke up. Not long after, Annie also woke up. Georgia
cooked noodles for each of them.
But before that, Georgia called Vanessa. It was already seven o'clock in
the morning.
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"I heard from Elsie that Alfred is also here. He also brought your son

here. Come to my house now. I'm making breakfast. Come to have
noodles with us. I also want to see Sam."
Vanessa nodded with a smile.
"Don't worry. I will take him there."
After hanging up the phone, Vanessa walked into the bathroom and
said to Alfred.
"Hurry up. Get yourself ready. Let's go to Georgia's house for
breakfast."
Georgia cooked noodles for everyone. She had a bad appetite, so she
only had a small bowl of noodles.
After that, Georgia held Sam in a daze.
Not long after Annie was born, Georgia had asked Vanessa to bring
Annie up. In fact, she had never brought up a child.
Georgia always liked children. Sam was so cute. When he woke up, he
always smiled at Georgia. Children like him were always pleasing
wherever he went. Georgia finally felt better.
After breakfast, Alfred came over and took the child.
"I don't have a close relationship with Robert. His family didn't invite
me to the funeral, so Vanessa and I won't attend it. We'll be with Sam
in the villa. If you need any help, just call me."
Alfred said this. It was clear that he wanted to take Vanessa away, but
Georgia didn't stop him.
It was obvious that Vanessa was living happily now.
The lie didn't seem to lead to a bad result. Georgia and Elsie saw Alfred
and Vanessa off.
Their villa was not far away. Vanessa and Alfred were gonna take the
child to relax in the community.
Georgia, on the other hand, drove to Robert's funeral. Of course, Elsie,
Wilson and Annie were also in the car.
They would accompany her to the funeral.
Even though she thought Robert was alive, Georgia couldn't be
completely sure that Robert would appear alive.
Perhaps this funeral was really a farewell to Robert. Thinking of this
possibility, Georgia felt sad and didn't speak all the way.
As for Annie, she was still crying yesterday.
But she kept silent since she got up this morning.
She ate silently and got in the car silently with Georgia. She knew that
she was going to say goodbye to her father at his funeral.
She knew it. At this moment, she was so sad that she didn't even want
to cry, as if she was immersed in pain, which made Georgia suffer.

She wanted to comfort her daughter, but she felt that it was useless.
She could only hold her daughter to let her know that her mother was
still there. She was not alone.
Robert's funeral was particularly grand. All well-known big shots in D
City came to the funeral. There were all kinds of luxury cars outside.
The people who attended the funeral were all dressed in black, both
men or women.
Georgia was not in the mood to observe who came to attend the
funeral.
When the car arrived, she didn't open the door immediately, but sat
quietly in the car.
Annie didn't say anything, while Elsie also remained silent. Georgia
didn't know what she was hesitating about, but she just felt that she
was even not brave enough to get out of the car.______________
Chapter 330 Robert's Aunt
She had been hoping that the car accident was fake and Robert could
still be alive.
However, when Georgia saw people coming to the funeral and the
serious expression on their faces, an uncontrollable panic rose in her
heart.
Maybe she was the one who was ridiculous, or maybe Robert had
already died in the car accident. She was just dreaming now.
After a long time, Elsie finally spoke.
"Georgia, you have to face it. Get out of the car. No matter whether his
death is true or not, you should be brave to go in. Don't be afraid. We
will always be with you."
Georgia felt sad. She gently kissed Annie's forehead and sobbed.
"Annie, do you want to go with mom to say goodbye to your dad?"
"Mom, I'm not afraid. Dad is watching me in heaven. I won't cry or be
naughty in the future. I'll be a good child. I don't want dad to worry
about me in heaven. Let's go in together."
Georgia nodded. With sadness, she got out of the car with Annie in her
arms.
When she walked into the crowd, people not far away looked at her,
many of whom were surprised.
These people turned to look at Sierra and Wesley who were standing at
the door, and many of them were gossiping.
The history among the three people, Georgia, Sierra and Robert, was

well-known for everyone.
The funeral attendants certainly knew the relationship between these
three people. Originally, they wanted to see what would happen next,
but Robert suddenly had a car accident.
Robert's death was shocking to everyone.
Robert was a talented man.
After his father left the Simpson family, the Simpson family's business
had been somewhat stagnant. After Robert took over the Simpson
family, he had led the Simpson family well, and he was also the most
popular figure among young people.
Many parents wanted Robert to be their son or have a smart son like
Robert.
However, it was just a dream. They could only envy Robert's father.
But now, Robert was dead. Maybe the talented genius always had a
short life.
Maybe he was too smart. Even God was jealous of his talent.
As for Robert's property, everyone knew that Robert had occupied
most of the property of the Simpson family.
Now reporters had made all kinds of analysis, guessing how Robert's
property would be distributed.
The collateral of the Simpson family had even made some small moves.
The rich and powerful families in D City were all paying attention to this
matter.
They also wanted to know how Robert's property would be distributed.
But it was Robert's funeral today, so the media didn't dare to come
here to ask such questions. The funeral attendants were also decent,
and they wouldn't talk about the gossip here.
However, no one expected that Georgia would also attend the funeral.
Of course, people's impression of Georgia was more complicated.
Originally, they thought it was a Cinderella story, but Robert and
Georgia were separated, and Robert brought another woman back.
Everyone felt pity that Cinderella did not become a noble princess.
However, Georgia soon took over the SY group. She had become richer
than most of the people in D City, which made them jealous.
Now, Georgia was here for the funeral. People all paid attention to
Georgia. They wanted to see what would happen between Georgia and
Sierra.
Under the gaze of the crowd, Georgia took Annie's hand and came to
Sierra.
Today, Elsie and Wilson played the role of her secretaries, standing

beside her, while Sierra was receiving guests as the host.
At this moment, almost everyone around looked at the two people,
Georgia and Sierra.
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"Miss Lane, thank you for attending Robert's funeral."
The first one to speak was Sierra. She looked polite and gentle, as if she
didn't mind Georgia's past identity at all. She looked dignified and
generous.
Georgia wanted to mock this woman. She was the one who got the
marriage certificate with Robert.
Sierra was standing here and receiving guests as Robert's wife, which
was extremely ridiculous.
However, it occurred to Georgia that Robert had said he would pretend
to marry Sierra. Perhaps these two people had already got a fake
marriage certificate, and Sierra must think that she had really married
Robert. So, Georgia swallowed back what she wanted to say.
"Miss Moon, it's Robert's funeral today. I don't want to make trouble
with you here. But we should do something that suits our identities. I
hope you can remember this."
After saying that, Georgia took Annie inside.
After sitting in the guest seat, Annie said to her mother.
"Mommy, when you were talking to that aunt just now, Wesley has
been looking at me all the time. His eyes were even redder and more
swollen than mine. He must have cried more than me these days. He
had been looking at me and you all the time. I don't know if he wanted
to say something to us... When we were at school, Wesley often came
to talk to me, as if he wanted to be close to me. He said he would treat
me as his sister. I am older than him, so I ignored him. But know, I think
he should be as sad as me."
Annie didn't like Wesley before, but now she even cared about him.
Georgia thought that might be because they had the same feelings
now.
The two lost their father together. Robert was the beloved father of the
two.
Annie must know Wesley's mood, so she cared about him.
"Annie, do you want to talk to Wesley?"
Georgia asked directly, but Annie hesitated.
"Mommy, I don't know. I just don't want him to cry so sadly. I'm also

crying all these days. If dad were still alive, I would not fight with him
for dad anymore. I just want dad to be alive. Even if he loves Wesley
more, I just want him to come back."
Children's hearts were always so pure. Even if there were all kinds of
jealousy and quarrels, their nature was very simple.
"I know. I'll take you to talk to Wesley later, okay?"
Annie finally smiled.
"Thank you, Mommy."
The funeral was being held, and the guests were coming in one after
another. Everything was dull, and no people were talking loudly and
laughing in the mourning hall.
All the people were watching Georgia and Sierra, but the two of them
just said a few words and then separated. There was nothing
interesting.
The funeral was about to come to an end, and they would go to the
cemetery to say goodbye to Robert later.
Suddenly, a sharp voice of a middle-aged woman sounded.
"Sierra Moon, you and Robert are just engaged. You are not married
yet. Why do you stand here as a family member to receive guests?
Before you marry him, you are nothing in the Simpson family. Get out
of here with your son. You're just a wh*re with a burden. You're not
qualified to be one of the Simpson family!"
Georgia looked in the direction of the voice and saw Robert's aunt,
Dora Simpson.
Dora was the illegitimate daughter of Robert's grandfather.
When Robert's grandfather distributed the property, Dora only
inherited a small part of it. She didn't have much contact with the
Simpson family. Dora also lived abroad for a long time and seldom went
home these years.
It was not surprising that she showed up at Robert's funeral.
But no one had expected that Robert's aunt, Dora, would be the first to
make trouble at Robert's funeral.
Georgia just wanted to watch this good show, and observe the
expressions of the people attending the funeral to see if they were
suspicious.
However, Dora suddenly turned to Georgia and said.
"And you, Georgia Lane. You are just an ex-girlfriend that Robert has
abandoned. Not long ago, you even took away my brother's heritage.
Now you even come to Robert's funeral. How shameless you are!"
________________

